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E'u've had one issue of 

th{:1 new Plan Canada, and 

you've told us you like what 

you see: the practical, 

visual, concise, hard-hitting 

articles that grab your 

information. • 

~s avez refu un 

numero du nouveaLJ Plan 

Canada et nous avez dit 

/'aimer: des articles 

pratiques, visuels, concis, 

accrocheurs, qui decochent 

You say you like the new columns: For Openers, 
Trendsetters, Tech Update, Snapshots and CIP 
News. And you like the new mini-theme rationale. 

Now we need to know: WHAT CAN YOU DO 
FOR US? We need your ideas, articles and 
opinions on: 

+ municipal & regional transportation master 
planning 

+ urban fringe development 

+ 
+ safety in cities & rural areas 

+ planning in the North 

+ cultural planning 

+ business & economics 

+ infill development, den§(ty,.commu~fty ,,, 
acceptance 

+ monster homes/· 

+ casinos 
+ vacant housing & 1h.,.e1{,;,..,, 

estate 

The Process 

If you can contribute to any of our themes or would like to suggest 
another topic, please send your outlines to the office of the editor 
(The HLR Publishing Group, 51 Ottawa St., Amprior, Ont. K7S 1 W9; 
(613) 623--6975; fax: (613) 623-5179). Now would not be too soon. 
We need our outlines at least three months (four, for refereed) prior 
to the publication date. 

Outlines are forwarded to the co-editors and editorial committee 
for their approval and direction. Authors receiving the go-ahead 
must be sure to keep their articles under 1,500 words (under 3,000 
for refereed). Articles exceeding these limits will be returned. Articles 
received by the editor will be forwarded to the co-editor responsible 
for a particular issue for substantive review. They are then edited 
for style, spelling and interest and returned to the author - after 
layout- for final approval. 

Accompanying graphics are considered mandatory. 

Authors will be required to assign CIP copyright clearance for 
published articles. 

needs you\ 1 

a besoin de voust 
Vous dites aimer les nouvelles chroniques : 
D'entree de jeu, Avant-garde, Nouvelles tech, 
Coups d'oeil et Echos de l'ICU. Vous aimez aussi 
la nouvelle formule de mini-themes.· 

Nous voulons maintenant savoir CE QUE VOUS 
POUVEZ FAIRE POUR NOUS. Nous avons 
besoin de vos idees, de vos articles, de vos 
opinions sur : 

+ Ip. planification ecologie et l'environnement 

t I~ s~purite dans les villes et les regions rurales 

~\ ,, 11 planification dans le Nord 

+ .la 
;lf le affaires,eff~conomie 

i< llarn~np.g~ml~nt en insertion, la densite, l'appui 
de la coliei5thdte 

-.···•· 1es ~~i~ons·e~~rihes 

l~m~ments va~ant} et la chute des prix des 
eubles ·, 

'h. 

l Nous avons besoin de vos 'ldees. Si vous desirez soumettre un 
article sur l'un des themes proposes ou suggerer d'autres sujets, 
veuillez en envoyer les grandes lignes au bureau de la redactrice 
(The HLR Publishing Group, 51 rue Ottawa, Arnprior (Ontario) K7S 
1W9; (613) 623--6975; telec. : (613) 623-5179). Les resumes 
doivent nous parvenir au mains trois mois avant la date de 
publication (quatre mois pour les articles soumis a des arbitres). 

Les resumes sent transmis aux coredacteurs et au comite de 
redaction pour commentaires et approbation. Les auteurs qui ont 
re9u le feu vert doivent s'en tenir a des articles de moins de 2 000 
mots (moins de 3 000 mots dans le cas d'articles soumis a des 
arbitres). Les articles qui ne respectent pas ces parametres seront 
retoumes. La redactrice transmet les articles re9us au coredacteur 
responsable du numero pour qu'il en examine le contenu. Les 
articles sent ensuite revises (style, orthographe, interet), mis en 
page et retransmis aux auteurs pour approbation finale. 

II est imperatif de fournir le materiel visual d'accompagnement. 

On demande aux auteurs d'articles publies qu'ils 
s'affranchissent de leurs droits en faveur de l'ICU. 



TO GET YOUR PLAN CANADA! 

For all your Plan Canada subscription and back issue needs, 
contact the Canadian Institute of Planners. CIP would be pleased to 
fulfill: subscription orders; back issue orders; claims; and change of 
address details. 

Address all enquiries and payment information to Denise Lind at 
CIP, 541 Sussex Drive, 2nd Floor, Ottawa, Ontario KlN 6Z6; (800) 
207-2138; (613) 562--4646; fax: (613) 562--4648. Subscribers may 
claim any undelivered issues by contacting CIP within 120 days of 
publication. 

1995 SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
Canadian: Individual: $55 + GST ($3.85) = $58.85; 

Institution: $62 + GST ($4.34) = $66.34 
Outside Canada: Individual: $65.00; Institution: $77.00 

• 
POUR OBTENIR PLAN CANADA ! 

Communiquez avec I'Institut canadien des urbanistes pour vous 
abonner a Plan Canada ou pour obtenir des numeros deja parus. 
L'ICU repondra avec plaisir a vos demandes : abonnements; 
commandes de numeros deja parus; reclamations; changements 
d'adresse. 

Pour toute information ou pour des renseignements sur Jes paiements, 
veuillez vous adresser a Denise Lind, ICU, 541, promenade Sussex, 2• 
etaie, Ottawa, Ontario, KlN 6Z6; (800) 207-2138, (613) 562--4646, 
telecopieur : (613) 562--4648. Les abonnes peuvent reclamer tout 
numero non livre en communiquant avec l'ICU dans Jes 120 jours 
suivant la publication. 

COUT DES ABONNEMENTS 1995 
au Canada : lndividus : 55 $ + TPS (3,85 $) = 58,85 $; 

Institutions: 62 $ + TPS (4,34 $) = 66,34 $ 
a l'exterieur du Canada : lndividus : 65 $; Institutions : 77 $ 

0 AGRA 
Earth & Environmental 
• Environmental Planning and Assessment 
• Sustainable Development Strategies 
• Terrestrial and Aquatic Ecology 
• Environmental Audits/Baseline Studies 
• Site Remediation/Reclamation 
• Geotechnical and Environmental Engineering 
• Environmental Laboratory Services 

AGRA Earth & Environmental is a subsidiary of 
AGRA Industries Limited, one of Canada's largest 
engineering and environmental consulting firms 
employing over 5,000 people out of more than 140 
offices in Canada, United states, Mexico, Europe, 
Russia, South America, Africa, Southeast Asia, and 
Asia. 

Calgary 
Mississauga 
Ottawa 

403-248-4331 
905-858-3333 
613-241-7646 

Faculty Position 
School of Urban and 
Regional Planning, Faculty 
of Community Services 

The Ryerson School of Urban and Regional 
Planning invites applications for a tenure stream 
position, effective Sept. 1, 1995. 

The School offers undergraduate and post
baccalaureate studies leading to a degree of Bachelor of 
Applied Arts (Urban and Regional Planning). With a 
faculty complement of 12 and a full-time student 
enrolment of 260, the School plays a prominent role in 
the professional education of planners in Canada. 
Situated in the heart of downtown Toronto, the 
Ryerson School of Planning offers unique opportunities 
for faculty and student research and community service 
in addition to the academic program. Close faculty/ 
student collaboration in all aspects of academic life at 
the School is a strong tradition. 

The successful candidate will be expected to 
teach in a variety of planning courses and engage in 
scholarship, research or creative activity appropriate to 
their area of expertise. The School is interested in 
applicants with expertise in one or more of Land Use 
Planning, Environmental Planning, Transportation 
Planning, Urban Design or Planning Law. 

Applicants must hold a degree in Planning and a 
Ph.D. in Planning or a related field. Responsible 
professional practice in planning is required. 
Membership in the Canadian Institute of Planners (or 
equivalent professional organization) is expected. The 
candidate should also show a strong capacity for 
undergraduate teaching, student guidance and 
facilitation of independent learning. 

Applications, including curriculum vitae and the 
names of three referees, should be submitted to: 
Dr. Mitchell Kosny, Director, School of Urban and 
Regional Planning, Ryerson Polytechnic University, 
350 Victoria Street, Toronto, ON M5B 2K3. Closing 
date for the receipt of applications is March 24, 1995. 

This advertisement is directed to Canadian citizens 
and landed immigrants. In keeping with Ryerson 

Polytechnic University's Employment Equity Program, 
applications are encouraged from women, visible minorities, 
aboriginal peoples and people with disabilities. In accordance 

with Section 24 of the Ontario Human Rights Code, the 
University will give special consideration to qualified female 

applicants. 

RYERSON 
!!!!!!!!!!!! -HYDROPHYTICS 
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COLLINS CONSULTING 

NORTH BAY ONT CANA.DA 

Local; 705-414-1120 
Fa•: 705--414-1105 
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+O~ OPINUU 

Toronto the 
Beautiful 
It was a hot summer night on St. Clair Avenue West 
and the street was cmwded and noisy. The Italian 
merchants were having a street fair and they had 
moved their goods onto the sidewalk. ... There were 
sidewalk cafes se1ving Italian ices and coffee. At 
one of them sat an Old Tomntonian, toying with the 
spoon in his cappuccino . ... "You knoH~" he said _to 
a friend, "all my life I've wanted to live in a city just 
like this-where there '.I' variety and public excitement, and 
you can just stumble on scenes such as this. And noH~ 

swprisingly, I do live in such a place. But the strangest 
thing is that I didn't have to move. I just stayed here and it 
came and surmunded me." 

Using this observation to preface his introduction to 
John de Visser's coffeetable book City Light: A Portrait of 
Toronto, Robert Fulford eloquently describes the city's 
transformation - in one generation - from Hogtown to 
Toronto the Beautiful. It has achieved this cosmopolitan 
status, he says, after having gone through four distinct, 
defining phases: 

• it was a tight-lipped, frightened little place during the Great 
Depression; 

• in wartime, it was a city of housing shortages and soldiers; 

• it began to prosper and expand in the post-war years; and 

• it became Europeanized, in great measure due to the influx 
of immigrants, spearheaded in part by the building of Ontario 
Place. 

The immigrants, says Fulford, brought a veneer of 
sophistication and are partly responsible for the Old 
Torontonians' new awareness that their city was a "great 
city." In this edition of Plan Canada, a number of eminent 
planners take a look at Toronto the Beautiful. I think in the 
reading you'll get a hint of what Fulford meant when he 
said that Torontonians are lovers of their city's uniqueness 
and curators of its wonderful architecture. -<> 

II March • mars 1995 

Toronto la belle 
L'avenlte Saint-Clair ouest line chaude ,wit d'ete; une 

rue pleine de monde et bruyante. Les marchands italiens, 
qui tiennent une faire commerciale, ant etale toutes leurs 

marchandises sur !es tmttoirs. Les cafes-terrasses 
servent des glaces et du cafe italiens. Dans w1 de 
ces cafes, w1 Tomntois de souche taquine son 
cappuccino avec line cuillere ... « Vous savez», dit-il 
a w1 ami, «toltte ma vie,j'ai reve de vivre clans une 
ville comme celle-ci, avec cette diversite et cette 
ejfe1vescence, une ville mt des scenes comme 
celle-lc) ne cessent de nolts surprendre. Et 

aujowd'hui, Cllrieltsement, c 'est ce qui 111 'arrive sans que 
je II 'aie el/ Cl deme11age1; le suis simplement reste ici, et 
cette ville s' est realisee et 111 'a enveloppe. » 

Avec cette remarque dont ii s' est servi pour prefacer le 
beau grand livre de John de Visser City Light: A Portrait 
of Tomnto, Robert Fulford decrit avec eloquence le 
mouvement qui a transforme la ville en une generation, le 
passage de Toronto la vieille a Toronto la belle. Toronto a 
obtenu son statut de ville cosmopolite apres avoir traverse 
quatre etapes distinctes et marquantes : 

• c'est une petite ville terrorisee et repliee durant la grande 
crise; 

• c'est une ville de soldats et de penurie de logement pendant 
la guerre; 

• elle commence a prosperer au cours de l'apres-guerre; et 

• elle s'europeanise, dans une large mesure grace a l'afflux 
d'immigrants, mouvement anime entre autres par la 
construction de la Place Ontario. 

Selon Fulford, c'est aux immigrants que !'on doit ce 
verni, ce raffinement et,jusqu' a uncertain point, le fait que 
Jes Torontois de souche aient pris conscience de la beaute 
de leur ville. Dans ce numero de Plan Canada, plusieurs 
urbanistes de renom jettent un coup d' oeil sur Toronto la. 
belle. En lisant ce numero, vous saisirez, je crois, ce que 
Fulford veut dire quand ii affirme que !es Torontois 
cherissent I' originalite de leur ville et sont Jes 
conservateurs de sa merveilleuse architecture. -<> 



The Balanced Planner 

I have always said that planners must be able to accept changes readily 
and be extremely capable of adapting to ever-changing 
environments. Little did I know I would be put to the supreme test, 

and thus be forced to refocus my entire life's activities, with no choice 
whatsoever. On December 5, 1994, I was told I had multiple myeloma, 
a form of bone marrow cancer. Despite the initial shock, 

L'urbaniste et l' equilibre 

J 'ai toujours dit que !es urbanistes devaient etre capables 
d'accepter facilement le changement et qu'ils devaient se 
montrer prets a s'adapter a un monde en constante mutation. Je 

ne me doutais pas alors que je serais soumis a l'ultime epreuve qui 
meforcerait a revoir les activites de toute ma vie, sans qu' aucun autre 
choix ne s'offre a moi. Le 5 decembre 1994, j'ai appris que je 
souffrais du myelome multiple, une forme du cancer de la moelle 
osseuse. En depit du choc initial, de la terreur, de la colere et d'une 
multitude d'autres emotions, j'ai du me resoudre a faire face a cette 
question : «Que faire maintenant ?». 

Je me considere extremement chanceux malgre la 
terror, anger and a multitude of other emotions, 
eventually I found myself having to deal with the 
question, "Well, now what?" 

by • par 
maladie. Immediatement apres le diagnostic, une vague 
de soutien m' a submerge pour me guider, me nourrir et 
pour m'aider a amorcer mon processus de guerison. La 
rencontre de mes diverses familles, personnelle, sociale 
et professionnelle, a ete des plus gratifiante, et j' en serai 
eternellement reconnaissant. Je m'estime egalement 
chanceux d' avoir eu un diagnostic precoce et de pouvoir 

I consider myself extremely lucky, for despite the 
disease, immediately after my diagnosis, a web of 
support emerged that has guided, nurtured and assisted 
me through the beginning of my healing process. The 
coming-together of my personal, social and professional 

Peter Bloodoff, MCIP 
President, CIP/ 
President, l'ICU 
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families has been most gratifying, and for this I will be 
eternally thankful. I am also fortunate to have been diagnosed early 
and to have the strong commitment of an incredible medical team 
working with me. As well, my chemotherapy treatment, while not 
pleasant, has been relatively benign and, most important, my 
long-term prognosis is positive. I have absolutely no doubt- in my 
mind and heart- that I will be cured and that I will come out of this 
ordeal a stronger and better person. 

I believe that we are placed in this world to contribute something 
and that we must learn from both our positive and negative moments. 
This is especially important during times of adversity, for it is then 
we are forced to face our true values and feelings - and assess our 
preparedness. In my case, I was not ready, so although I am breaking 
the mould of previous "President's Columns," I wish to reflect here on 
what I have learned and am learning about becoming a better planner. 

I used to believe it was enough if one had good professional 
knowledge, a strong ethical base, an appreciation for one's 
customers - the people and value systems in our communities -
and a conviction about the impmiance of sustaining our environment 
for future generations. I now know this alone is not adequate. While 
these critical components are important, what is really necessary is 
the balance of these external elements with one's inner self. In short, 
to be a good planner, you first have to be a good person - one who 
has emotional, physical, intellectual and spiritual harmony within 
oneself. 

It is my observation that many of us ignore this until, like myself, 
we are forced to deal with it. While I may be accused of generalizing 
here, over the years I have noticed that most of us fall into two categories: 
those who work to live and those who live to work. People who fall into 
the first category appear to be most content to use their profession as a 
means of paying for their other, real interests in life, which may include 

compter sur l'appui d'une equipe medicale incroyable. 
De plus, mes traitements de chimiotherapie, bien que 

desagreables, restent relativement benins, et - fait crucial -, mon 
pronostic a long terme est positif. II n'y a aucun doute, ni clans mon 
esprit ni clans mon coeur, que je guerirai et que je sortirai grandi et 
meilleur de cette atroce epreuve. 

Je crois que nous sommes sur cette terre pour y accomplir 
quelque chose et que nous devons tirer des legons des moments 
heureux comme des moments difficiles. Ceci est particulierement 
important clans Jes periodes d' adversite qui nous forcent a faire face 
a nos valeurs et a nos sentiments veritables ainsi qu' a evaluer notre 
degre de preparation. En ce qui me concerne, je n' etais pas pret. Et, 
meme sije devie de la tradition des «Mots du President»,j' aimerais 
vous faire part ici de ce que j' ai appris et de ce que j' apprends encore 
a propos des moyens de devenir un meilleur urbaniste. 

J'avais toujours pense qu'il suffisait d'avoir un bon bagage de 
connaissances professionnelles, des fondements ethiques solides, 
une comprehension des clients ( des personnes et des echelles de 
valeurs de nos collectivites) et la conviction qu'il importe d'assurer 
le developpement viable de notre milieu pour !es generations futures. 
Je sais maintenant que cela ne suffit pas. Ces ingredients sont 
importants, certes, mais ce qui importe avant tout, c'est l'equilibre 
entre ces elements exterieurs et la vie interieure. Bref, pour etre un 
bon urbaniste, on doit d' abord etre quelqu'un de bien, en harmonie 
avec soi-meme, emotivement, physiquement, intellectuellement et 
spirituellement. 

J'ai remarque que bon nombre d'entre nous ignorons cela 
jusqu' au jour ou nous sommes forces, comme je le suis aujourd' hui, 
d'y faire face. On m'accusera peut-etre de generaliser mais, au fil 
des ans, j' ai constate que nous pouvons, pour la plupart, etre classes 
en deux grandes categories : ceux qui travaillent pour vivre et ceux 
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sailing, home improvement or other pleasurable activities. What 
they are missing, however, is a commitment to their vocation and 
profession - hence, they lack that feeling of satisfaction that comes 
with true participation and contribution. On the other hand, people 
who fall into the second category (I count myself as having been in 
this group) are constantly seeking new challenges and trying to reach 
ever-increasing goals. But, alas, they miss many oppmtunities to 
reflect on and learn from life's more intangible elements. 

In retrospect, I remember at times running into individuals who 
belonged to an in-between group of"balanced planners" and feeling 
an emotion that I only now understand envy. These people were 
happy, healthy and at peace with themselves and their lot in life, for 
they had achieved that necessary physical, emotional, intellectual 
and spiritual mix. They were able to juggle personal and professional 
priorities, and always seemed to have time to celebrate life. Perhaps 
the Scouts are not that far off with their motto, "Be Prepared." 

So, my friends, as you read this, I ask you to seek a quiet place 
and, if only for a few moments, reflect on your personal preparedness 
and balance. Please learn from me that not everything is important. 
However, knowing what is important, is. I am reminded of a dinner 
held one evening for National Council members after a full Saturday 
of meetings. We joked that we were the last people who had the time 
to be there, given our commitments to our jobs and other groups. It 
is interesting how humour brings out the truth - even if we may 
not recognize the truth at the time. 

So please enjoy life and this wonderful world; strive for personal 
balance; focus on a healthy and happy future. And I guarantee you 
that you will be there - with me. -<> 

qui vivent pour travailler. Les personnes qui appartiennent a la 
premiere categorie semblent se contenter d'utiliser leur profession 
pour satisfaire d'autres interets, plus reels, qu'il s' agisse de la voile, 
de la renovation de leur maison, ou d'une gamme d'autres activites 
agreables. Cependant, ces personnes passent a cote d'un engagement 
face a leur vocation et a leur profession et passent, par consequent, 
a cote de ce sentiment de satisfaction qui vient de la participation et 
de la contribution veritables. Par ailleurs, les personnes qui 
appartiennent a la seconde categorie - et je me compte des leurs -
cherchent continuellement a relever de nouveaux defis et a atteindre 
des buts toujours plus el eves. Mais, helas, ell es ratent de nombreuses 
occasions de reflechir et de tirer des lec,:ons des dimensions moins 
tangibles de Ia vie. 

Je me souviens, retrospectivement, d'avoir rencontre des 
personnes qui appartiennent au groupe intermediaire des «urbanistes 
equilibres» et d' avoir ressenti a leur egard une emotion 
qu'aujourd'hui seulementje comprends, l'envie. Ces gens etaient 
heureux, en sante, en paix avec eux-memes et satisfaits de leur sort 
parce qu'ils avaient atteint cet indispensable equilibre physique, 
emotif, intellectuel et spirituel. Ils etaient capables de concilier Jes 
priorites de leur vie personnelle et professionnelle, et semblaient 
toujours avoir le temps de rendre hommage a la vie. Peut-etre, la 
devise des scouts, «toujours prets», s'apparente-t-elle a cette 
attitude. 

Mes amis, je vous demande, au moment ou vous lisez ces lignes, 
de chercher un endroit tranquille pour reflechir, ne serait-ce que 
quelques instants, a votre etat de preparation et a votre equilibre 
personnels. Apprenez de mon experience que tout n'est pas 
impmiant, mais qu'il importe de distinguer de qui !'est. Je me 

souviens d'un diner tenu un dimanche soir pour 

Location, Location, 
PCensus! 

Jes membres du Conseil national apres une 
longue journee de reunions. Nous nous disions 
en plaisantant que, compte tenu de notre 
engagement face a notre travail et a d'autres 
organismes, nous etions Jes dernieres personnes 
a avoir le temps d'etre la. Comme !'humour est 
porteuse de verite ! Meme lorsqu' on ne voit pas 
cette verite sur le coup. 

Al ors, je vous en prie, profitez de la vie et de ce 
monde merveilleux; efforcez-vous d'atteindre un 
equilibre personnel; concentrez-vous sur un avenir 
de sante et de bonheur. Je vous assure que vous y 
parviendrez - et moi aussi. -<> 

For Precise, In-House Urban Analysis 

Engli,hDay 

Demographics for Neighborhoods or Locations 

PCensus-Canada $395. 
for Windows 

Enumeration area data 
for Ontario: 
• 1991 Census with 

700 variables. 
$1,200. 

* 

• 1994/04 Estimates $1,000 .* 
from Compusearch. 

*Call for pricing of other Provinces or all of Canada on I CD-ROM 

For a PCensus Demo Disk 
Call 1-800-663-1334 
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1445 West Georgia Street Vancouver, BC V6G 2T3 
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phone 604-685-2295 

NOTIC{ 
A copy of Len Gertler's speech "Formulating a New 
Development Model for Canada" is available, at no 

charge, by writing to: Canadian Institute of Planners, 
541 Sussex Drive, 2nd Floor, Ottawa, Ontario 

K1N 6Z6. 
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It is apparent, from reading 
Michael Poulton's, er, review of 
my book Boundaries of the City: 
The Architecture of Western 
Urbanism(Plan Canada, Nov. '94) 
that you cannot please everyone. 
But then, Michael Poulton frets 
over the appearance, in a single 
paragraph, of Plato and Foucault; 
and has to look up the word 
"quotidian" in a dictionary. 

So why is this man writing a 
review of a book that deals with 
Western culture and everyday 
life? * 

Alan Waterhouse, MCIP 
University of Toronto 

I found the latest CIP information 
package very interesting. The 
greater the breadth and scope 
within the planning field, the 
more strained communication 
appears to be. This became 
particularly obvious when 
reading the two papers. On the 
one hand, we are told about the 

enormous difficulties inherent in 
obtaining and managing the 
relevant information necessary 
to carry out the routine work of 
an ordinary planner; on the other 
hand, this handicap does not 
seem to hinder our ambitions to 
remodel lifestyles, reconstruct 
settlements and reform the 
value systems of most of 
humankind. 

It appears some effort has been 
made to be objective by noting 
that more than one interpretation 
of the UN statistics, more than one 
diagnosis and more than one 
curative action exist. Further 
reading, however, makes it clear 
that the authors have already 
made up their minds. A paper that 
purports to launch a broad 
discussion should be impartial 
and open-ended, review all the 
known facts and provide a rational 
analysis of all available options. It 
should explain the ramifications, 
consequences, benefits, costs 
and pitfalls of pursuing different 
strategies. 

The authors state that the 
sustainability concept has 
meaning only if defined from the 
ecological perspective of carrying 
capacity. All consequent 
arguments are based on the 
assumption that our planet is a 

cont'd on page 8 1111• 

rnmout rnmouu ... 
II est clair, a la lecture de la 
revue de man livre Boundaries 
of the City: The Architecture of 
Western Urbanism redigee par 
Michael Poulton (Plan Canada, 
nov. 94), qu'on ne peut plaire a 
tout le monde. Mais Michael 
Poulton est embete parce que 
Platon et Foucault apparaissent 
dans un meme paragraphe et 
qu'il a dQ chercher le mot 
«quotidien» dans le dictionnaire. 

Alors pourquoi cet homme a-t-il 
fail le compte rendu d'un livre 
qui porte sur la culture 
occidentale et sur la vie de tous 
les jours? * 

Alan Waterhouse, MICU 
Universite de Toronto 

DUrnT m.n Lt 
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J'ai trouve la derniere trousse 
d'information de l'ICU tres 
interessante. Plus la portee de 
l'urbanisme s'elargit, plus la 
communication semble !endue. 
Ce fait se precise a la lecture 
des deux documents. D'une 
part, on nous parle des 
enormes difficultes inherentes a 
l'obtention et a la gestion de 
l'information necessaire au 
travail courant d'un simple 
urbaniste; d'autre part, cette 
contrainte ne semble pas 
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restreindre noire volonte de 
remodeler les modes de vie, de 
reconstruire des etablissements et 
de reformer l'echelle des valeurs 
de la plus grande partie de 
l'humanite. 

Pourtant un souci d'objectivite est 
apparent : on note que les 
statistiques de l'ONU peuvent 
donner lieu a plusieurs 
interpretations, et qu'il peut exister 
plus d'un diagnostic et plus d'une 
mesure curative. Mais au fil de la 
lecture, on se rend compte que les 
auteurs ant une position deja 
arretee. Un document qui pretend 
lancer une discussion large doit 
etre impartial et ouvert; ii doit 
passer en revue taus les fails 
connus et offrir une analyse 
rationnelle de toutes les options 
disponibles. II doit expliquer les 
ramifications, les consequences, 
les benefices, les coots et les 
pieges inherents aux diverses 
strategies examinees. 

Les auteurs soutiennent que le 
concept de developpement 
viable n'a de sens que s'il est 
defini dans une perspective 
ecologique de la capacite 
d'accueil. Tousles arguments qui 
e.n decoulent sont fondes sur la 
premisse que notre planete est 
un systeme ferme, ce qui 
implique que le bien-etre de 
l'humanite est subordonne a celui 
de la planete. Cette vision est 
populaire; pourtant, taus les 
environnementalistes n'y 
souscrivent pas. II serait utile 
d'expliquer pourquoi la terre est 
consideree comme un systeme 
ferme. Si l'on ne peut distinguer, 
a un niveau elementaire, nos 
rapports ecologiques avec le 
reste de l'ecosphere de ceux de 
millions d'autres especes 
animales, pourquoi alors les 
etres humains semblent-ils se 

suite a la page 8 1111
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cont'd from page 7 

closed system, which therefore 
implies that the welfare of 
humankind must be 
subordinated to the welfare of 
the planet. This view is popular, 
but not all environmentalists 
adhere to it. It would be helpful if 
it were explained why Earth is 
believed to be a closed system. 
If our ecological relationships to 
the rest of the ecosphere are 
indistinguishable on a basic 
level from those of millions of 
other animal species, then why 
do humans behave in such a 
seemingly suicidal manner? 

It has become very fashionable 
to criticize the way our 
settlements and communities 
are being built. Some planners 
feel they should shoulder part of 
the blame. The authors of the 
paper also felt that a certain 
degree of mea culpa would be 
appropriate to include. I strongly 
object to that. Anyone who 
makes a sufficient intellectual 
effort to project him/herself into 
the world at the beginning of this 
century would discover that 
Corbusier's and his disciples' 
teachings made a lot of sense. 
The subsequent degeneration 
and misapplication of these 
principles are neither his nor 
planners' fault. It would be more 
helpful to review the actual role 
of planners in the 20th century. 
Megaforces beyond anyone's 
control were shaping human 
settlements, and planners could 
not have controlled them then 
nor can they now. 

The concept of sustainability is 
not as brand-new an idea as it 
may appear. Disguised under 
different names, it has been with 
us since the dawn of history. 
Learning from the past would 
help us to be more efficient in our 
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contemporary pursuit of this 
ancient dream. 

The authors are rather definite 
about the direction of change 
and even about the lifestyle, 
shape and appearance of 
sustainable communities. 
Chances are their vision will be 
realized in some areas under 
specific circumstances. But it 
would be wise to emphasize that 
different ecological niches 
would require different answers. 
There are simply too many 
variables involved. Let's be 
more open-minded, do our 
homework more thoroughly and 
explore different routes toward 
sustainability. * 

Vladimir Matus, MCIP 
Toronto 

rnum~~ UP! 
Congratulations on Plan 
Canada's fabulous new design. I 
can't praise your team enough for 
the superb job you've done 
redesigning the magazine. Not 
only do you continue Plan 
Canada's tradition of informative, 
thought-provoking articles, but 
you've made the magazine so 
attractive I couldn't put it down. 
Nice going! * 

Daniel Lauber 
Immediate Past President, American 
Institute of Certified Planners 

suite de page 7 

comporter de fac;:on aussi 
suicidaire ? 

II est maintenant de bon ton de 
critiquer l'amenagement des 
etablissements et des collectivites, 
et certains urbanistes considerent 
qu'ils doivent assumer une partie 
du blame. Les auteurs du 
document croient egalement qu'il 
est opportun d'y inclure une dose 
de «mea culpa», ce a quoi je 
m'oppose fermement. Toute 
personne qui ferait un effort 
intellectuel suffisant pour se 
reporter au debut du siecle se 
rendralt compte que l'enseignement 
de Le Corbusier et de ses disciples 
etalt tres sense. Ni le Corbusier, ni les 
urbanistes ne sont responsables de 
la degradation ulterieure de ces 
principes et de leur mauvaise 
application. II serait plus utile de 
reexaminer le role reel des 
urbanistes au XXe siecle. Des 
forces puissantes, sur lesquelles 
personne n'avait d'emprise, 
modelaient les etablissements 
humains; les urbanistes de 
l'epoque n'auraient pu maHriser 
ces forces, pas plus qu'ils ne le 
peuvent d'aujourd'hui. 

Le concept de developpement 
viable n'est pas aussi nouveau 
qu'il ne le parail. Sous divers 
noms, ii nous accompagne 
depuis l'aurore de l'histoire. Le 
passe peut nous enseigner a 
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poursuivre aujourd'hui plus 
efficacement ce reve ancien. 

Les auteurs semblent plutot 
certains de la direction du 
changement et meme des 
modes de vie, de la forme et de 
l'apparence des collectivites 
viables. II y a fort a parier que 
leur vision se concretisera dans 
certaines regions, dans des 
circonstances particulieres. Mais 
ii serait sage de rappeler que 
differentes niches ecologiques 
necessitent diff erentes solutions. 
Trop de variables entrent en ligne 
de compte. Gardons l'esprit 
ouvert, faisons nos devoirs plus 
consciencieusement et explorons 
les diverses voies qui menent au 
developpement viable. * 

Vladimir Matus, MICU 
Toronto 

Felicitations pour la nouvelle et 
sensationnelle conception 
graphique de Plan Canada.Jene 
peux suffisamment louer le 
magnifique travail que votre 
equipe a accompli. Non 
seulement avez-vous poursuivi la 
tradition d'articles d'information et 
de reflexion propre a Plan 
Canada, mais vous en avez fail 
une revue si accrocheuse sur le 
plan graphique qu'il m'a ete 
difficile de la poser. Bravo ! * 

Daniel Lauber 
President sortant, American Institute 
of Certified Planners 

3331 Bloor Street West 
Toronto, Ontario 
M8X1E7 
Tel: (416) 234-2040 
fax: ( 416) 234-5953 

4316 locarno Crescent 
Vancouver, 8.C. 
V6R 1G3 
Tel: (604) 222-1036 
fax: (604) 222-0914 



The City of Toronto's 
financial district has the 
largest concentration of 
head offices in Canada 

(City of Toronto Planning 
and Development 

Department). 

'foronto 
Every good conference deserves 

a good theme. Let's suggest one 
for Toronto. "Is Toronto 

different from a comparable U.S. city? 
In what ways? And do those differences 
have anything to do with planning?" We 
have perhaps the most elaborate system 
of planning regulation and regulators of 
any city/region in North America. If the 
perfect planning policies and programs 
you'll be hearing about in your time 
here really work, then Toronto should be 
demonstrably different from cities in the 
U.S. 

Had this conference been 
by 

landscape of the American city? 
Certainly an urban cousin, if not a clone. 
Many observers, most recently Joel 
Garreau in Edge City, have indeed 
concluded that, other than in 
temperature and temperament, Toronto 
is a typical North American city -
Atlanta spelt with an 'o,' if you like. I 
don't think that's the case, but I'm not 
sure the differences have their roots in 
planning policy or practice. 

Tough times are the test of character. 
The past difficult five years in the life of 

Toronto have demonstrated the 
irrelevance of even the most 

held five years ago, at the 
height of our self-romance, Joe Berridge, 

MCIP you would have heard 
universal confidence in the 
efficacy of our urban 
management. Driving around the 
Greater Toronto Area now, one can't be 
so sure. Aren't these the same strip 
malls, power centres, aimless freeways, 
abandoned factories, public housing 
sinks, glassy Edge City towers, 
languishing downtown, sprawling 
suburbs that form the standard 

sophisticated planning tools in 
dealing with the fundamentals 
of economic and social change. 
A system based on exquisite 
forms of regulation was left 

stranded by the absence of anything to 
regulate. A structure demanding the 
highest standards of public environment 
proved unaffordable. A yawning 
governance gap opened up, between 
democracy and delivery. What the deep 
recession did reveal, however, was the 
permanence of our civic culture, our 

City of 
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Viable main streets that support commercial and residential development are actively encouraged in the Metro area (Metropolitan Toronto Planning Department). 

genus loci, that is any great city's only real source of strength. There's 
nothing so permanent as character. And how can planning, so used 
to building cities, build character? 

"Life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness" versus "peace, order 
and good government." Freedom to or freedom from - take your 
pick. Though to outward appearance identical, Americans and 
Canadians emerge from a completely different social and 
psychological conditioning, as those words from our respective 
constitutions capture. If you want to understand why the subway is 
clean, why you can't get a drink after one o'clock in the morning 
and why our version of the OJ. Simpson trial is being conducted in 
secret, that's why. Torontonians are the only people on Earth who 
believe that sin is a failure of education, that sex is a branch of public 
health and that beauty is the outward manifestation of virtue. We 
disapprove of litter. We won't tolerate slums. 

T\vo founding nations. You won't see much direct evidence of the 
fundamental Canadian historical fact in Toronto, other than many of 
you being unable to understand the other side of most things you 
buy. But the truth is that Canada has been trying since its inception 
to square the circle of having one-quarter of its population speak 
French. To everybody's credit, rather than resolution through civil 
war, we secretly enjoy this incongruous instability, developing 
instead a unique combination of grievance, bribery and boredom -
masked as consensus-building- that has become the culture of our 
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civic governance. Talk, talk, talk. Nobody in this country can ever 
pull the trigger because we know we would blow ourselves up. Had 
they lived up here, Lincoln and Lee would still be talking. No 
extremes, no extremists. 

The United Nations recently declared Toronto the most 
multi-culturally diverse city in the world. If we had a bicultural 
history, we have a multicultural future. Torontonians have taken 
great pleasure in this factoid largely because one consequence of 
being the recipient of such polyglot immigration is that as a rule, the 
cheaper one eats in this city, the better. What the city seems to prove 
is that for everybody to get along you need a very high percentage 
of recent immigrants - only 40% of City of Toronto residents have 
English as their native tongue - a very varied mix of immigrants, 
with no dominant groups, and a host culture alternately so weak, 
soporific and/or gently open-hearted that it doesn't notice that old 
anglo-Canada has vanished in less than 20 years. Probably not much 
to it anyway. 

The vast majority of Torontonians still know what a city is. 
Choose your own definition. A city is a place where you can 
encounter strangers with equanimity, enjoy perversion in anonymity, 
find community without claustrophobia, understand that eating, 
drinking and talking well are the best revenge. Most of our recent 
immigrants know instinctively how to enjoy city life, and happily 
the vast liberal middle class still living in the central city has never 



forgotten. The streets are safe and the transit is 
used. People go out at night. 

in the doorway taking cheap shots at our virility. 
(You can appreciate that nobody in the rest of 
Canada has any time for Toronto.) Then there are 
our friendly neighbours to the south: the TV up too 
loud, their uncontrollable children and cheap 
cooking smells forever coming over the backyard 
fence. All of which tend to overwhelm the delicate 
little string quartet of a city we had in mind. So we 
affect a higher urban plane; we are 
internationalists, a city of the world. Some truth to 
it, not as much as we think. 

Canadians have the best health care system in 
the world, and we can't afford it. One of the most 
tangible ways Toronto has organized itself 
differently from American cities is in the network 
of social support programs that largely, although 
not perfectly, prevent the most dismal forms of 
social disintegration. If you asked the average 
Canadian how we differ from Americans, he or 
she would most often first say 'health care.' Odd 
way to define citizenship perhaps, but maybe not. 
The challenge for us as a country is how, deeply 
in debt, we manage to maintain these ties that bind 
us together. Canada has become the test case 
within North American and world free trade of 
whether only countries without social programs 
can out-compete those with them, or whether a 
dynamic new economy requires and indeed 
thrives in a socially harmonious and supportive 
environment. The jury is still out on this one. 

Surveys report that Canadians eat more 
vegetables than Americans. There are other 
differences. Indeed, the more often one travels 
between the two countries the more differences 
one notices beyond the obvious ones of 

BCE Galleria was designed by Santiago 
Calatarvo as part of Toronto's public art 

program (City of Toronto Planning & 
Development Department). 

A recent issue of New York Magazine lauding the 
"return of New York" found things going so well in 
their town it worried that "New York could become 
something like Toronto, happy and edgeless and 
Canadian." Well, two out of three ain't bad. The 
'edgeless' grates though. Do all these civic virtues 
anesthetize the very essence of city life? Are we 
different? I live here, so I know what I think. Please get 
out and judge for yourself; read the latest Toronto novel 
(for list of authors, see above), walk all the way down 
Bloor Street West, have a drink in the BCE 
Galleria, go into the most incomprehensible 
Vietnamese/Somalian/Kurdish restaurant for a 
bowl of soup, ride the streetcar along Queen, jog 

spelling, the metric system and the curiosity of a 
Queen of Canada. One critic recently described Canada as not so 
much a country as a shared sensibility. In a world of dizzying change, 
in the global information age where national boundaries count for 
little, defining a country through an emotion, an attitude of mind, is 
not so crazy. So in Toronto we have the inclination to irony that is 
the blessing and curse of a mid-sized city in a middle-power country. 
No bold moves, few bold movers. 

Cities are constructed more from imagination than steel and 
concrete. The test of a great city is the quality of its prose, its painting, 
its music, its theatre, its dance. For me, the greatest pleasure of this 
city is the depth and range of good writing. To the classic names of 
Margaret Atwood, Alice Munro and Robertson Davies are now 
added the new passengers in the human lifeboat the city has become: 
Neil Bissoondath, Rohinton Mistry, Michael Ondaatje, Nino Ricci, 
Josef Skvorecky and M.G.Vassanji. Toronto has moved into third 
place on the continent in film and TV 
production, second place in live theatre and 

on the Beaches boardwalk at dawn, the Islands at 
dusk. Stroll unaccompanied at midnight through 

the downtown. Enjoy yourselves, with the appropriate unplanned 
edge, in my polysyllabic, polymorphous, polymet:ropolitan home. 
Et vive la difference. -<> 

Surrirna1y 
Toronto is a city pe1fect in planning, at the extreme of no 

extremes, incongruously located in big, beautiful, brawny and 

brainless Canada. A city of delight in moderation, of 

imagination under control. Humbled by the recession, Toronto s 
resilient character is its hope for the future, the essence of its 

distinctiveness, a testament to the enduring qualities of a 

modest urban life. 

book publishing. The International Authors 
Festival, the Film Festival, the dance, jazz and 
choral festivals are all of world significance 
because local people love to go to them. Only 
in architecture do we still have a civic tin ear. 

Joe Berridge is an urban planner with 

Toronto, ville de la pe1fectio11 en urbanisme, 

dujuste milieu pousse a /'extreme, 

absurdement localisee dans ce beau grand 

Canada so/ide et sans cen1el/e. Ville des 

charmes de la moderation, de /'imagination 

maftrisee. Humi/iee par la recession, Toronto 

s'appuie sur sa resistance - c'est son espoir 

pour l'aveni1; /'essence de son caractere 

distinct, w1 legs aux qualites durables d'une 

vie urbaine modeste. 

Peter Ustinov described Toronto as New 
York run by the Swiss. It's the kind of well-worn 
quotation we like to pull out from time to time. 
In fact we'd rather be Zurich run by New 
Yorkers. Torontonians secretly wish they were 

Berridge Lewinberg Greenberg Ltd., 

winners of the 1994 Toronto Arts 

Award for Architecture and Design 

and the Canadian Institute of Planners 

grand prize. He can be reached at 

(416) 363-9004. 

situated on another continent. Frankly, the rest of Canada is a bit of 
an embarrassment. Big, beautiful, brawny and brainless. There isn't 
an abstract idea between here and Vancouver. And as for Quebec, 
she's a wife who always threatens to leave but never does, just hangs 
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B efore we can decide where Metro Toronto should go from 
here, we must first consider why it was created in the first 
place and how it functions in the context of today's political 

and geographic realities. Metro Toronto was not the result of a 
progressive plan. Although governments spend a lot of time thinking 
about the future, what they actually do is dictated by immediate 
necessity, and Metro Toronto was the provincial government's 
response to a 1953 municipal servicing crisis. 

Metro 
Toronto 
and the 
Greater 
Toronto 

Area: 

A quick response, Metro Toronto proved 
to be a successful experiment in municipal 
governance, finance and land use planning. 
For the first decade it was in a "building 
mode." Roads, the Toronto Transit 
Commission, large sewer and water works, 
suburban housing growth and financial 
stability were visible signs that the province 
had made the right move. The decision to 
consolidate 21 municipalities into six -
and create Metro Toronto - did not cause 
the revolution predicted by some local 
leaders of the day. There was no municipal 
taxpayer revolt; the sky did not fall. The 
province flexed its muscles and won the 
contest for public opinion. 

Ten years later, the first cracks started to appear. Growth 
was occurring in the surrounding regions, and the history of 
municipal government elsewhere began to repeat itself in 
Metro Toronto. 

By 1983, the suburban hubs had grown strong and independent, 
and the City of Toronto was no longer the financial, cultural and 
community core of the Metro federation. Large industrial and 
commercial businesses were fleeing the city for the suburbs and 
regions around Metro, and the first signs of the so-called "doughnut" 
effect became visible. 

Metro is today what the City of Toronto was in 1953. It is the core, 
and the surrounding regions are like suburbs - suburban pockets 
complete with a sense of community, financial and cultural goals and 
little regard for matters beyond their own nmrnw boundaries. 

Forty yem·s later, the circle is complete. Metro has lost itself to 
the Greater Toronto Area, and this new, emerging region has become 
an urgent challenge. Once again the province must assert its power, 
applying its brush with broad strokes, not minor touchups here 
and there. 
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Faced with growing inadequacy, the Metro Toronto structure 
should be replaced with an area government that comprises 
Metropolitan Toronto and the regions of Halton, Peel, York and 
Durham. And without provincial vision the territorial imperatives 
will make it impossible for the municipalities involved to agree on 
any action that will alter their boundaries or erode their political base. 

This new area government should neither be an amalgam of the 
existing regional structures nor an expansion of Metro's current 
jurisdiction. It should be based on direct election to the new area 
government following a "rep-by-pop" model. With a lean 
bureaucracy, the purpose of the new government will be to nurture 
the growth and stability of the new, larger, urbanized land use and 
economic area. But how? 

The first official land use plan of the new government will 
probably be a consolidation of the existing regional and lower-tier 
council plans. In accordance with the provincial policy statements 
on land use planning, the new area government should approve the 
official plans of all constituent municipalities, which would control 
zoning, site plan control and other matters now under their influence. 
Only when disputes between municipalities arise should the new 
area government make the final decision. 
• The new government should co-ordinate economic activity 

and growth, designating areas, size and types of economic 
activity Planning functions and all economic development 

activity now duplicated in lower-tier municipalities 
would be supplied by the new government on a 
fee-for-service basis. 

• The Government of Ontario Commuter Rail (GO 
Transit) and all public transit now existing in Metro and 

the decommissioned regions should be brought together in 
an arm's-length corporation responsible to the new area 
government, with board members drawn from the private 
sector, province and municipalities. 

• Police forces and ambulance and fire services should be 
placed under a central dispatch. This leads to greater 
efficiency, quicker response time, and the amalgamation of 
functions (administration, training, purchasing, for example). 

• Boards of health and social services - including child care, 
children's aid, family benefit allowances and all seniors' 
services - should be consolidated under the new 
government. 

• Many municipal services now controlled by the 
decommissioned regions should be brought under one roof 
with the objective of eliminating duplication, creating less 
costly and more efficient units of government and encouraging 
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private-sector partnerships wherever possible. There should be a maximum phase-in 
period of one year for services such as administration and no more than two years for 
other services that are to be amalgamated for economic and efficiency reasons. For 
integration of the more complex services such as transit and police, the phase-in period 
could be five years. 
Municipal funding for the new region should be based on the combined equitable assessment 

of the constituent municipalities, assisted as necessary by provincial one-time funding during a 
five-year phase-in period. 

The "rep-by-pop" model for elected officials should be modified so that areas carrying a large 
assessment with only a small population base will be fairly represented. As well, councillors could 
be elected in wards that could overlap existing municipal boundaries. 

Following this kind of pattern, the creation of a dynamic, modified Greater Toronto Area is 
possible. But is it probable? 

If it is true that history repeats itself, then we have only to look back to 1953 to find the answer. 
Then, the province listened to local government, ignored the rhetoric and then went ahead and did 
what it thought was right. To ensure the success of the experiment, it named a tough-minded 
benevolent administrator as the first chair of Metro. Times have changed, but the ingredients of 
forcing successful municipal change have not. Appropriate reorganization, governance and 
funding of the future Greater Toronto Area is only part of the answer. Equally important is the need 
for a suitable first chair of the new region, supported by the province. 

The most efficient, and probably the most representative system of local 
government, is a unitary one: eliminate regional government or eliminate the lower 

Swnrnary 
A new area government should be 

based 011 the single-tier municipal 

representation model. With a lean 

"rep-by-pop" bureaucracy, the 

1m17Jose of this new government 

will be to nurture the growth and 

stability of the neu; large,; 

urbanized land use and economic 

area. Its first official land use plan 

will probably be a consolidation of 

the existing regional and 

lower-tier council plans. The 

result: the creation of a dynamic, 

modified Greater Toronto Area. 

~surne 
La nouvelle administration 

regionale devra se fonder sur cm 
mode/e municipal de 

representation a w1 palie1: Dotee 

d'une bureaucratie de faille 

reduite basee sur !Ille 

representation enfonction de la 

population, la nouvelle 

administration aura pour ob jet de 

favoriser la croissance et la 

stabilite d'zme nouvelle region 

economique et urbanisee plus 

grande. Son premier plan 

directeur d'amenagement 

s'appuiera vraisemblablement sur 

la consolidation des plans 

regionaux et locaux existants. Son 

resultat: la creation d'zme Region 

du Grand Toronto dynamique et 

transformee. 

tier. London, England, is a prime example of the practicality of legislating a metro 
government out of existence. Elimination of the local level diminishes the sense of 
representation which is the essence oflocal government and foreign to the Ontario 
experience. 

Australian-born and -educated, John Kruger joined 

Solutions must heed historical experience, and the practical need to make 
decisions based on some degree of likely public acceptance. Changes must be made 
one step at a time, and in the Greater Toronto Area, amalgamating services now 
performed in Metro and the regions of Halton, Peel, York and Durham is the first 
step. Moving on to a centralized system of purchasing and the area-wide 
fee-for-service administration of municipal departments such as parks, planning and 
roads makes savings a certainty. In today's political environment, a few bold steps in 
the right direction is probably the best way to broach the subject of change. * 

Metropolitan Toronto in 1971 and spent his last seven 

years as Chief Administrative Officer. In 1985 he joined 

the Province of Ontario as a deputy minister 

responsible for crown corporations. Subsequently he 

served as Chair, Pension Commission; Chair, Ontario 

Automobile Insurance Board; and Chair, Ontario 

Municipal Board. Kruger can be reached at (416) 

229-3145. 

Editor's Note: The author wrote this article in an attempt 

to stimulate discussion about the Greater Toronto Area. 

The solution suggested is not the only one available, 

nor the only one he favours. 
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riginally known as York, Toronto was 
founded in 1793 as the capital of Up
per Canada (now Ontario) on a site 
that offered a sheltered harbour, supe-
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rior overland access to the Upper Lakes, and strategic 
distance from the then-hostile United States. The original settlement 
took place within a strictly utilitarian plan five blocks long and two 
blocks deep. Subsequent expansions continued the rectilinear pat
tern, but no overall concept was adopted. 

Responding to this cns1s, a radical restructuring of local 
government was recommended by the Ontario Municipal Board and 
implemented by the Province of Ontario. Metropolitan Toronto, a 
new upper-tier level of local government, was established in 1953, 

with responsibilities for regional planning and many public 
Growth in the early decades was slow. When the Town 

of York was incorporated as the City of Toronto in 1834, 
its population was only 9,000 people. However, successive 

by Alan Young, 
MCIR 

services. Also, the Metropolitan Toronto School Board was 
created to pool tax revenues from across Metro and allocate 
them to the local school boards. The Province kept the 13 
area municipalities (amalgamated to form six in 1967), and waves of prosperity based on immigration, trade, the 

railways, manufacturing and finance propelled the metropolitan 
population to 500,000 soon after the First World War and 1,000,000 
soon after the Second, Toronto has emerged as the financial capital 
of Canada and is one of the top North American office centres, By 
1994, the Greater Toronto Area had an urbanized area of about 1,500 
square kilometres and a population of 4.44 million ( 43% of Ontario's 
population and 16% of Canada's), 

Until the First World War, the City of Toronto annexed the 
urbanizing areas adjacent to its boundary. This practice was 
discontinued for financial reasons, and by 1925, what is now 
Metropolitan Toronto was within the jurisdiction of 13 separate, 
unco-ordinated municipalities with varying financial resources and 
capabilities. When growth began to accelerate after the Second 
World War, there was an overwhelming need for new schools, roads, 
sewers and other services, which the patchwork oflocal government 
could not deliver. 
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they continued to be responsible for land use planning, zoning and 
local services. 

The Metro federation worked, and the growth of Toronto was 
accommodated in an orderly manner. However, when growth began 
to spill over Metro's boundaries, the Province chose not to expand 
Metro but to create new regional governments based on old county 
boundaries. Established in the early 1970s, the regions of York, 
Durham, Peel and Halton are today considered to form part of the 
Greater Toronto Area. Unlike the comparatively small Metro, which 
was built up within a generation of its establishment, each region 
will maintain a large rural area for the foreseeable future. 

All but one of the upper-tier municipalities in the Greater Toronto 
Area now has a Province-approved official plan, which provides a 
mandatory planning framework for decision-making at the local 
level. All official plans adopted by area municipalities must conform 
to the relevant upper-tier official plan. Since the area municipalities 
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have zoning power, they continue to be the 
principal forum for development applications. 
Zoning by-laws must conform with the intent 
of the area municipality's official plan. Appeals 
of official plan and zoning by-laws are 
determined by the Ontario Municipal Board, a 
provincial administrative tribunal. 

This basic structure is unchanged in 
Ontario's new Planning Act, although the 
regions (but remarkably not Metro) will gain 
approval powers of local official plans. The 
Province remains an important player by 
requiring that planning decisions be consistent 
with comprehensive provincial policy 
statements. Also, the Province will stipulate 
mandatory contents for upper-tier official 
plans. 

Currently, the reform of government in the 
Greater Toronto Area is an urgent issue that has 
the attention of both the Province and the 
municipalities involved. A key feature of any 
reform will be the creation of an equitable tax 
structure that will maintain the health of the 
OTA as a whole. * 

Land Areas 

Editor's Note: The City of Toronto, 
Metro and York Region are 
highlighted in the graph and table, 
and are profiled by their respective 
planning commissioners in the three 
articles that fol/cm, 
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*£\pected to be achiewd betll'een 201 I and 2021. 

Sources for Population Figures: 

Current 
Population 
in Millions 
(1994) 

0.63 

2.32 

0.55 

4.44 

Targeted or 
Projected 
Population 
in Millions 
(2011) 

0.74 

2.5 

0.93 

6.0* 

"Metro Facts '" 1994 Metro Toronto Population," Metropolitan Planning Department, 
Research and Special Studies Division, December 1994; "York Region Facts," York 
Region Planning Department, 1994; Metropolitan Official Plan; York Region Official 
Plan; City of Toronto Official Plan 

Alan Young is a planning consultant based in 

Toronto and a member of Plan Canada's 

Editorial Board. 
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Toward a Liveable 

When asked lo comment on my vision for the future ofh:Ietro 
'foronlo in my capacity as Commissioner of Planning; I u;,as 
al once honoured and challenged. In our hasle lO det:Jelop 
short-term plans and solut.ions, we ojien lose sight of how these 
plans fit into the broader context of regional det:Jelopment and 
city-building initiatit:Jes.Jloit:Jet:Je1; b<fore trying lO w1.clerstancl 
where it:Je should be going; il is important lo rq/lec(/irst on 1,t:J/wre 
1,t:Je hcwe been and it:Jhere it:Je are noit:J.Jflccordingly, this article 
commences ivith an historical assessment of the hletropolitan 
'Toronto Corporation ancl concludes 1.vith some personal 
impressions on ivhat must be clone lO mot:Je us wivard a 
"lit:Jeable metropolis." 

This illustration is on the cover of the new official plan for Metropolitan Toronto. 
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he creation of the federation of Metropolitan Toronto 
(Metro) by the Ontario government in 1953 was the 
first large-scale attempt in North America to take an 
existing local government system and adapt it to meet 
the challenges of outward urban settlement. It repre

sented, arguably, the most thorough government commitment to 
comprehensive metropolitan planning ever made on this continent. 

Initially, the new Municipality of Metropolitan Toronto was 
granted planning responsibility for an area considerably larger than 
its jurisdictional boundaries. It comprised not only the area 
municipalities within Metro but also 13 outside municipalities. 
Development within this broad planning area was controlled 
through restrictions on the capacity and extension of piped services 
and a requirement for lakeside treatment services, which effectively 
restricted the emergence of leap-frog development patterns. 

In the years following 1953, the Metro government virtually 
solved the municipal servicing problems of the rapidly growing and 
financially strapped suburban communities. It also developed a 
transportation system that combined an extensive road and 
expressway network with one of North America's most advanced 
transit systems. 

Although geographically constrained, Metro has traditionally 
exerted considerable influence over the nature of development 
within and beyond its jurisdictional boundaries. In part, this is 
because Metro was able to solicit a good deal of co-operation from 
area municipalities. Indeed, early plans were successfully 
implemented through "moral persuasion" rather than official 
provincial approval. 

Today, we have come full circle. The issues that precipitated the 
creation of Metro are now a reality for the GTA. Rapid growth in the 
regions around Metro is straining the area's servicing and resource 
base. Faced with diminished funding sources, Metro and the regions 
are having to compete for assessment dollars and provincial 
investment funds. 



Metro Planning 

Tcxlay, Metropolitan Toronto planning is 
the shared responsibility of provincial, 
metropolitan and area municipal 
jurisdictions. Among the planning and 
development issues currently under 
consideration are the broad distribution of 
population and employment, the mierial roads 
and public transit network, the regional 
greenspace system, the provision of 
affordable and assisted housing, municipal 
services, environmental management, 
regional heritage preservation and large-scale 
redevelopment. 

and private-sector investment in 
the central area cannot be 
overstated. When a city is 
abandoned by middle-income 
families and development 
investment, it loses its stability 
- and its appeal. 

Building on Assets 

Metro's new official plan will 
accommodate approximately 300,000 
new residents by the year 2011. Current 
settlement patterns and growth trends 

The reurbanisalion strategy for Metropolitan Toronto includes the 
development of high-density, mixed-use development nodes, connected 

by an extensive rapid transit network. 

Designed with the '90s in 
mind, Metro's approach to a 
more integrated and strategic 
planning process is distinctly 
non-traditional. Determined to 
build on assets and reduce 
liabilities, Metro planners first 
assessed the region's strengths 

indicate that any population growth within 
Metro boundaries will require aggressive policy intervention and the 
adoption of innovative development strategies. 

Along with growth, a number of emerging trends will have a 
profound impact on urban development. The information-based 
economy of the 21st century and the substitution of data transfer for 
the transportation of goods and people will contribute to the spatial 
spread and restructuring of urban activities that is already under way. 
As well, the decentralization of home and place of work will likely 
continue, driven by global economic forces and the changing nature 
of work and the workplace. And baby-boomers in family 
formation (and re-formation) - are continuing to enter the 
homeownership market and are exercising their preference for 
affordable single-detached suburban homes. 

But outward urban settlement is not without its dangers, and Metro 
is fighting back with an urban intensification strategy designed to 
prevent the liabilities associated with disinvestment in the city core. A 
Geneva-based resem·ch company recently ranked Metro as the fomih 
best city in the world ( only a low score in the "personal safety" category 
kept it from clinching first place). And although Toronto is a long way 
from massive disinvestment and dislocation, the impmiance of public-

KEY PlANNfNG Df~ECTfONS 
• GROWTH TO CENTRES AND CORRIDORS 

• REURBANISING UNDERUSED AREAS 

• PROMOTING MIXED-USE DEVELOPMENT 

• REBUILDING INFRASTRUCTURE 

• METROPOLITAN DESIGN EMPHASIS 

• BALANCED TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 

• INTEGRATING THE GREENSPACE SYSTEM 

and weaknesses, then identified 
opportunities and constraints. Those elements that are considered 
critical to the quality, competitiveness and liveability of 
communities and to their ability to attract residents, tourists and 
investors - were closely scrutinized. 

What is it that attracts people to Metro? The principal amenities 
are: quality oflife, safety and security; environmental health; and an 
equitable social support structure. The high quality and standard of 
its services is what has attracted people to Metro. If Metro is to 
preserve its status as a viable and desirable urban entity, these 
amenities must be maintained. Allowing these standm·ds to fall 
would have a disincentive effect on international investment and 
could jeopardize the region's economic foundation. 

But Metro's greatest asset-and defining feature-is its people. 
Metro boasts a rich and diverse cultural mix. The United Nations 
has identified Metro Toronto as the most multicultural city in the 
world. With most residents only one generation removed from a 
foreign origin, Metro currently attracts in excess of 40% of the 
annual immigration to Canada. It is a truly global city. While not 
large by international standards, Metro is a microcosm of the world, 
and virtually every culture is represented in its citizenship. Over time 
it has become a caring and tolerant city; one that accepts and even 
encourages diversity. People of all ages, cultures and lifestyles live 
in Metro and enjoy a consistent standard of public services. 

As Metro does for its people, its people do for Metro. In an era 
of global competition and "borderless" markets, Metro's diverse 
cultural composition enhances its position as an international place 
of business. Global links do not have to be forged; they already exist. 
Cultural diversity gives Metro credibility in the international 
marketplace and a knowledge base that more homogeneous urban 
environments simply do not have. 

Physically, Metro has been characterized as Vienna surrounded 
by Phoenix. It has a concentrated core with high residential and 
commercial densities, an extensive public infrastructure 
(particularly in terms of public transit) and a compact, "walkable" 
central business district. It also has an extensive lower-density 
suburban area, which is characterized by an automobile-oriented 
development pattern. This dual urban form is a reflection of the diverse 
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needs and wants of the Metro population and a municipal effort to 
provide maximum variety and opportunity of choice. 

Given the nature and extent of current and looming economic, 
social and technological change, however, Metro cannot afford to 
rest on its laurels. Direct policy intervention is necessary to maintain 
the viability and liveability of Metro's urban environment in the face 
of changing conditions, assumptions and rules of the game. 

The adoption of a disciplined approach to urban management 
coupled with intelligent and strategic expenditure should enable 
Metro to direct its limited resources in a way that will yield positive 
social and economic returns. The city cannot be treated as a 
depreciating asset or a company that is being milked prior to 
liquidation. Instead, Metro must build on its strengths, maintain and 
enhance the environment for which it is justifiably proud and 
aggressively address the array of challenges in its path. 

Strategies have been proposed to address some of the issues 
confronting Metro. Although effective city-building will require the 
vision and diligence of many governments, agencies and 
individuals, at the very least planners can set the stage. 

The Metro Planning Strategy 

Because Metro is already built up, additional population must be 
accommodated through a process of redevelopment and 
reinvestment (referred to as "reurbanisation" in Metro's new official 
plan). It means taking advantage of existing opportunities and 
facilities and building on assets - not expanding the urban envelope 
- and its fundamental objectives are to reduce sprawl, automobile 
reliance, loss of natural resources and public servicing costs. 

The cornerstone of the Metro reurbanisation strategy is the 
direction of new employment and housing to designated 
high-density, mixed-use centres and corridors. The result: the 
redistribution of residential and employment opportunities and the 
creation of an efficient urban structure - one that is well-served by 
transit, arterial roads and other municipal services and considerate 
of such existing metropolitan assets as greenspaces, established 
neighbourhoods, heritage sites and community service areas. 

The new plan moves away from regulation and returns to the first· 
principles of community building, establishing a series of 
"liveability" objectives - healthy communities, economic vitality 
and sustainable environments - to guide the corporate 
decision-making process. While it might not be possible to achieve 
all that is desired through the official plan, careful monitoring of the 
principal objectives should at least indicate whether day-to-day 
decisions are moving Metro closer to its desired goals. 

While much of the Metro area borders Lake Ontario, the waterfront has been a forgotten asset. The Metropolitan waterfront plan provides a strategy 
for improving its overall quality. 
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An important planning direction for Metro is the development of sale, viable main streets that support both commercial 
and residential developments along transit corridors. 

The Challenge 

The first challenge for Metro is to translate 
its good intentions into timely, effective 
investment strategies. Initially, these strategies 
will focus on municipal service improvements 
and transit enhancements in the central area and 
Metro's designated centres. This infusion of 
public investment should reduce the social, 
economic and environmental costs associated 
with central area disinvestment. 

The centre-supportive investment strategy is 
articulated in Metro's official plan, waterfront 
plan and the 2020 Transportation Vision, and 
current initiatives include the development of 
an international-level trade centre, the creation 
of a waterfront trail, an extensive rapid transit 
subway and light rail expansion program, and 
improvements to piped services. Because 
roadway systems are both expensive and 
land-intensive, the supply and demand 
components of this issue must be addressed 
through improved transportation demand 
management, innovative financing and 
user-pricing schemes, and the development of 
new vehicular and system design technologies. 

The second planning challenge facing Metro 
is the need to develop strategies that will attract 
and sustain middle-income families. This 
means providing not only ample opportunity 
for education, recreation, culture and 
entertainment in the central corridor, but also 
the other amenities enjoyed by people who are 
traditionally attracted to suburban living 
environments. 

Although the Metro community has 
consistently articulated what it believes to be 
the essential elements of a high-quality 
community - transit services, human-scale 
development, accessible community services 
and shops, pedestrian-oriented streets and 
inclusive communities - low-density, 
auto-oriented suburban developments continue 
to hold appeal for consumers and developers 
alike. To a large extent, this development type 
remains popular because it is the one that is most 
often rewarded. Overriding concern with 
convention and regulation in the development 
review process offers an easier passage for the 
safe and benign and creates a procedural 
nightmare for the new and innovative. 

Metro's reurbanisation is also constrained by 
outdated government institutions that are rooted 
in an agrarian society long since gone and 
legislation that was designed with greenfield 
developments in mind. Current control 
mechanisms effectively deal with the 
distribution ofland uses and municipal services 
but cannot cope with the subtleties and 
complexities of redevelopment. 

Metro planners must deal with an 
increasingly skeptical public, and their 
two-dimensional plans fail to convey the 
three-dimensional implications of 
reurbanisation. Although site coverage and 
setback standards might mean something to the 
development planner, they mean little to the 
people whose communities are affected. 

Today's consumers expect more, demand 
more and know more: even the most cynical 
resident has an opinion about the look, feel and 

The "liveability" elements of 
Metro's new official plan: 

A healthy environment with clean air, 
soil and water, maintained through 
practices that ensure its 
sustainability over the long term. 

Diversity and choice in lifestyles, 
neighbourhoods, services and 
opportunities. 

Equitable access to housing, 
community services, recreational 
facilities and cultural activities. 

A regionally, nationally and globally 
competitive economy that is 
responsive to change and attractive 
to investment. 

----i•~ %f t V 

A fundamental planning direction - and 
planning challenge - involves diverting 

more traffic from cars to transit in order to 
make more efficient use of existing roads 
and to promote a healthier environment 

within the region. 
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vitality of a neighbourhood. Planning is no 
longer a profession isolated from the public, and 
planners must respond by paying closer 
attention to issues of quality and to urban 
design. Metro's commitment to this new 
direction is exemplified by its reurbanisation 
guidelines and innovative approach to the 
intensification of areas surrounding rapid 
transit stations. 

The Last Word 

Current planning and regulatory 
mechanisms will be effective on only a fraction 
of the development issues facing Metro. The 

Sumrna,y 

GREATER TORONTO AREA (G.T.A.) 

Metropolitan Toronto was created in 1953 as a 

unique, federated municipal govemment to 

address a number of issues associated with 

rapid suburban growth. Today the corporation 

faces a new set of urban challenges: economic 

restructuring, increasing social and ethnic 

diversity and related se111ice demands, and 

diminishing financial resources. This article 

outlines the strategic planning directions 

adopted by Metro to reurbanise, revitalize and 

reinvest in the metropolitan area while 

maintaining or enhancing the quality of life of 

its residents. 

KEY MAP 

protection of agricultural land, mitigation of 
environmental effects, stormwater control and 
provision of roads are considered explicitly in 
the legislation. But the fixation on mitigation 
has produced an anti-urban bias to planning 
policy; in the quest to eliminate the worst, 
Metro has effectively precluded the best. 

There is no shortage of planning challenges 
confronting Metro. Economic restructuring, 
demographic trends, the changing nature of 
work and home, and diminished funding will 
continue to challenge us. However, one thing is 
clear: the need for planners and planning 
intervention in the broadest sense. Laissezfaire 

attitudes will only increase instability and 
disinvestment in the central cities, force people 

farther out and create a less 
accessible, less desirable, 
less viable city. The private 
market cannot be expected 
to assume complete 
responsibility for city 
building. The public 
sector, and the planning 
community in particular, 
must contribute. Only by 
breaking out of the 
regulatory mould can 
planners create and sustain 
for Metro the kind of 
climate that invites great 
things to happen. ~ 

~sume 
La Communaute urbaine de 

Toronto a ete creee en 1953 sous 

laforme d'une administration 

municipalefederee, unique en son 

genre, pour s'occuper des 

questions liees a la croissance 

rapide de la banlieue. La 

Communaute urbaine doit 

aujourd'huifaireface a w1 tout 

autre ensemble d'enjeux 

urbains: restructuration 

economique, diversite sociale et 

etlmique accrue et besoins 

connexes en services, ressources 

financieres reduites. Cet article 

presente /es orientations de 

planification strategique adoptees 

par la Commwwute urbaine pour 

revitaliser et reurbaniser la region 

metropo/itaine et yfavoriser /es 

investissements tout en maintenant 

011 en ameliorant la qualite de vie 

des residents. 

Located at the mouth of the Humber River, this bridge was built for pedestrians and 
cyclists only and provides an important link in the waterfront parks system. It was 
designed through a collaborative process that used the talents of artists, urban 

designers, engineers and planners. 

John A. Gartner, MBA, APP, is the 

Commissioner of Planning for the 

Municipality of Metropolitan Toronto. He 

is a former president of the Ontario 

Professional Planners Institute and the 

Ontario Municipal Management 

Institute. He is also a member of the 

Association of Ontario Land Economists 

and the Urban Transportation Council of 

the Transportation Association of 

Canada. He can be reached at (416) 

392-8770. 
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Photos/drawings by City of Toronto 
Planning & Development Department 

unless otherwise credited 

Planning in the Toronto area is currently in a state of transition, 
due in part to the recent adoption of new official plans by both 
the City and Metropolitan Toronto and to the introduction of 

significant amendments to the Planning Act by the Province. These 
initiatives reflect an increasing awareness of environmental 
concerns and indicate a remarkable degree of consensus among 
planners at the "big picture" level: 
• The new official plans for the City and Metro promote 

intensification to conserve the environment and make better 
use of existing urban infrastructure. 

• Metro's official plan aims for a 10% increase in population 
within Metro over the 1991-2011 period while the City's official 
plan targets a 14% increase within the city over the same 
period. 

• A chief aim of Planning Act reform is to curb urban sprawl. 
If there is one major area of contention between the City and 

Metro, it is the role of rapid transit in encouraging intensification. 
The City is critical of Metro for over-committing itself to a costly, 
capital-intensive program of rapid transit expansion. With provincial 
funding and support, Metro is currently building the first stages of 
two suburban subways, the Sheppard Avenue East and Eglinton 
Avenue West lines. These sections alone will cost about $1.7 billion 
to build, and plans for further extensions and other new lines could 
bring the total to over $5 billion. Such expenditures seem difficult 
to justify during a time of declining transit ridership in Metro ( down 
from the 1988 peak level of 463 million passengers to 388 million 

Toronto's subway system is the workhorse of an excellent transit system. 

in 1994). As well, the Toronto Transit Commission's operating 
budget is under severe pressure, and looming on the horizon are 
further cuts to existing services and/or fare increases. Metro's 
intensification policies do not seem to have obviated the need for 
huge investments in transit capital. 

CITY OF TORONTO: 

the 

picture 

The City's residential intensification strategy aims to provide 
more homes in new neighbourhoods, along main streets and in other 
suitable areas, with a full range of physical and social services to 
support these new or expanded communities. The land conversion 
process has provided opportunities to build new residential 

The John Street pedestrian bridge, built in conjunction with the Skydome, helps 
to connect the city to the waterfront. 
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neighbourhoods in a number of non-traditional residential areas, 
including the former downtown railyards and Harbourfront. 
Elsewhere, mixed-use developments are being encouraged to 
increase the housing supply. The "main streets" initiative promotes 
housing to be built over stores, in developments up to five storeys 
high, along the city's main shopping streets where there is already 
good public transit service. Further, the City is amending its zoning 
by-law to facilitate "live/work" arrangements in commercial and 
industrial districts and has adopted policies to make it easier to 
convert office space to residential use. 

Planning is also undergoing transition as a result of a changing 
economy that is slowly recovering from a period of deep recession. 
Trends in office development are often taken as an indicator of the 
city's economic health, and it seems that office vacancy rates are 
beginning to recede from the 1993 high of 20%. However, few 
people expect to see a return to the land market boom years of the 
1980s. The current era of slow economic growth has led to a 
reassessment of planning's role, with demands to cut red tape and 
reduce staff. At the same time, the definition of planning has 
broadened as more attention is given to such matters as economic 
development and governance. Planners are anxious to be seen as part 
of the solution, not part of the problem. 

Pleasing as it was to see Toronto's seventh-place ranking in 
Fortu11e's 1994 world ratings,* concerns remain that the city may 
yet suffer some of the negative effects experienced by many 
American inner cities. Fears of becoming another "hole in the 
doughnut" might be exaggerated. Nonetheless, it was comforting 
to note that at a recent economic forum on the future of Metro 
Toronto, there was broad agreement on the need to maintain a 
vital and healthy central city if the region as a whole is to prosper. 
As the influential writer on urban affairs for The Washingto11 Post, 
Neal Peirce, points out, there is nothing to be gained by promoting 
suburban growth at the expense or neglect of the core. For these 
reasons, City planning staff have been drawn into the current 
debate over local government structure and related fiscal 
arrangements. This debate may seem arcane to those not directly 
involved, but it hinges on the critical need to develop a more 
co-operative, efficient approach to governing the region and a 
better system of taxation and revenue-sharing. At a minimum, the 
unfair burden on the city's commercial property tax base must be 
reduced. 

Land Use Planning Issues and Projects 

Challenges continue to be presented by more conventional 
land use planning issues and development projects. Two 
land use issues have particular importance: the need to 

improve connections to the cental waterfront; and the need to 
ensure an adequate housing supply for all income levels across 
the city. 

Waterfront Access 

Although Toronto is situated on one of the Great Lakes, its 
central waterfront area is largely cut off from the financial district 

*Editor's Note: Toronto ranked fourth in a recent survey conducted by the 
Geneva-based Corporate Resources Group. 
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and residential neighbourhoods that lie a few blocks to the north by 
the triple transportation barrier of the elevated Gardiner Expressway, 
Lake Shore Boulevard (a six-lane arterial road) and the rail corridor 
- all run closely parallel to the shoreline. The industrial and 
warehouse activities that developed around this major transportation 
corridor added to the central waterfront's feeling of isolation. 
Consequently, many of the thousands who work downtown or live 
nearby have little day-to-day appreciation of their lakeside setting 
- and this is a great loss. 

A common theme of the sub-area plans for the central waterfront, 
which include plans for Garrison Common North, 
Bathurst/Strachan, Harbourfront and the railway lands, is the 
reduction of the barrier effects of the transportation corridor and the 
encouragement of a more urban, mixed-use pattern of development. 
The Regeneration Trust, recently created by the Province to facilitate 
an ecosystem approach to planning throughout the whole of the 
southwest Lake Ontario bioregion, has characterized the planning 
dilemma of the central waterfront as stemming from the conflicting 
roles of "corridor" and "place" being placed on it. The Trust's 
extensive study of dismantling the central, elevated section of the 
Gardiner Expressway accepted there is little to be gained by 
replacing the existing expressway by an even more expensive 
underground one. It concluded that substantial improvements to the 
central waterfront as a place can only be achieved by diminishing its 

The Gardiner Expressway, currently a major regional transportation corridor, runs 
between the railway lands and Harbourfront (photo: Ernie Scullion). 



regional role as a major transportation corridor. The 
net result is that planning guidelines have emerged: 
protect the option for dismantling the Gardiner 
Expressway; maximize the opportunity to extend the 
grid of city streets south across the barrier; preserve 
and enhance sightlines to the waterfront; shorten the 
width of the rail viaduct; and improve pedestrian 
links. These guidelines are gradually being 
implemented as development proceeds. But with 
limited government funding available for major 
infrastructure projects and a slow real estate market, 
changes cannot be expected quickly. 

Affordable Housing 

City planning staff expedited plans for the 
expansion of the Metro Convention 
Centre and are now working on plans for 
the new National Trade Centre, which is 
to be built in the exhibition grounds with 
the financial support of all four levels of 
government. Toronto's new NBA 
franchise, The Raptors, announced at the 
close of 1994 that its stadium would be 
built downtown, just south of Union 
Station. There will be a rush for planning 
approvals to meet NBA timelines. 

The City's view of intensification is not just more 
housing but a better mix of commercial and 
residential uses and a mix of housing types for all 
income levels. There is growing concern, however, 
over the future housing supply for lower-income 
households. The federal government has already 
withdrawn funding support in this area, and the 
Province appears ready to follow suit. In today's 

Toronto's main streets provide an important 
opportunity for residential intensification through 

incremental infill. 

The City recently approved its first 
retail warehouse store on the site of the old 
stockyards in the city's west end. This 
project is expected to be the catalyst in the 
redevelopment of the stockyards district, 
but its approval was not without 
controversy. The City has developed 
guidelines for the approval of retail 
warehouse stores to ensure that concerns 
over such matters as traffic and 

economic circumstances, it does not appear possible 
to attach conditions to commercial development approvals to 
provide for a private-sector subsidy for the production of affordable 
housing. Yet without some form of subsidy, either public or private, 
new affordable housing will not materialize. 

Other factors have also added to the affordable housing problem. 
The Province has adopted environmental cleanup standards for 
contaminated soils that can add substantially to the costs of 
converting industrial lands to residential uses. It was the projected 
soil cleanup costs that largely brought the city's ambitious Ataratiri 
housing project to a halt, leaving the cleared industrial lands vacant. 
Also, neighbourhood resistance to new housing can be heightened 
by concerns over the affordable housing component. A further 
concern relates to the aging affordable housing stock - mainly the 
high-rise, rental apartment buildings built in the 1960s that have 
reached the stage where major rehabilitation work is required. The 
extent of this potentially serious "deferred maintenance" problem is 
not clearly known, but the problem cannot be ignored indefinitely. 

Current Projects 

Even during the recession, the City has continued to receive and 
process a number of major development applications. At the project 
stage, policy and practice are truly drawn together and tradeoffs 
sometimes have to be made among competing objectives. In 1994, 

competition with existing retail areas, 
especially along traditional shopping streets, are addressed. 

Other recent major development projects include a proposal to 
redevelop the Gooderham and Worts distillery site just to the east of 
the downtown. The Gooderham and Worts project is of particular 
interest because of its historical significance as one of the nation's 
best examples of a surviving 19th-century industrial complex. The 
plans for its redevelopment require many of the old buildings and 
equipment to be retained and restored as permanent heritage 
features. 

Further east, close to the Beaches residential area, the sale of the 
Greenwood racetrack offers the potential for major redevelopment 
on a 50-acre site close to the lakefront. The racetrack project will 
present a testing ground for the city's intensification policies, and it 
will be interesting to see the degree of public acceptance and political 
support for the policies of the new official plan. 

Other Aspects of Planning 

By highlighting some of the current major policies, issues and 
projects, it has been necessary to neglect other important aspects of 
planning in the city, including the crucial role that urban design 
considerations play in the planning process. The City's new official 

Panorama of a portion of the former stockyards, an important redevelopment area. 
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Painting of the Gooderham and Worts distillery complex, 1896 (top, courtesy 
Metropolitan Toronto Library Board). Perspective drawing of proposed Trinity 
Street pedestrian spine of the Gooderham and Worts development proposal 

(bottom, courtesy Gordon Grice illustration for Allied Domecq). 

plan has a whole section on urban design policies stressing the 
importance of the public realm: the organization of streets, parks, 
squares and promenades and the role that buildings play in defining 
these important public spaces. To assist in the application of these 
policies, planning staff are putting the finishing touches to an 
Urban Design Handbook that illustrates how new developments 
can fit harmoniously with their context in a manner that supp011s 
and enhances the quality of the public domain. The planning 
department also co-ordinates the public art program, which 
requires all new development to allocate 1 % of gross construction 
costs to public art. As a guiding document, it has produced the 
Framework for a City of Toronto Public Art Plan. But perhaps the 
most notable product of the program to date is the stunning Galleria 
in downtown's BCE Place. 

The processing of development applications is the department's 
staple product, with every effort directed to making the 
development review, re-zoning and official plan amendment 
processes as fast and efficient as possible and the planning system 
user-friendly. The City's planning staff service a wide range of 
special-purpose committees, including the City Cycling 
Committee, the Task Force to Bring Back the Don and the Safe 
City Committee. Indeed, planning in the city covers a whole 
spectrum of urban issues. 
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There is a diversity of planning 
activity in the City of Toronto. 
But as with most large, modern 

cities, there are some broad common 
themes as well. The debates over 
intensification, the need to curb urban 
sprawl and maintain a healthy city core, 
the efficacy of investing heavily in fixed 
rail transit and the need to provide 
affordable housing are by no means 
unique to Toronto. These shared concerns 
or areas of debate give practical meaning 
and value to conferences. Management 
studies have shown that many heads are 

better than one, and we all stand to benefit by listening to the 
experiences of others. * 

Summary 
That planning is an evolving process is most apparent in the Toronto 

area where both the city and Metro have recently adopted new official 

plans. As well, the province has introduced major changes to its 

planning legislation. Yet, despite this transitional state, a sw7,rising 

degree of consensus has emerged on overall planning directions for 

the region and the City's key role in the regional economy. An 

increasing awareness of environmental concerns has found e:>.7,ression 

in the broad support given to the concept of intensification. For the 

city, intensification means planning to accommodate growth while 

protecting the best of what we have. But in today's economic climate, 

the emphasis has shifted somewhat to promoting growth and 

broadening the definition of planning to include matters relating to 

economic development, taxation and government structure. 

~swne 
La planification est w1 phenomene en constante evolution : la region 

de Toronto le demontre defar,:on eloquente, la Ville et la Communaute 

urbaine ayant toutes deux recemment adopte w1 nouveau plan 

d'urbanisme. La province a egalement apporte des modifications 

importantes a sa legislation en matiere d'urbanisme. Pourtant, en 

depit de cette sitllation transitoire, w1 consenslts etonnamment 

vigoltreux se dessine qllant altx grandes orientations d'amenagement 

de la region et quant au role central de la Ville dans l'economie 

regionale. Le concept de densification jouit d'un large soutien qui 

e.,prime line prise de conscience accrue des enjellx environnementallx. 

Poltr la ville, la densification permet line plan/fication qlli serf la 

cmissance tout en protegeant ce qlle la ville a de miellx. Mais dans le 

climat economiqlle aclltel, la balance semble peser davantage en 

faveur d'zme stimulation de la croissance et d'ltne definition plus large 

de l'urbanisme qlli englobe !es enjeux de developpement economique, 

de taxation et de strnctltre administrative. 

Robert Millward is the Commissioner of Planning and Development for 

the City of Toronto. Prior to this, he was Deputy Commissioner of the 

department, Director of the Central Core and Waterfront Division and 

Director of Planning with the Housing Department. He can be reached at 

(416) 392-7182. 
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CIP 
News 

The new Guideline for Continuing 
Professional Development describes a self 
monitoring and evaluation system that 
recommends that members meet a standard of 
20 points over a 2-year period. The Guideline 
was sent to all full and provisional members. 
To date CIP has issued 21 certificates to full 
and provisional members that have completed 
voluntary monitoring and recognition forms by 
meeting the 20 point criteria. 

Congratulations to the following full and 
provisional members who have received a 
Certificate of Achievement for the calendar 
years 1993-94: 

mars 1995 
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Echos de 
/'ICU 

Les nouvelles directives de l'ICU en matiere de 
perfectionnement professionnel prevoient un 
systeme d'auto-evaluation recommandant que 
les membres accumulent vingt points sur une 
periode de deux ans. Ces directives ont ete 
envoyees a tous les membres a part entiere et 
provisoires. Jusqu'a maintenant, l'ICU a 
decerne vingt et un certificats a des membres a 
part entiere et provisoires qui ont accumule 
vingt points et ont retourne leur formulaire 
d'auto-evaluation. 

Felicitations aux membres a part entiere et 
provisoires suivants qui ont refu un certificat 
d' accomplissement pour les annees 1993 -94 : 

Abraham (Avi) Akkerman, MCIP 
Mary D. Bishop, MCIP 

Yvonne Harris, MCIP 
Michael Hiller, MICU 

George W. Murphy, MCIP 
A. Mary Nazwaski 

Linda M. Bocheim 
Lynn M. Bowering, MCIP 
Simon Christopher Farbrother, MCIP 
Margot Hamilton, MCIP 
Harry Harker, MCIP 

Greg Hofmann, MCIP 
Timothy P. Houlihan, MCIP 
David S. Kriger, MCIP 
Arthur B. MacDonald 
Ronald Marini, MCIP 

Susan M. Reimer 
Ian D. Robertson, MCIP 
Kenneth Tamminga, MCIP 
Margaret-Ann Thornton, MCIP 
Anthony J. Usher, MCIP 

Please contact Denise Lind at 1-800-207-2138 
for more information about the program. 

Job Exchange 

Mr. Grant Scale writes that he is interested in a 
6 to 12 month job exchange with a Canadian 
planner. He is an Australian environmental 
planner with the Department of Planning and 
Development, Bendigo office. He is interested 
in a planning position in Canada and has 
extensive experience in rural and environmental 
planning as well as in urban and residential 
planning, strategic and statutory /regulatory 
planning. Please contact Denise Lind at 1-800-
207-2138 to obtain a copy of his resume or 
contact Mr. Grant Scale, 9 Bendigo Crescent, 
FLORA HILL, VIC, 3551 AUSTRALIA. 
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Pour plus de precisions au sujet de ce 
programme, veuillez communiquer avec 
Denise Lind, au 1-800-207-2138. 

Echange professionnel 

M. Grant Scale souhaite participer a un echange 
professionnel d'une duree de six a douze mois 
avec un urbaniste canadien. M. Scale est 
urbaniste environnemental au ministere de 
l'Urbanisme et du Developpement, bureau de 
Bendigo, en Australie. I1 aimerait occuper un 
poste d'urbaniste au Canada et il possede une 
vaste experience en amenagement rural et · 
environnemental ainsi qu'en planification 
urbaine/residentielle et strategique/ 
reglementaire. Pour obtenir son curriculum 
vitae, veuillez communiquer avec Denise Lind, 
au 1-800-207-2138, ou directement avec M. 
Scale a l'adresse suivante : 9 Bendigo Crescent, 
FLORA HILL, VIC, 3551 AUSTRALIE. 

Institut canadien des urbanistes 
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New Student 
Representative 

Grace de Jong of the Department 
of City Planning, Faculty of 
Architecture, University of 
Manitoba becomes student 
representative to the 1995-96 CIP 
Council by acclamation. Her 
appointment will be confirmed at 
the Annual General Meeting in 
April. Grace has studied at the 
University of Manitoba and the University of 
Alberta. She plans to get more students 
involved with CIP by sending out a summary of 
key points from Council meetings via e-mail, 
and by visiting as many planning schools as 
possible throughout the next year. She would 
like to see more students become involved with 
CIP' s Conference. Grace can be reached at 
umdejon2@cc.umanitoba.ca. 

APAICIPIOPPI Annual Planning 
Conference 

This year's Conference is being held in Toronto 
from April 8 to 12. When you are deciding 
which events you will attend keep in mind 

• the Awards Ceremony being held on 
Monday the 10th from 3:30 p.m. to 
5:00 p.m. 

• the Annual General Meeting being held on 
Tuesday the 11th at the Sheraton Centre 
Toronto, 123 Queen Street West, City Hall 
Room. The AGM will begin with a 
breakfast at 7:30 a.m. followed by the 
meeting at 8:00 a.m ., and of course 

• the Max Bacon Fun Run leaves the Sheraton 
Centre at 7:00 a.m. on Wednesday the 12th. 
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Nouvelle representante 
etudiante 

Grace de Jong, du Departement 
d'urbanisme, Faculte 
d'architecture, a l'Universite du 
Manitoba, sera la nouvelle 
representante etudiante pour 
l'annee 1995-1996 au Conseil de 
l'ICU. Blue sans concurrent, sa 
nomination sera confirmee lors de 
l'assemblee generale annuelle en 

avril. M11
• de Jong a fait ses etudes a 

l'Universite du Manitoba et a l'Universite de 
!'Alberta. Elle prevoit faire participer 
davantage les etudiants au sein de l'ICU en leur 
envoyant un sommaire des principaux points 
abordes aux reunions du Conseil par le biais du 
courrier electronique et en se rendant dans le 
plus d'ecoles d'urbanisme que possible au cours 
de la prochaine annee. Elle souhaiterait qu'un 
plus grand nombre d'etudiants participent au 
congres de l'ICU. On peut la rejoindre a 
l'adresse electronique suivante: 
umdejon2@cc.umanitoba.ca. 

Congres annuel d'urbanisme 
APA/ICU/OPP/ 

Cette annee, le congres se tiendra a Toronto, du 
8 au 12 avril. En choisissant les activites 
auxquelles vous participerez, n'oubliez pas de 
tenir compte de : 

• la ceremonie de remise des prix, qui aura 
lieu le lundi 10 avril, de 15 h 30 a 17 h 

• l'assemblee generale annuelle, qui aura lieu le 
mardi 11 avril, a l'h6tel Sheraton Centre, 
123, rue Queen ouest, salle City Hall. 
L'AGA commencera par le petit dejeuner a 
7 h 30, qui sera suivi de l'assemblee a 8 h, 
et, bien entendu, 

• la course recreative Max Bacon, dont le 
depart se fera a 7 h 00, le mercredi 12 avril, 
de l'h6tel Sheraton Centre. 

Institut canadien des urbanistes 
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CIP Student Awards for 
Academic Excellence 

Congratulations to another 1994 winner of the 
Student Awards for Academic 

mars 1995 

Prix d'excellence scolaire de 
/'ICU 

Felicitations a un autre laureat du Prix 

Excellence. This award is granted to 
the student member of CIP who 
achieves the highest academic 
standing over the length of th~ . . 
planning program at the partl~ipatmg 
university. Each student receives a 
certificate and book prize. 

Donald Schultz 
Faculty of 

Environmental 
Design 

University of 
Calgary 

d'excellence scolaire de 1994. Ce prix 
est decerne a l' etudiant mernbre de 
l'ICU qui obtient les meilleures notes 
scolaires au terme d'un programme 
d'urbanisme offert a une universite 
participante. Chaque etudiant rec;oit 
un certificat et un livre. 

CIP Fax-on-demand Service 

CIP and related documents are now available 
on a 24 hour basis through our new Fax-on
demand service with 800 access number. Since 
introducing this service in early February over 
360 documents have been requested through 
Fax-on-demand. We are continuously updating 
and adding documents such as the Continuing 
Professional Development Program Course and 
Directory, AP A/ CIP / OPPI Annual Conference 
Registration Form, a list of Conferences of 
Interest to Planners, Plan Canada - Guidelines 
for Feature Articles, and the Plan Canada 
Advertising Rate Card. We have also modified 
the Instruction sheet to include instructions on 
obtaining up to five documents per call, and 
how to receive documents directly to your 
computer. You can receive your updated 
Instructions and List of Available Documents 
by calling 1-800-867-1679 and choosing 1 for 
English and 2 for List of Available Documents. 
Look for the following documents to become 
available in the near future: Description of 
individual recognized university planning 
programs, Media release -- Winners o! the 1995 
Awards for Planning Excellence, Audited 
Financial Statements 1994 and Affiliate 
information. 
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Service de telecopie sur 
demande offert par /'ICU 

Certains documents de l'ICU et d 'autres 
documents sont maintenant disponibles 24 
heures sur 24 grace a notre nouveau service de 
telecopie sur demande, accessible par un . 
numero 800. Depuis le lancement de ce service 
au debut de fevrier, nous avons rec;u plus de 
360 demandes de documents. Nous mettons a 
jour et ajoutons continuellement des documents, 
tels que les cours et le Repertoire des 
programmes de perfectionnement professionnel, 
le formulaire d'inscription au congres annuel 
AP A/ICU/ OPPI, la liste des conferences 
susceptibles d 'interesser les urbanistes ainsi que 
les directives relatives a la redaction d'articles 
et les tarifs d'annonces dans Plan Canada. 
Nous avons egalement modifie la fiche ~e~ 
instructions pour vous permettre de choisu . 
jusqu'a cinq documents par appel et de recevmr 
les documents directement dans votre 
ordinateur. Pour connaitre les nouvelles 
instructions ainsi que la liste des documents 
disponibles, composez le 1-800-867-1679 et 
choisissez le 2 pour le franc;ais et de nouveau le 
2 pour la liste des document~ dispo~ibles .. Les 
documents suivants seront bientot dispombles : 
la description des programmes universitair_es ~n 
urbanisme reconnus par l'ICU, un cornrnuruque 
annonc;ant les laureats des Prix d'excellence en 
urbanisme pour 1995, les etats financiers . 
verifies de 1994 et des renseignements au suJet 
des organismes affiliees. 

Institut canadien des urbanistes 
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We welcome the following new Full, 
Provisional and Student members to 
the Institute: 

mars 1995 

Nous souhaitons la bienvenue au 
sein de l'Institut aux nouveaux 
membres a part entiere, provisoires 
et etudiants suivants: 

Members/Membres 

Jean-Michel Besquet ............................... PIBC 
Millie Chu .................................................. PIBC 

Nancy G. Marshall .... ............................. AACIP 
Tom Nesbitt ................................................ PIBC 

Provisional members/Membres provtsotres 

Virginia Cosgrove ................................... PIBC 
Frank Hogan ..... .. ....................................... PIBC 
Nick Lesch .......................... ...................... .. API 
Christopher Marshall. .......................... .PIBC 

Kathryn Nairne ........................................ PIBC 
Sharon M. Stroick ................................... AACIP 
David Wright ............................................ PIBC 

Student members/Membres etudiant(e)s 

Lauren Bartlette ....................................... AACIP Scott G. Lockwood .................................. API 
Graham Beck ........................................... .. AACIP Grace G. Lui .............................................. API 
Scott Boswell ............................................ AACIP Jennifer R. Malthouse .... ......................... API 
Hayley Britton .......................................... PIBC 
Barbara A. Casey .................................... API 
Ella Chmielewska .................................... OUQ 
Robert Conway ................................... .. ... PIBC 
Corrie Davis ....................... ....................... API 
Michel Fam ................................................. API 

Leeann J. McGovern ............................... API 
Bill Pollock ................................................ AACIP 
Holly C. Richardson ........ ....................... API 
Jim W. Scott ...................... .......................... API 
Heidi E. Sleigh ........................................... API 
Brad R. Smith ............................................. API 

John Graham ..... .. .... .. ............. .. ............ ...... MACIP Jane M. Sodero ............ .............................. API 
Debra Hamilton ............. ............ ......... ...... AACIP Maureen A. Strickland .......................... API 
Fem Hietkamp ........................................... PIBC 
David R. Johnston .................................... API 

Domenica Tatasciore ................ .. ......... ... API 
Jean Trottier .............................................. OUQ 

Chris A. Ka ta ............................................ API 
Thea D. Langille ....................................... API 

Jacqueline VanStaalduinen .... .. ....... .. ... AACIP 
Anil Walji. .................................................. AACIP 
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by 
John Livey, MCIP 

• 
photos/graphics York 

Region Planning 
Department 

U
rbanized York Region is a new phenomenon. As 
recently as one generation ago the County of York 
was a collection of small towns and villages set in an 
agricultural and rural lan~scape of considerable pro
ductivity, beauty and vanety. In 1961, 115,000 peo

ple lived in the county. Today, the population of York Region is 
estimated at 560,000. The southern 220 square kilometres of the 
region is part of urban Toronto, similar but not identical to the outer 
suburban areas of Metropolitan Toronto (North York, Etobicoke and 
Scarborough). Planned in the automobile age, the road standards, 
housing forms and commerce reflect the affluence of the '60s, '70s 
and '80s. The north/south corridor of historic Yonge Street, with its 

urbanizing 

small and attractive main streets in Thornhill, Richmond Hill and 
Aurora, lies perpendicular to this southern urban growth pattern. The 
York Durham Servicing Scheme and two major roads - Highway 
400 and Highway 404- provided the services to accommodate two 
to five kilometres of urban growth around these towns up to New
market. The rural landscape remains largely unchanged, although 
the farming community is smaller and more productive and the 
number of urbanites living in the forests and fields has increased. 

The rapid growth of York Region is a result of the post-war 
success of the southern Ontario economy, which translated into 
increased demand for homes and commercial properties and an 
infusion of public investment. Despite cries of "the sky is falling" 
from some who live in the City of Toronto, the Chicken Little 
perception of uncontrolled urban sprawl is unfounded. Local 
planning has been in place, and growth has been planned and 
managed to the standards of the day. 

Overall, however, a regional consensus on growth management 
and a widely accepted plan for the future have been conspicuously 
absent. This became especially evident when the next round of major 
public infrastructure investment loomed on the horizon. Without a 
planned strategic effort, there were fears that declining public 
resources would be frittered away and confidence of the private 
sector in the region would be eroded. 

• 
10n 

Two years ago York Region made its fourth attempt to generate 
an official plan. This time, it succeeded. Extensive public 
consultation on the proposed qualities of York's future communities 
and environment generated much support. Led by the council of 
York Region, the media, the public and interest groups threw 
themselves into the task of creating a vision document. Council 
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adopted the new official plan in April 1994, and the province 
approved it six months later. 

The plan establishes goals, objectives and policies under three 
themes: sustainable natural environment, economic vitality and 
healthy communities, each of which must be considered in all 
growth management decisions. In keeping with these three themes, 
York Region's official plan includes the following growth 
management strategies: 
• protection of a regional green/ands system; 
• establishment of clear boundaries for urban development; 
• creation of a regional structure based on areas of 

concentrated, mixed-use development and along corridors; 
• development of community-building criteria for new 

development based on transit and pedestrian accessibility 
and compact urban growth; 

• protection of the countryside and prime agricultural areas; and 
• requirement for fiscal impact analysis of all major development 

proposals. 
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Now that the region's official plan has been approved, the focus has 
shifted to its implementation. Although the question of Greater Toronto 
Area governance is on everyone's lips, who implements the plan is not 
as critical as whether the current and/or future government 
agencies, boards and commissions, developers, and non-profit and 
interest groups, as well as the public, will adhere to it. 

One of the most difficult tasks to implement is a greenlands 
strategy. Traditionally, official plans have identified and provided 
policies to protect a variety of individual environmental features, 
including environmentally significant areas, wetlands and habitats, 

Components of the 
Regional Greenlands System 

•••• 

Regional 
Greenlands System 

Connecting Links 

Oak Ridges 
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and rare or threatened species. Using this approach, "islands of 
green" tend to exist as a patchwork of unconnected fragments 
belonging to a previous natural system. Because these fragments are 
disconnected, biodiversity in the system often declines. As an 
alternative, York Region and a number of other jurisdictions and 
levels of government are taking an ecological approach that 
recognizes natural areas are related and cannot exist in isolation. 
Their interrelationship is known as York Region's greenlands 
system. 

The greenlands system identifies and protects 19 greenlands 
management units, including such valleyland systems as the 
Humber River and tableland systems as the Glenville Kame. 
Located in King Township, the latter comprises a large upland 
hardwood forest habitat underlain by a glacial kame feature. The 



combination of terrestrial habitat, physical processes and linkages 
in these greenland management units makes them a unique natural 
heritage feature in York Region and the entire GTA- and worthy 
of conservation. 

Official plan policies require that area municipal planning 
documents identify locally significant greenlands and develop 
protection policies that complement the regional greenlands system. 
The translation of the regional system into local documents will be 
accomplished co-operatively through the establishment of 
partnerships with area municipalities. One such joint venture-with 
the Town of Georgina is cutTently under consideration. Detailed 
assessment of a local greenlands system is to be provided during 
preparation of the town's new official plan. 

York Region has also entered into an economic development 
strategy partnership with Seneca College that will complement the 
official plan. Although a number of large companies (Magna, IBM 
and American Express, for example) are located in the region, about 
70% of its 13,000 businesses are small, with 10 employees or less. 
Seneca College and York Region staff are working with the private 
sector and area municipalities to develop new ways for institutions, 
businesses and governments to share information and develop 
training and marketing plans. 

Some of the expected benefits of taking a partnership approach 
to the creation of an adaptable economy include: 
• development of a shared data base; 
• creation of jobs by combining and levering existing resources 

in innovative ways; 

• joint assessment of human resource strengths and needs; 
and 

• improved linkages between businesses and governments 
that will better enable the region to compete. 
In many respects, the easiest growth to plan for and accommodate 

is that of the greenfields, where large land assemblies and an 
intensive plan review process allow for comprehensiveness. 
Retrofitting the development patterns of the '60s and '70s will be a 
bigger challenge. Of all the daily trips currently taken in the region, 
transit, walking and cycling account for only 12%. This figure is 
indicative of both the level of service availability and the 
automobile-oriented design of the communities. Until recently, 
transit planning was rarely part of the subdivision approval process. 
This is changing, but the public investment required to operate a 
regional transit system is great. Established communities have been 
developed at low densities, and opportunities for redevelopment are 
limited to older commercial strips, isolated remnant sites and 
redesignations of industrial/commercial or institutional uses. 
Approached the wrong way (DAD, for example: Decide what you 
want to do, Announce it, Defend it), the introduction of mixed-use 
projects at even moderate densities runs into stiff neighbourhood 
opposition. Here is an opportunity for those who are truly creative 
and patient enough to attend to the details of good design and 
meaningful consultation. 

The substantive challenge is to resist the on-going tendency to 
build harsh, fortress-like communities. As in other Canadian cities, 
there are areas in York Region where the combination of reverse lot 
roadways with noise walls and widely spaced entrances sends out 
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the message that the level of violence 
found in American cities is to be expected 
here any day. This slippery slope to 
"fo11ress Canada" starts with the benign 
excuse that today's subdivisions have to 
be designed like those of the '60s because 
everyone still drives and this is a 
desirable community quality. The 
scenario grows even more ugly when 
marketing strategists produce planned 
communities that turn their backs to 
adjacent neighbourhoods and feature 
homes that cater to one narrow household 
income bracket. In contrast are the 
"distinctive and desirable" communities 
in York Region, such as Unionville, 
where one can walk along pleasant and 
attractive streets. 

As the rural landscapes that fringe the 
city become urban, the new communities 
are expected to embrace the qualities of 
both environments. Urban development 
in rural settings offers the best of both 
worlds: amenities, urban services, trees, 
wildlife and friendly neighbours. At least, 
that's what the ads say. What is ultimately 
produced, however, is quite often an 
alienating, repetitive, boring urban space. Somewhere down the line, 
the marketing gave way to engineering details and the idea of 
building a real community - not just another subdivision was 
forgotten. The challenge to create more liveable and adaptable places 
is a collective one and is the focus of York Region's official plan. 

P 
erhaps the biggest challenge to the success of York Re
gion's new plan will be its ability to deal with change. How 
adaptable, flexible and able to accommodate diversity will 
it be? Although change is difficult to predict, it is dangerous 
to count on the status quo. Change happens. There may be 

a gap between what is observed today and what is predicted for the 
future in terms of new technologies, cultural shifts, political or economic 
reorientation and environmental change. But all of these can and will 
influence the health of a region. If fax, modem, cable technology and 
organizational change combine to make telework-

Region's official plan will depend 
more on the answers to these 
questions than the specific words it 
contains. What the plan can do is 
help focus the investment of time 
and energy on common goals and 
objectives-the ones that the public 
expressed at the start of the vision 
exercise. -<> 

Surnrna,y 
Situated immediately north of 

Metropolitan Toronto, York Region 

is the fastest-growing area in 

Canada. A recently approved official 

plan includes a number of growth 

management strategies: establishing 

a regional green/ands system and 

clear boundaries for urban 

development; defining a regional 

structure based on areas of 

concentrated, mixed-use 

development in centres and along 

corridors; developing community-building criteria for new 

development, based on transit and pedestrian accessibility and 

compact urban growth; protecting the countryside and prime 

agricultural areas; and requiring fiscal impact analysis of all 

major development proposals. 

~surne 
Situee Juste au non/ de la Communaute urbaine de Toronto, la 

Region de York co1111aft w1 taux de croissance inegale au 

Canada. Un plan d'urbanisme recemment approuve comprend 

diverses strategies visant a gerer cette croissance : mise en place 

d'un systeme regional d'espaces verts et etablissement de limites 

urbaines claires; definition d'une structure regionale axee sur 

I 'amenagement de secteurs mixtes et bien delimites 

ing a feasible option that produces a IO to 12 
percent reduction in future peak period travel 
demand, what impact will this have on road and 
transit plans? How will this affect our commu
nities and the businesses that serve them? 

John Livey is the Commissioner of 

Planning for York Region. He is a 

clans /es centres et le long de corridors; elaboration 

de criteres de developpement favorisant le sens de 

la com111unaute etfondes sur l'acces aux transports 

Will the workforce of the Greater Toronto 
Area be sufficiently educated to be economically 
competitive? Will the region's culture and 
creativity be influenced by a sense of excellence 
in arts, education, business and technology? Will 
quality of life, equity and compassion be 

past-president of the Canadian 

institute of Planners, the Ontario 

Professional Planners Institute and 

the Society for Conflict Resolution in 

Ontario. He can be reached at (905) 

895-1231. 

concepts that are embraced by youth as they prepare themselves for 
the next 30 years? Will others find York Region impressive enough 
to live, work and invest in? These are the important questions, the 
ones that will shape the future. In the end, the success of York 
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et aux voies pietonnes ainsi que sur une croissance 

urbaine compacte; protection de la nature et des 

terres agricoles i1j'ort rendement; et obligation 

d'effectuer des eludes d'impact financier clans le 

cas de projets d'amenagement d'envergure. 



otourisrn: 
A Marriage of Conservation@Capitalism 

"&otourism is a brash, pragmatic new 

concept that 1nixes modem conseri:>ation 

theories itJith good old fashioned money 
making. ... mt is the point at which 
capitalism and conserJ:Jation join 

together to fight for the same cause: 
wildlife presermtion, at a pro.fit." 

Mexico Journal, May 22, 1989 

This quote highlights what many 
people in the tourism industry 
believe to be the true 

potential for ecotourism 

Earth, it is imperative that tourism planners 
understand and use the appropriate planning 
tools. Natural areas can benefit considerably 
from the physical, economic and social 
benefits of tourism. However, case studies 
featuring a number of prominent ecotourism 
destinations around the world indicate that it 
has also had some serious adverse effects 
(Figure 1). These need to be addressed with 
careful planning, effective management and 
continuous monitoring. 

Common Practices 
development. Ecotourism is 
defined as a travel experience that 
contributes to the understanding 
and preservation of natural and 
cultural environments. But 

Text & photos by 
GlennW. 
Mandziuk 

Before developing and 
implementing an ecotourism 
strategy, it is important to review 
the common practices used in 
ecotourism projects. These 

advocates of ecotourism see this 
fast-growing segment of the tourism 
industry as an effective tool for the 
preservation of rapidly disappearing 
wildlands, a forceful method for achieving 
the elusive goal of sustainable development 
and an oppmiunity to create badly needed 
employment and income in rural areas and 
developing countries. 

Is it too good to be true? The critics think 
so. They fear that, intoxicated by the 
promises of ecotourism, these zealous 
advocates will open the gates of destruction 
on the very lands they are trying to protect. 
There is a danger that ecotourism might 
merely replicate the economic, social and 
physical problems already associated with 
conventional or "mass" tourism. As Cater 
points out, the real threat of this new form of 
tourism is that it encourages tourists to visit 
physical and cultural environments that are 
extremely fragile. And therein lies the 
challenge: can ecotourism live up to its 
billing, or will it simply be labelled a 
tried-and-failed experiment? 

Because the impact of ecotourism 
reaches even the most remote areas of the 

include: involving key stakeholders; 
developing interpretive programs; 
establishing ecotourism guidelines for 
protected areas and neigh houri ng 
communities; considering carrying capacity 
and zoning in visitor management; 
j.Jromoiing environmentally and culturally 
sensitive design for ecotourism facilities; 
applying the business disciplines of 
marketing, human resources and finance; and 
creating monitoring and evaluation programs. 

Involving Key Stakeholders 

A common planning practice used in 
successful ecotourism strategies is the 
solicitation of input from a number of concerned 
groups: government representatives, 
landowners, area residents, tourists, 
environmental organizations, tourism operators, 
business people, developers, parks and 
protected area managers, mass transport 
companies, economic development agencies 
and financial institutions. Each group has 
specific knowledge and expertise to contribute, 
and should have a say in how ecotourism 
programs are designed and their benefits 
distributed. Stakeholder involvement fosters 

Amboseli National Park, Kenya 
'The sensitive soils of the Savannah are 
crisscrossed with tire tracks where tourists 
in search of wildlife have offered drivers 
large tips to go off the roads . ... The 
feeding and mating habits of the region's 
wildlife have been disrupted as animals 
react to [these] viewers. Some animals, 
such as the cheetahs, become so 
disturbed that they frequently fail to feed, 
mate or raise their young." (Olinda) 

The Pantanal Wetlands, Brazil 
"In the Pan/anal, tourism is an increasingly 
destructive force, coupled with the 
introduction of throw-away bottles, litter is 
now as common a sight as kingfishers and 
cormorants." {Trent) 

The Himalayas, Nepal 
[Because of tourist trekkers, the Nepalese] 
"are faced with a dwindling fuel wood 
supply and erosion caused by 
deforestation; garbage and human waste 
polluting the sensitive land and water 
supplies of the lower elevations where 
most of the Himalaya's dwellers live; and a 
serious and increasing assault on the 
cultural self-esteem of some ancient and 
extraordinary civilizations." (Neuspiel) 

The Highlands, Northern Thailand 
"Unless changes are made in the way 
tourist trekking operates, the rich cultural 
fabric of the highlands - made up of 20 
distinct ethnic groups with rich animistic 
religions, traditions of herbal medicine and 
a history of self-sufficiency - could be 
washed away by the tide of 
over-exploitation." (Shafroth) 

Galapagos National Park, Ecuador 
"During the first 10 years of visitation, the 
park's initial management strategies and 
management assistance worked relatively 
well with small numbers of visitors and 
continued to improve during the 1970s. 
Since then, regional economic woes and 
decreased park service budgets; increased 
pressures from the private sector; lack of 
political backing for park officials; and 
inadequate leadership, planning and 
monitoring have combined with the 
increases in visitation to create concerns 
about the sustainability of park resources 
and management capability." (Wallace) 

Figure 1. Negative impact of ecotourism 
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better decision-making, identifies the wide array of 
alternatives and impacts, legitimizes planning 
decisions and garners support. 

Awareness 
nature tour operators, guidelines should always 
encourage people to "tread lightly on the land while 

i 
Insight 

T 

taking nothing but photographs and leaving nothing 
but footprints." According to Scace, Grifone and 
Usher, ecotourism visitor codes should: 

The residents of the destination community 
should be the primary stakeholders consulted in the 
planning process. This is based on the belief that 
destinations are the inte1face between tourists and local 
communities. This is where negative impacts and 
conflicts are felt most strongly and where the 
reconciliation of the negative and positive impacts of 
tourism can be best achieved. When local residents 
realize that the natural and cultural resources of their 
community are desired attractions to tourists, their 
participation may relieve the pressure to develop their 
unique resources for other, more destructive, purposes. 
Ultimately, resident pmticipation in ecotourism projects 
can help to foster renewed pride in a community's 
natural resources, and local culture, traditions and 
heritage. 

Knowledge 

• stress that the ecotourism experience begins at 
home and continues after the trip is over; 

• allow the visitor to easily understand what 
should or should not be done; i 

Understanding • include information on the impottance of a 
personal code of conduct when ecotouring; i • advise visitors on what to look for in 

Appreciation environmentally sound tourism operations; 
• indicate the behaviour expected of visitors; 

i • ensure that the practices of the operator are 

Respect sensitive to the environment; 
• have minimum-impact codes for potentially 

destructive activities, such as horse use and 
back-country biking; 

T 
Love 

T • espouse use of recyclable materials; and 

Developing Interpretive Programs Preservation 

• advise visitors, among other things, to not 
feed or harass wildlife, to walk on designated 
trails and to choose operators who dispose of 
effluent in a responsible way. Today's tourists are demanding more from their 

vacations than a dark tan. Travellers m·e looking for 
experiences that provide personal enrichment, 
spiritual fulfillment and lasting enjoyment. 
Interpretive programs help to meet this new demand. By providing 
interesting and honest facts about an area, an interpretive program 
enables the visitor to understand, appreciate and enjoy the unique 
natural and cultural features offered by a particular destination. 

But interpretation is neither the simple transfer of information to 
others nor the mere cataloguing of things to see and do. It 1s an art 
form. Carefully done, interpretation awakens intellectual curiosity 
and fosters the development of a deep concern for preservation 
(Figure 2). It is often stated in the interpretation profession that 
through environmental inte,pretation and education comes 
understanding; through understanding, a change in attitude and less 
resource damage. By arousing concern, it is hoped that visitors and 
local residents will use natural and cultural resources in a thoughtful 
manner and take action to protect them. 

Visitor centres and interpretive kiosks are key elements in many 
interpretive programs. The effectiveness of entire programs often 
rests on the successfulness of the visitor centre in educating the 
tourists about the special features of a region, encouraging them to 
use the environment in a positive manner and to entertain them. A 
planned function of many interpretive centres is to direct visitors to 
areas that can withstand human pressure without undue 
environmental damage. Other interpretive techniques, such as 
guided walks and way-marked trails, can also be used to shepherd 
the public away from heavily eroded or fragile environments. 

Establishing Ecotourism Guidelines for Protected 
Areas and Neighbouring Communities 

Visitor guidelines or codes of conduct or ethics are 
fundamental to communicating appropriate visitor behaviour in 
cultural or natural areas. The formulation of well-designed 
guidelines must take into account the many different visitor types. 
Whether the target audience is bird watchers, wilderness hikers or 
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Figure 2. Guidelines will only be effective if they m·e 
communicated to visitors before they enter a 
protected area. It is best to distribute these 

guidelines on-site, although travel guidebooks, hiking and road 
maps, promotional brochures, pre-departure literature from tour 
operators, airline seat pockets, rent-a-car desks, posters and signs 
and hotel/motel guest rooms are also viable. 

Carrying Capacity and Zoning in Visitor Management 

Carrying capacity and zoning are two concepts that are 
commonly employed in ecotourism planning and are essential in 
identifying visitor management issues and controlling the level of 
visitor impact on the host community, protected m·ea and/or cultural 
resource. 

• Canying Capacity: The notion of carrying capacity is based 
on the belief that a given environment has the ability to sustain 
activities up to a certain point or level, beyond which some form of 
deterioration on the environment and/or activity - can be 
expected. The tourism industry defines carrying capacity as "the 
maximum number of people who can use a site without an 
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unacceptable alteration in the physical environment and without an 
unacceptable decline in the quality of experience gained by visitors." 
Capacities exist for each economic, physical, ecological and social 
feature in a destination and are determined by a number of factors 
(Figure 3). 

Given the multiplicity of factors that influence the nature of 
capacities, it is difficult, if not impossible, to calculate absolute 
values for tourist carrying capacity. However, by being aware that 
there are tolerance levels for any environment or social structure, 
planners will be in a better position to develop and implement 
effective plans that are appropriately scaled to a destination's 
resources. 

• Zoning: Zoning is a method park planners and managers have 
adapted from the urban planning profession to manage park land 
usage and enhance visitor experience. A zoning scheme generally 
contains one or more tourism- or recreation-related zones. Other 
zones that set aside park land containing unique, rare or endangered 
species for scientific or preservation purposes are usually 
established. All tourism infrastructure development and recreational 
activities take place within the tourist zones. Frequently, two types 
of tourism activity are distinguished: intensive and extensive. 
Intensive-use zones are those that sustain concentrations of visitors. 
They contain the primary tourism infrastructure: lodges, visitor 
centres, interpretive trails and camping facilities. Extensive-use 
zones typically permit only dispersed, low-impact recreational 
activities (hiking, photography, general nature observation). 

Zones, also referred to as "opportunity 
settings," are established and managed 

Factors 

Ecological 

Physical 

Psychological 

Social 

Management 

Economic 

Description 

- tourists' impact on flora and fauna. 

- capacity of trail surfaces, sewer systems, lodging, 
etc. 

- effect of overcrowding on visitors' experience. 

- host peoples' tolerance of increased tourism. 

- level of economic resources, trained personnel, 
etc. 

- ability to absorb tourist functions without 
squeezing out desirable local economic activities. 

Adapted from Mathieson and Wall, 1982; Moore, 1991 

Figure 3. Factors involved in carrying capacity measurement 

cultural setting. Since the natural and built environments are part of 
an area's distinctive character, ecotourism facilities should 
incorporate these elements into their design. Too often, tourism 
facilities take design inspiration from crowded cities, where real 
estate markets and manufactured building materials dictate form, 
colour and ambiance that are foreign to the natural or cultural settings 
of ecotourism facilities. If local environmental and cultural values 
are absent in the design of tourism facilities, the rich diversity of the 
natural and cultural landscape is degraded, and somewhere becomes 

anywhere. For this reason, unique natural 

according to distinct setting attributes, 
which correspond to the management 
objectives outlined for a park or region. 
These setting attributes can be described in 
terms of desirable visitor density, number of 
encounters between visitors, amount of 
evidence of human activity and 
infrashucture, remoteness, type of travel, 
appropriate equipment, level of regulation 
and visitor freedom - all of which 

' soyoos Oxbows 
Motor Vehicle 

Restricted Area 

settings and local building customs should be 
important considerations in ecotourism 
facility design. 

A common planning practice used to 
promote environmentally and culturally 
sensitive design is the establishment of 
general design criteria for ecotourism 
developments. The following is a sample of 
design guidelines (adapted from Andersen) 
that could be used as a basis for more detailed 

correspond to the necessary level of 
resource protection required by an area's 
biophysical consh·aints. If ecotourists are to 
be satisfied, a park or region must contain 
desirable settings and suitable 
infrastrncture, each of which can be planned 
for through zoning. For example, an auto 
camper's perception of the wilderness is not 
desh·oyed by the presence of canoeists; but 
for canoeists, the presence of others and the 
appearance of vehicles destroys the illusion 
of wilderness and compromises their 
recreation experience. 

Promoting Environmentally and 
Culturally Sensitive Designs 

The design of ecotourism facilities can 
reinforce and enhance an ecotourist's 
enjoyment and understanding of a natural or 

The operation of motor 
vehicles is restricted tor 
established roadways 

.n 
Extensive zoning 

standards relating to the specific local issues 
and ecological characteristics of a given site: 
• site buildings and structures should avoid 

cutting significant trees and undue 
disruption of other natural features; 

• trail systems should respect travel 
patterns and wildlife habitats; 

• building design should use 
environmentally sound local construction 
techniques, materials and cultural images; 

• building forms and images should be 
produced in harmony with the natural 
environment (Figure 4). Buildings should 
be designed on long-term environmental 
standards rather than short-term material 
standards; 

• ecosystem maintenance should take 
priority over dramatic design statements; 

• building practices should respect local 
cultural standards and morals. 
Involvement of local inhabitants should 
be encouraged to provide designer 
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input as well as a sense of ownership and local acceptance; 
• facilities for handicapped individuals should be provided 

where practical, although the rugged nature of most 
ecotourism sites precludes access for some disabled 
individuals. Educational facilities, such as interpretive centres, 
should make equal access for the handicapped a strong 
priority; 

• future growth of the facility should be planned to minimize 
future demolition and waste; and 

• facilities for recycling should be provided. 

Applying the Business Disciplines of Marketing, 
Human Resources and Finance 

As a segment of a highly competitive industry, ecotomism operations 
are characterized by narrow profit margins. The viability of an ecotourism 
destination or attraction is threatened when it is unable to attract suitable 
numbers of tourists, employ trained personnel orobtain necessary funding. 
Therefore, to ensure the long-te1m operational success of an ecotourism 
attraction, the business disciplines of marketing, human resources and 
finance must be considered. 

• Marketing: Marketing has been defined as getting the right 
goods and se111ices • to the right people • at the right place • at 
the right time • at the right price • with the right communication 
and promotion. Eco tourism destinations are often located in areas 
that are "off-the-beaten-path." These remote regions normally 
comprise small- to medium-sized tourist-related businesses and 
attractions, and on their own can not market themselves effectively 
or attract a sustainable base of visitors. Co-operative or joint 
marketing efforts are an effective, affordable way to attract 
ecotourists to these areas. Another way to focus marketing efforts is 
to develop consistent themes based on symbols, images and regional 
characteristics. The goal is to create a central theme or image that 
sets a destination apart in the highly competitive tourism 
marketplace. The theme should be appropriate to the area, attraction, 
service or product being sold. 

Marketing is not only used to increase tourist visitation but also 
to limit tourist numbers to ensure that the capacity of a destination 
or site is not exceeded. Marketing techniques such as special activity 
and events programming, differential pricing and package pricing 
have proven successful in offsetting the problem of seasonal 
overcrowding. 

• Human Resources: The natural attributes of an area, the 
educational and experiential need of the ecotourist and the quality 
of service received combine to produce the ecotourism experience. 
It is imperative that hired ecotourism staff successfully promote the 
interaction of these elements. To benefit communities, ecotourism 
operations must employ as many residents as possible in their 
tourism-related services. Where local workers do not possess the skills 
needed, the possibility of offering training programs, including sections 
on environmental and cultural values, should be considered before 
workers are brought in from other areas. 

Nature guides and interpreters play a critical role in protecting 
natural and cultural resources and improving visitor experience. 
These individuals must be familiarized with an area's natural and 
cultural history and the conservation efforts and visitor control 
methods used to protect it. 

• Finance: Since lack of funds is the single greatest limitation to 
the implementation of ecotourism strategies, every aspect of these 
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Figure 4. Example of a design for a facility that is likened to a flower growing 
from the forest floor (Source: Andersen, 1993). 

ventures must be fully financed. Charging user and entrance fees is 
the easiest way to capture economic benefits from ecotourism. 
However, external funding is also required as not all ecologically 
important areas will be able to generate sufficient tourist revenues. 
External revenue sources include: corporate or private donations; 
grants or concessionary loans from government agencies, 
conservation organizations and/or foundations; bequests; lotteries; 
and the sale of ancillary services or products. Successful fundraising 
campaigns must be creative. The Charles Darwin Research Station 
in the Galapagos Islands, for example, mailed a donation appeal to 
the visitors who had signed their log book that raised over $150,000. 

Creation of Monitoring and Evaluation Programs 

An essential part of plan implementation and sound tourism 
management is the continuous monitoring of each aspect of the 
ecotourism program and its associated economic, environmental and 
socio-cultural impacts. This should be measured against the key 
objectives and indicators adopted by the planning agency involved. 
Visitor questionnaires, suggestion boxes, observation, checklists, 
interviews and meetings with residents in and around the tourist 
resource will supply tourism planners with the kind of vital 
information that will enable an ecotourism destination to adapt to 
the rapid supply and demand changes of the competitive tourism 
industry. 

Ecotourism is about creating and satisfying a hunger for nature, 
about exploiting tourism's potential for conservation and development 
and about averting the negative impacts of tourism on ecology, culture 
and aesthetics. Several accounts taken from case studies from around 
the world indicate that ecotourism is not the panacea for all of the 
indust:J.y's ills. As with any other form of economic development, 
ecotourism must use a number of planning practices and techniques that 
effectively promote positive impacts and manage negative ones. Although 
the challenge to develop and promote successful ecotourism destinations 
is great, the rewards to be achieved are even greater. * 
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Swnrnary 
This paper provides an ove,view of planning practices emerging in the 

field of ecotourism. Described are those key to optimizing ecotourism s 
positive aspects and mitigating its negative effects, including stakeholder 

involvement, inte17Jretive program development, canying capacity and 

zoning concerns, human resources and monitoring considerations. 

</vswne 
Ce/ article offre l/11 aperr;u des nouvelles pratiques d'urbanisme en 

matiere d' ecotourisme. fl decrit /es principal es pratiques visant a 
optimiser /es aspects positifs de I' ecotourisme et a minimiser ses 

effets negatifs, notamment la participation des intervenants, 

/'elaboration de programmes d'inte11Jretation de meme que /es 

considerations relatives a la capacite d'accueil et au zonage, aux 

ressources humaines et aux mesures de controle. 
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INTEGRATED RESOURCE 
MANAGEMENT PLANNING: 
A VEHICLE FOR ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT 

, by 

be considered if resource benefits are to be optimized. For example, 
forest stands, which are a source of wood fibre for the industrial 
complex, may also influence watershed hydrology and 
microclimates, and provide wildlife habitat, recreational 
opportunities, aesthetic appreciation and soils erosion protection. 

In practice, some effort has been made to develop an integrated 
approach to the resource management of specific projects through 
environmental assessment. Yet, while environmental assessment 

should be carried out as an interdisciplinary study, it 
often ends up as a multidisciplinary one, with little 
effort directed to integrating individual disciplines. T 

he concept of integrated resource man
agement (IRM) has evolved to a large 
extent from the practice of "multiple
use," conducted for many years in 
Europe and more recently introduced in 

N. Ronald Morrison, MCIP The result is that the findings of one discipline are 
often appended to those of another, thereby limiting 

other countries, such as the United States and New 
Zealand. Ontario's 1960's Glackmeyer Plan, an early Canadian 
application of this concept, served as an initial model for the major 
Strategic Land Use Planning Program of the 1970s. In the 1980s, 
there was considerable experience with the concept in both British 
Columbia and Alberta, where the latter implemented its Integrated 
Resource Planning System. During this same period, the federal 
government also undertook its ambitious Northern Land Use Plan
ning Program in the Yukon and Northwest Territories. 

While the terms multiple land use, resource management and 
integrated resource management refer to related practices with 
similar elements, the objectives, subject matter, scope of application 
and end results differ. 
111 The concept of multiple land use concerns the use of land 

for more than one purpose, either for a specified period or 
sequentially 

111 Resource management refers to the management of natural 
resources to bring about desired resource-related objectives. 
Unlike land use planning, resource management planning has 
a different focus. It is directed more toward prescribing specific 
actions in relation to natural resource management 
objectives. 

111 Integrated resource management has evolved to the extent 
that it now places greater emphasis on the relationships 
between resource uses. As a refinement of the multiple land 
use concept, /RM focuses on the optimum mix of resource 
uses and the interdependencies between them, as well as 
their effects. /RM can involve both functional and spatial 
integration in resource management, and is generally 
considered to be proactive and decision-oriented as opposed 
to reactive and regulation-dependent. 
Integrated resource management is an approach that explicitly 

acknowledges different natural resource values and identifies 
options for their management. Complex environmental and 
socio-economic relationships characterized by the natural resource 
base makes the application of IRM challenging. The difficulty of 
developing a 'workable' IRM plan is compounded by the array of 
biological systems, societal values and economic interests that must 
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its usefulness. Conducted in this manner, 
environmental assessment cannot contribute to the planning of 
resource management that is possible through the more 
"interdisciplinary" approach of IRM. 

Relationships, Linkages and Opportunities 

A basic requirement of IRM is comprehensive planning that 
takes into account the cause and effect relationships 
between activities undertaken to achieve different natural 

resource values. Though environmental assessment addresses the 
cause and effect relationships between specific project activities and 
the environment, it is the planning process that is more oriented 
toward the different socio-economic values inherent in natural 
resources. 

Armour (1989) observed that environmental assessment has been 
conducted quite separately from planning, used more as a means of 
justifying planning decisions rather than contributing directly to 
them. Where environmental assessment may relate to a planning 
process, it is not merged with it but enters at a discrete point as a 
specific study. The original intent of environmental assessment 
(Armour, 1991) - to bring environmental considerations into 
planning and decision-making processes - is seldom achieved, 
with planning and environmental assessment undertaken 
independently. Lawrence (1992) and Richardson (1994) have made 
similar observations. 

These ideas are also similar to the U.S. National Forest Planning 
Process, where environmental assessment is carried out and the 
environmental impact statement documents the analysis of forest 
management alternatives and the selection of a preferred alternative. 
A major difference between IRM planning and environmental 
assessment is that the latter is usually project- and site-specific, 
functioning in more of a reactive manner. IRM planning is, on the 
other hand, more proactive, future-oriented and is not undertaken 
only when development proposals arise or when problems must be 
solved. 



An important opportunity to be realized with IRM planning is 
that if the environmental consequences of management alternatives 
are considered adequately in the planning process, there is little 
rationale for plans to be subjected to any formal environmental 
assessment process. Since IRM planning occurs prior to and does 
not focus on specific project proposals, it can be used to complement 
environmental assessments that may still be required for projects 
unrelated to natural resources. 

A basic obstacle to IRM is that government bureaucracies 
responsible for environmental assessment and resource 
management tend to operate sectorally, serving regulatory and 
research functions. In these situations, institutional reorganization or 
building is the biggest adjustment that has to be made in order to 
achieve IRM. Government agencies and mandates must be 
restructured and new statutes, regulations, policies, programs and 
planning boundaries created. 

The application of planning for IRM and other similar resource 
management initiatives can be found in numerous models around 
the world. Some of these are outlined below. 

Integrated Resource Management Planning 
Models 

• U.S. National Forest Planning 
United States National Forest Planning is based on the National 

Forest Management Act (1976), which amended the earlier 
Resources Planning Act(l 974) and Multiple Use Sustained Yield Act 
(1960). Underlying the planning process is the principle that the 
potential yields of goods and services from the forest are to be 
maintained into the future, with all the uses and values recognized 
through extensive public participation. To achieve this principle, the 
basic steps of the planning process include: 
• establishing planning criteria to guide the process and 

management direction; 
111 analyzing possible uses under existing conditions and 

projecting future resource use demand; 
111 formulating management alternatives that reflect a range of 

resource uses and outputs, and assessing the effects of each 
alternative; and 

• comparing alternatives and selecting the preferred one. 
Analysis and evaluation throughout the process are assisted by 

FORPLAN. This computer model examines the capability of the 
resource base in relation to goals and issues, and identifies, evaluates 
and follows through time a range of feasible multiple resource 
management alternatives. 

• New Zealand Integrated Resource Management Planning 

In New Zealand, a process of legislative reform was recently 
completed to bring about resource management in an integrated and 
consistent manner. The Resource Management Act (1991) is based 
on promoting sustainable management and ensuring that the 
environment is not dealt with in discrete parts but managed in an 
integrated way. To achieve the objective of the sustainable 
management of resources, it was necessary to integrate the 
institutions and systems dealing with natural resources. 

Planning under the Act is to be effects- rather than use-oriented, 
and is to be considered a means for achieving sustainable 
management objectives. The Act calls for national policy statements 
and environmental standards that are to be incorporated into regional 
policy statements. These serve as the overall co-ordinating mechanism 
for resource management, and in an integrated manner set out 
objectives, priorities and constraints for the resources of a region. Within 
these regional policy statements a system of regional and district plans 
identifies regulat01y rules and standards to be specified at a more 
detailed level. 

• Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA) 
In 1988, in support of Thailand's Integrated Natural Resources 

Management Program, CIDA initiated the Thailand Natural 
Resources and Environmental Management Project. Interagency 
co-ordination and planning were basic objectives of this interim 
project, which was a response to requests for assistance with the 
integrated management of Thailand's natural resources. 

A follow-up project has since been undertaken by CIDA to 
establish and develop a decentralized and integrated natural 
resources and environmental management program for Thailand. An 
integrated resource information system will be developed in 
conjunction with a planning framework for the preparation of 
provincial natural resources and environment plans. 

A similar project in Zimbabwe has been on-going for several 
years. 

• World Bank National and Regional Environmental 
Planning 
At the World Bank, a number of program and project components 

embrace the IRM concept and approach. Subsequent to 
commitments made under Agenda 21 of the United Nations' Earth 
Summit in 1992, more than 30 countries have prepared national 
environmental action plans that parallel the principles of planning 
for IRM. With the support of the World Bank, plans have been 
prepared for Egypt, Ghana, Seychelles, Sri Lanka, Bulgaria, Cyprus, 
Mauritius, Poland and Tunisia. Similarly, regional projects 
supported by the Bank have addressed typical IRM problems in the 
Mediterranean, Black, and Baltic seas and the Danube River basin. 

Among other World Bank-related activities are the Venezuela 
National Parks Management Project, integrated area development 
projects on Egypt's Red Sea coast, a water resources management 
strategy for the Middle East and North Africa, and a formal policy 
statement to integrate forestry and forest conservation projects with 
macroeconomic goals and initiatives in other sectors. The 
preparation of technical guidelines for integrated coastal zone 
management also reflects the IRM concept, as does the Gabon 
Forestry and Environmental Project, which sets out to improve that 
country's use of forestry and wildlife resources. 

• Saskatchewan Integrated Forest Resource Management 
Plan 
The Saskatchewan Integrated Forest Resource Management Plan 

sets the stage, at the provincial level, for a major transition from 
previous forest management, which tended to emphasize timber 
values, to a more integrated approach. This long-term plan poses a 
significant challenge for Saskatchewan in the introduction, 
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development and implementation of integrated resource 
management. 

The plan considers a broad range of forest resource values and 
provides scope for regional and local plans. The ultimate goal is to 
implement integrated forest resource management throughout the 
province. The fundamental planning process elements of 
information, choice, decision-making and action, as well as other 
aspects such as the diversity of forest resource values, environmental 
assessment and public consultation, are all incorporated in the draft 
planning process. Upon establishing resource values early in the 
process, alternative scenarios concerning the type, mix, amount, 
timing and location of resource management activities within the 
planning area are identified. Once sub-unit areas for planning are 
defined, different resource management activity designations, 
including dominant and subordinate uses, can be determined based 
on resource management objectives. 

A key requirement that follows in the process is the evaluation of 
individual resource management scenarios to assess their 
environmental consequences. This is the step that most directly 
parallels environmental assessment. The goal is to adopt the 
alternative with the fewest adverse environmental effects and that 
provides the maximum benefits from identified forest resource 
values. 

T 
here is a significant opportunity to be recognized in the 
consolidation of planning and environmental assess
ment processes within an integrated resource manage
ment framework. Underlying this opportunity are the 
considerable related experiences and examples in Can

ada, the United States and other countries around the world. Though 
there is much distinction in the concepts and practice of environ
mental assessment, planning and IRM, they can be brought closer 
together to complement one another better. Implicit with the IRM 
concept is the principle of examining the relationships between a 
mix of resource uses and the effects of management practices of one 
resource upon others within a given planning area. In the context of 
sustainable development and natural resource management, the 
requirements of environmental assessment can be effectively ad
dressed within the framework provided by IRM. 

Since the opportunity to merge planning and environmental 
assessment functions through IRM has received little attention in 
either the planning or environmental assessment practices, the two 
have not really been dovetailed to any extent. In pursuit of this 
opportunity, planning for the integrated management of natural 
resources can serve as a vehicle for achieving the basic objectives 
of and assuming a more proactive role for environmental 
assessment. -o-
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Surrirnary 
Diversity among natural resource attributes combine to create 

unique ecological mosaics, each with a different resource use and 

management potential. It is with this underlying premise that the 

concept of and req11ire111ent for integrated resource management has 

become a desirable planning principle for natural resources. 

As a concept, integrated resource management (!RM) has bee11 

ovenvhel111ingly accepted in principle, but in many cases without the 

adoption of any comprehensive planning process for its 

i111plementation. By planning for !RM, it is possible to identify better 

the effects of different 111anagement actions, as well as the benefits 

that cm1 be realized and sustained from an area '.s- natural resources. 

~surrie 
La diversiti des ressources naturelles permet de crier des mosai"ques 

ecologiques exceptionnelles; chacune de ces mosai"ques offre w1 

potentiel d'e,,ploitation et de gestion qui lui est prop1-e. C'est sur 

cette primisse que s'appuie la gestion integrie des ressources, wz 
concept et une necessiti aujourd'hui utiles a la planification en 

matiere de resources naturelles. En theorie, le concept de la gestio11 

integree des ressources (GJR) est tres large111ent accepti, 111ais 

souvent, ['adoption d'un processus global de planification visant sa 

mise en oeuvrefait defaut. II est possible, grace a la GIR, de mieux 

identifier /es effets des diverses mesures de gestion ainsi que /es 

avantages que !'on peut firer des ressources naturelles d'une region, 

c) court et a long terme. 
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Agricultural Easements and the 
Niagara Tender Fruit Belt 

The national significance of the Niagara fruit belt as a valuable 
and threatened natural resource has long been recognized. Recently 
some important steps were taken to ensure its preservation. 

In 1992, Ontario's agricultural minister responded to grower and 
community pressure by appointing a committee to investigate 
agricultural easements. The result: the Niagara Tender 

Les servitudes agricoles et la 
zone de production fruitiere du 

Niagara 
On reconnai't depuis longtemps la portee nationale de la zone de 

production fruitiere du Niagara, une ressource naturelle precieuse et 
menacee. Des mesures importantes ont recemment ete prises pour 
en assurer la preservation. 

En 1992, sous !es pressions exercees par !es cultivateurs et par la 
collectivite, le ministre de I' agriculture de I' Ontario a cree un comite 
charge d'etudier la question des servitudes agricoles. Resultat : le 
Programme sur !es te1Tes de culture de fruits fragiles du Niagara, un 
pro jet decennal de 20 millions de dollars qui vise a proteger Jes te1Tes 
de culture fruitiere contre la pression ecrasante du developpement, 
des regles commerciales changeantes, des couts de facteurs de 
production a la hausse, des prix uniformes et des niveaux 

Fruit Lands Program, a 10-year, $20-million project that 
will help to save the fruitlands from the overwhelming 
pressures of development, changing trade rules, rising 
input costs, flat prices and debt loads based on high land 
values. Developed by the Agricultural Easement 
Committee (which includes representatives of the tender 
fruit industry, the Preservation of Agricultural Lands 

by • par 
Corwin Cambray, 

MCIP, & Laurie 
McNab, MCIP 

d'endettement fondes sur des evaluations foncieres 
elevees. Le programme, elabore par le Comite des 
servitudes agricoles (qui comprend des representants de 
l'industrie de la culture des fruits fragiles, de la Societe de 
preservation des terres agricoles, de I' administration 
regionale et du gouvernement provincial) sera finance 
conjointement par la province (18,75 millions) et par la 

Society and regional and provincial governments), the program will 
be jointly financed by the province ($18.75 million) and Regional 
Niagara ($1.25 million). 

Under the program, eligible owners of Niagara tenderfruitlands who 
voluntarily sign a restrictive covenant receive an average of $8,000 per 
acre in financial compensation. The covenant, which is placed on title and 
is binding on successive landowners, guarantees the land for tender fruit 
production. 

The Niagara Tender Fruit Lands Program is intended to 
supplement planning policies and zoning. It has three key elements: 
• eligibility - parcels must comprise five acres of tender fruit 

orchards, be located in a good tender fruit area (according to the 
regional policy plan) and be part of a farm generating at least 
$15,000 in gross farm income from tender fruit production; 

• restrictive covenant (easement) value- determined by a point 
system that considers the relationship of seven factors related to 
the parcel's agricultural value and threat of conversion to non-farm 
uses;and 

• selection - determined according to a 
point system that ranks farm parcels 
in order of importance for purchase 
and gives priority to parcels operated 
by commercial tender fruit growers. 
The program is an important first 

step. Almost 70% of Canada's peaches 
and cheITies are grown in the unique 
sandy soils and climate of Niagara's 
tender fruitlands. Marketing, orchard 
renewal and pesticides are other issues 
requiring action by federal, provincial and 
industry players. * 

Region de Niagara (1,25 million). 
Dans le cadre de ce programme, Jes proprietaires de terres de 

culture de fruits fragiles du Niagara qui sont admissibles peuvent, 
sur une base volontaire, signer une clause restrictive et recevoir en 
contrepartie un montant atteignant en moyenne 8 000 $ par acre. La 
clause est attachee au titre de propriete et engage !es futurs 
proprietaires; elle permet de garantir que la terre sera reservee a la 
culture des fruits fragiles. 

Le Programme sur !es terres de culture de fruits fragiles du 
Niagara vise a completer !es politiques d' amenagement et le zonage. 
II compte trois elements cles : 
• admissibilite - Jes terrains doivent comprendre cinq acres de 

vergers de fruits fragiles, etre situes dans une zone propice a la 
culture des fruits fragiles ( en fonction du programme de politiques 
regionales) et faire partie d'une ferme qui tire de la culture des 
fruits fragiles un revenu agricole brut d'au mains 15 000 $; 

• valeur de la clause restrictive (servitude) - determinee par 
un systeme de cotes qui prend en consideration les rapports 
existants entre sept facteurs relatifs a la valeur de la terre agricole 

et a la menace de conversion a des fins non agricoles; et 
• selection - determinee en fonction d'un systeme de 

cotes qui permet de classer Jes terres agricoles par ordre 
de priorite d'achat et qui donne la preference aux terres 
utilisees pour la production commerciale des fruits fragiles. 
Ce programme constitue une premiere etape importante. 

Pres de 70 p. 100 des peches et des cerises du Canada 
poussent dans le climat et le sol sablonneux propres au 
Niagara et propices a la culture des fruits fragiles. La 
commercialisation, la regeneration des vergers et Jes 
pesticides font partie des autres enjeux qui exigeront une 
action des gouvernements federal et provincial ainsi que des 
intervenants de I' industrie. * 

Corwin Cambray and Laurie McNab are planners 
with the Regional Municipality of Niagara. The 
1992 and 1995 reports of the Agricultural 
Easement Committee can be obtained from 
Regional Niagara. 

Growers and planners discussing agricultural 
easements in a peach orchard. 

Corwin Cambray et Laurie McNab son! urbanistes a la Municipalite 
regionale de Niagara. On peut obtenir un exemplaire des rapports 1992 
et 1995 du Comite des servitudes agricoles en s'adressant a la Region 
de Niagara. 

Cultivateurs et urbanistes discutant de 
servitudes agricoles dans un verger de 

peches. 
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PEOPLE IN THE NEWS III LES GENS 
QUI FONT LES MANCHETIES 

Philip Wong, MCIP, OPPI, recently became 
President of the Ontario Professional Planners 
Institute. He spent 14 years working with the 
Municipality of Thunder Bay and is now working 
for the private development firm First Professional 
Management Inc. in Toronto. 

Philip Wong, MICU, IPPO, a recemment ete 
nomme president de l'lnstitut des planificateurs 
professionnels de !'Ontario. II a travaille pendant 

14 ans a la Municipalite de Thunder Bay et ii fail aujourd'hui partie de la 
firme privee d'amenagement First Professional Management Inc. de 
Toronto. * 

Stephen Bedford, MCIP, API, recently became 
President of the Atlantic Planners Institute. As the 
Commissioner of Development Services with the 
City of Saint John, one of his major accomplishments 
was the strategic planning process undertaken by 
the city several years ago. Stephen has also served 
on the API Council as the New Brunswick 
representative. 

Stephen Bedford, MICU, IUA, a recemment ete 
nomme president de l'lnstitut des urbanistes de I' Atlantique. Le processus 
de planification strategique amorce par la Ville de Saint John ii y a 
quelques annees compte parmi ses principales realisations en tant que 
commissaire aux services d'amenagement. Stephen a egalement 
represente le Nouveau-Brunswick au Conseil de l'IUA. * 

Des questions 
sur l'habitation? 

Robert Robertson, MCIP, AICP, has been appointed to the 
management board of the Alberta Economic Development Authority. 
AEDA is charged with forging a direct link and partnership between the 
provincial government and the business community. Robertson is the City 
Manager with the City of Grande Prairie, Alberta. 

Robert Robertson, MICU, AICP, a ete nomme au conseil de gestion 
de !'Alberta Economic Development Authority. L'AEDA est chargee de 
tisser des liens directs et des partenariats entre le gouvernement 
provincial et le milieu des affaires. M. Robertson est directeur des services 
municipaux de la Ville de Grande Prairie en Alberta. * 

Oberlander Gets Order of Canada 
In recognition of his 40 years of teaching and research in community 

and regional planning at UBC and Simon Fraser University, H. Peter 
Oberlander has been appointed a Member of the Order of Canada. Dr. 
Oberlander was the founding director of the UBC School of Community 
and Regional Planning and Centre for Human Settlements. He was chair 
of the Vancouver Town Planning Commission and the Vancouver School 
Board during the '60s and inaugural Deputy Minister of Urban Affairs and 
a director on the CMHC board during the first Trudeau administration. 
Instrumental in bringing Habitat I to Vancouver in 1976, Dr. Oberlander 
was recently appointed Special Advisor to the Secretary General, Habitat 
II, to assist in the preparations for the second UN Conference on Human 
Settlements (Istanbul, 1996). He is a Fellow of the Royal Architectural Institute 
of Canada and a member of Downs/ Archambault and Partners, Architects and 
Planners in Vancouver. * 

M. Oberlander nomme 
Membre de l'Ordre du 
Canada 

Le Centre canadien de documentation sur !'habitation vous aidera 
a trouver les renseignements dont vous avez besoin, sur tous les 
aspects du logement au Canada. 

En reconnaissance de 40 ans 
d'enseignement et de recherche en 
planification communautaire et regionale a 
l'Universite de Colombie-Britannique et a 
l'Universite Simon Fraser, H. Peter 
Oberlander a ete nomme Membre de l'Ordre 
du Canada. Directeur-fondateur de !'Ecole 
de planification communautaire et regionale 
et du Centre des etablissements humains de 
l'Universite de Colombie-Britannique, M. 
Oberlander a preside la Commission 
d'urbanisme et le Conseil scolaire de 
Vancouver au cours des annees 1960; ii a 
egalement ete le premier sous-ministre des 
Affaires urbaines et membre du Conseil 
d'administration de la SCHLsous la premiere 
administration Trudeau. M. Oberlander a 
largement contribue a la tenue d'Habitat I a 
Vancouver en 1976 et ii a recemment ete 
nomme Conseiller special aupres du 
Secretaire general d'Habitat II pour 
participer a la preparation de la deuxieme 
Conference des Nations Unies sur les 
etablissements humains (Istanbul, 1996). II 
est Fellow de l'lnstitut royal d'architecture du 
Canada et fail partie de la firme Downs, 
Archambault et Associes, architectes et 
urbanistes a Vancouver. * 

Centre canadien de documentation sur l'habitation 
Societe canadienne d' hypotheques et de logement 
700, chemin de Montreal 
Ottawa (Ontario) KIA OP7 
Telephone: (613) 748-2367 
Fax: (613) 748-4069 

SCHLnCMHC 
Question habitation, c:omphiz sur nous 

Ca11ada 
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Planning Sites on the Internet 
For planners cruising the Internet, there are many interesting stops 

along the electronic highway. One of the most popular sites is the Institute 
of Urban and Regional Development at the University of California, 
Berkeley (uclink.berkeley.edu), which offers an extensive index of 
planning projects and publications from the Institute. 

The Bay Area Local Government Information Site (accessible via 
http://www.tcomeng.com/citieslindex.htm) is a well-structured data bank 
of municipal services in the Bay area, including reports concerning traffic 
and zoning issues submitted by the senior administration to city councils 
in the area. Make sure to stop by the City of San Carlos! 

Other sites relevant from a planning perspective include the British 
Columbia Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks via 
gopher//freenet.victoria.bc.ca and the Faculty of Built Environment, 
University of New South Wales, Sydney via arch.unsw.edu.au. 

Discussion groups such as alt.planning.urban and alt.architecture 
offer planners the opportunity to express views on planning-related 
issues. Inquiries regarding current planning projects may also be posted 
for assistance from colleagues from around the world. Job postings are 
also a common occurrence for those in search of adventure. 

For PC/Windows or Macintosh users, Netscape offers the feel and 
comfort of a BMW for cruising the electronic highway. You may download 
your free evaluation software by ftp://ftp.mcpm.com/netscape (PC 
filename is ns16-100.exe; Mac file is netscape.sea.hqx). * 
Contact: Laurent Mougeot, MCIP, who is a senior planner with the City of Prince 
Albert, Sask. He may be reached at lmougeot@sdo.nofc.forestry.ca. 

ltineraire des urbanistes sur Internet 
Les urbanistes qui naviguent sur Internet trouveront sur l'autoroute 

electronique de nombreuses escales dignes d'interet. L'un des sites les 
plus populaires se trouve a l'lnstitut de developpement urbain et regional 
de l'Universite de Californie a Berkeley (uclink.berkeley.edu), qui offre un 
vaste repertoire des projets et des publications de l'lnslitut dans le 
domaine de l'urbanisme. 

Le Bay Area Local Government Information Site (code d'acces 
http:/www.tcomeng.com/citieslindex.htm) est une banque de donnees 
bien structuree vouee aux services municipaux de la region de Bay; ii 
comprend notamment des questions de circulation et de zonage 
soumises aux conseils municipaux de la region par le palier superieur 
d'administration. Ne ratez pas l'escale de la Ville de San Carlos ! 

On compte aussi parmi !es sites interessants sur le plan de l'urbanisme 
le ministere de !'Environnement, des Terres et des Pares de la 
Colombie-Britannique (gopher//freenet. victoria.bc.ca) et la Faculte de 
l'amenagement de l'Universite de New South Wales a Sydney 
(arch.unsw.edu.au). 

Des groupes de discussion comme le alt.planning.urban et le 
alt.architecture offrent aux urbanistes !'occasion d'exprimer leurs points 
de vue sur !es enjeux d'amenagement. On peut egalement soumettre des 
demandes relatives aux projets en cours a des collegues du monde entier. 
Et pour ceux qui sont a la recherche de nouvelles aventures, l'affichage 
d'emplois y est une pratique courante. 

Avec Netscape, !es utilisateurs de PC/Windows et de Macintosh 
peuvent suivre leur itineraire sur l'autoroute electronique dans un contort 
digne de la BMW. Vous pouvez telecharger votre logiciel gratuit 
d'evaluation en tapant le ftp://ftp.mcpm.com/netscape (le fichier PC 
s'appelle ns16-100.exe; celui de Mac, netscape.sea.hqx). * 
Communiquez avec Laurent Mougeot, MICU, urbaniste principal a la Ville de 
Prince Albert (Sask.). On peut le rejoindre a lmougeot@sdo.nofc.forestry.ca. 

Computer Visualization in 
Community Design 

The Centre for Livable 
Communities, University of Calgary 
has been working with small 
communities tor over 20 years. While 
the level of practice has varied, much 
of the work has had physical 
planning and design dimensions. 
Designs for the most part were 
developed using traditional 
approaches (sketches, renderings, 
models, photo montages), and 
assistance provided by the Centre 
was contingent on the level of 
expertise of the students and the 
time that faculty could devote to 
outreach activity. 

But in recent years, under Dr. 
Richard Levy's leadership, the 
Centre has been using 
computer-image processing 
techniques -:- using scanned 
images of street areas and images 
stored in a photo CD-in main street 
design and revitalization. Faculty 
and students manipulate the images 
using the popular Aldus Photoshop 
program. Some of the work dictates 
the use of original designs, but 
Centre staff also have access to a 
library of signs, windows, doors and 
so on when the occasion warrants it. 

Computer visualization, with its 
believable graphic images, makes it 
possible for residents to make sound 
decisions. It is cost-effective and 
encourages the participation of 
every stakeholder. The Centre has 
used the process in building 
rehabilitation and the redesign of 
urban spaces (Figures 1 and 2), but 
the possibilities for its use in other 
aspects of the development process, 
including community revitalization 
and economic development, are 
tremendous. * 
Contact: Walter Jamieson, MCIP, Director, 
Centre for Livable Communities, 
University of Calgary, Calgary, Alta. T2N 
1N4; (403) 220-8669; fax: (403) 284-4608. 

Conception des collectivites 
et visualisation par 
ordinateur 

Pendant plus de vingt ans, le 
Centre for Livable Communities de 
l'Universite de Calgary a travaille 
avec les petites collectivites. Si le 
niveau de la pratique a pu varier, le 

travail touchait generalement 
l'amenagement et la conception de 
l'espace. La conception s'appuyait 
essentiellement sur des techniques 
traditionnelles (croquis, rendus, 
maquettes, montages de photos), et 
!'assistance offerte par le Centre 
dependait a la fois de !'experience 
des etudiants et du temps que les 
professeurs etaient en mesure de 
consacrer a !'action communautaire. 

Mais depuis quelques annees, le 
Centre, sous la direction de M. 
Richard Levy, utilise des techniques 
de traitement d'images par 
ordinateur (images de rues 
soumises au scanner et images sur 
photodisque compact) pour 

concevoir et revitaliser les rues 
principales. Les professeurs et les 
etudiants modifient ces images a 
l'aide d'un programme populaire, 
Aldus Photoshop. Dans certains cas, 
le travail necessite un design 
original, mais le personnel du Centre 
peut egalement recourir a une 
banque d'images - enseignes, 
fenetres, portes, etc. - quand le 
besoin s'en fail sentir. 

La visualisation par ordinateur et 
les images credibles qu'elle produit 
permettent aux residents de prendre 
des decisions eclairees. II s'agit la 
d'une formula rentable qui favorise la 
participation de tous les 
intervenants. Le Centre s'est appuye 
sur cette technique pour renover des 
immeubles et reconcevoir des 
espaces publics (illustrations 1 et 2), 
mais la visualisation par ordinateur 
offre d'enormes possibilites dans 
d'autres aspects du processus 
d'amenagement, notamment en 
matiere de revitalisation des 
collectivites et de developpement 
economique. * 
Communiquez avec Walter Jamieson, 
MICU, directeur du Centre for Livable 
Communities, Universite de Calgary, 
Calgary (Alb.) T2N 1 N4; (403) 220-8669; 
telec. (403) 284-4608. 
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by • par 
David Neufeld 
& Gregory 
Tokarz 

Pushing the Boundaries of 
Innovation: The Seaton 
Competition 
• n what may be a first in Canada, a planning and design 

l competition was used to demonstrate alternative concept 
plans for a new innovative community. This competition 

was part of a larger 18-month planning and consultation 
process, initiated by the Ministry of Housing, involving 

workshops, studies, open houses and public meetings. 
Its purpose was to assess the feasibility and public 
acceptance of developing a community, called Seaton, 
within 7,000 acres of provincial land in the municipality 
of Pickering. To oversee the process, the housing 
minister appointed the Seaton Advisory Committee, 
whose members represent provincial, regional and local 
government, the private sector and community 
organizations. 

The Seaton consultation is part of a provincial 
government integrated planning strategy for the 

northeast Greater Toronto Area. Major elements of this strategy 
include: Rouge Park, North America's largest urban park; an 
8,000-acre permanent agricultural preserve; Cornell, a 
community designed on "new urbanism" principles; 
development of critical road networks; and the Seaton 
consultation. 

The planning competition, called the Seaton Planning and 
Design Exercise, assisted the advisory committee in 
formulating recommendations to the minister. The 
recommendations were also designed to: 
• generate innovative ideas and creatively resolve issues 

pertaining to the technical feasibility and public acceptance 
of the proposed development; 

• produce materials to form a basis for developing a 
secondary plan, should Seaton go ahead; and 

• work toward the intent of the Official Plan of the Region of 
Durham in requiring that a design competition be 
undertaken prior to the development of Seaton. 
The planning and design exercise, initiated and completed 

in 1994, consisted of three phases. The first phase was a 
nationwide invitation to multidisciplinary teams to complete a 
brief planning exercise describing the team's vision of the 
community. This vision was based on a package of information 
and set of goals and principles distributed to registrants. Over 
20 submissions were received from teams across the country. 

The anonymous submissions were provided to the 
evaluation panel charged with shortlisting 10 teams for 
interviews in the second phase. Technical evaluations of the 
submissions were also provided to the panel by a group of 
technical advisors. Interviews were conducted by the panel, 
which selected three teams to proceed to the third phase. 
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Repousser les frontieres de 
l'innovation : le concours 

Seaton 
• I s'agit peut-etre d'une premiere au Canada : le recours a 
l un concours d'urbanisme et de design pour presenter 

divers plans conceptuels d'amenagement d'une nouvelle 
collectivite innovatrice. Ce concours s'est inscrit dans un 
processus de planification et de consultation de dix-huit mois, 
lance par le ministere du Logement, comprenant des ateliers, 
des eludes, une operation portes ouvertes et des assemblees 
publiques. II visait a evaluer la faisabilite de l'amenagement 
d'une collectivite appelee Seaton sur des terres provinciales 
de 7 000 acres dans la municipalite de Pickering et a sonder 
!'opinion publique face a ce projet. Le ministre du Logement a 
mis sur pied le Comite consultatif de Seaton et l'a charge de 
superviser le processus; ce comite etait constitue de 
representants du gouvernement provincial, des 
administrations regionales et locales, du secteur prive et 
d'organismes communautaires. 

La consultation sur Seaton fail partie de la strategie integree 
de planification de la section nord-est de la region 
metropolitaine de Toronto lancee par le gouvernement 
provincial. Parmi les principaux elements de cette strategie, on 
compte le pare Rouge, le pare urbain le plus important en 
Amerique du Nord; une reserve agricole permanente de 8 000 
acres; Cornell, une collectivite congue en fonction des 
principes du «nouvel urbanisme»; l'amenagement de reseaux 
routiers strategiques et la consultation sur Seaton. 

Le comite consultatif s'est appuye sur le concours 
d'urbanisme, appele le Seaton Planning and Design Exercise, 
pour formuler des recommandations a !'intention du ministre. 
Les recommandations visaient egalement a : 
• stimuler des idees novatrices et resoudre de fagon creative 

des problemes relatifs a la faisabilite technique de 
l'amenagement propose et a son acceptation par le public; 

• produire la documentation de base qui servirait a elaborer 
un plan secondaire advenant que le projet se concretise; et 

• respecter l'esprit du plan directeur de la Region de Durham 
qui exigeait la tenue d'un concours de design prealable a 
l'amenagement de Seaton. 
L'exercice de planification et de conception, amorce et 

!ermine en 1994, comprenait trois phases. La premiere 
consistait a inviter des equipes multidisciplinaires de 
!'ensemble du pays a presenter un bref enonce d'urbanisme 
decrivant leur vision de la collectivite, a partir de la trousse 
d'information et d'une serie d'objectifs et de principes fournies 
a toutes les equipes inscrites. Plus de vingt propositions ont 
ete presentees par des equipes de tout le pays. 

Les propositions anonymes ont ete soumises a un jury 
charge de retenir les dix equipes qui seraient interviewee au 
cours de la deuxieme phase. Un groupe de conseillers 
techniques a egalement fourni au jury des evaluations 
techniques des propositions. Le jury a mene des interviews 
pour selectionner les trois equipes qui participeraient a la 
troisieme phase. 

Au cours de cette derniere phase, les trois finalistes ont 
soumis des plans conceptuels et un rapport detaille en 
s'appuyant sur l'enonce de projet qui encadrait leur travail. Les 
propositions des equipes ont ete presentees a !'occasion d'une 



In the third phase, the finalist teams submitted concept plans and a 
comprehensive report based on a design brief that directed their work. A 
public open house and public information meeting were also held, at which 
time the teams' proposals were described. Comments were actively 
solicited throughout the process. 

The phase three design brief- in itself a major innovation - outlined 
key principles and core values that were generated through a series of 
consultations begun in 1991. Also, guiding technical parameters, such as 
the community's size, rural/urban boundary and status of local villages, 
were provided to the teams. 

A guiding theme of the brief was the emphasis on innovation. Teams 
were expected to explore new ideas and to make these ideas workable 
and marketable. Reconciling the tension between innovation and 
practicality was fundamental to the objectives of the exercise. In exploring 
innovative approaches, teams were directed to recognize the difference 
between short-term, superficial fads and substantive, enduring innovation. 
The intent was to explore sustainable innovations that could have a valuable, 
lasting effect on the quality of life of 
residents. Teams were encouraged to 
seek innovation within and across all 
sectoral disciplines. They were directed 
to not consider themselves unduly 
constrained by potential conflicts with 
the existing regulatory system. 

The key element of the design brief 
is a set of 13 challenges: vision for the 
natural ecosystem; heritage conservation; 
population and employment; transportation 
- orientation of the community; 
transportation - transit-supportive land 
use; community character; housing; 
commercial and community services; 
environmental stewardship; servicing 
infrastructure; conservation of 
rural/agricultural lands; evolution; and 
integration and balance of all 
components. These reflect the range of 
issues any large-scale community 
planning initiative must consider if it is to 
successfully address the shortcomings 
of past planning and development 
practice and generate practical 
solutions. Each challenge was 
presented independently and was 
intended to be coherent in its own right. 
However, the design brief emphasized 
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operation portes ouvertes et d'assemblees publiques d'information. La 
population a ete invitee a faire part de ses commentaires tout au long du 
processus. 

L'enonce de projet de la phase trois - qui constitue en soi une 
importante innovation - presentait les principes cles et les valeurs 
centrales etablis a partir d'une serie de consultations amorcee en 1991. 
De plus, des parametres techniques, notamment la taille de la collectivite, 
les limites urbaines et rurales et le statut des villages locaux, ont ete mis 
a la disposition des equipes. 

L'importance de !'innovation constituait l'un des themes directeurs de 
l'enonce. On attendait des equipes qu'elles explorent de nouvelles idees 
et qu'elles les rendent realisables et vendables. L'equilibre entre 
innovation et realisme etait un objectif fondamental de la demarche. Les 
equipes etaient tenues, dans leur examen de diverses approches 
novatrices, de distinguer entre les modes passageres et les innovations 
substantielles et durables. II s'agissait en fail d'explorer des innovations 
viables susceptibles d'avoir un effet benefique et durable sur la qualite de 
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vie des residents. On a invite les equipes a 
rechercher !'innovation dans toutes les 
disciplines sectorielles. Les equipes ont regu 
la directive de ne pas chercher a se 
conformer a tout prix au cadre reglementaire. 

L'element principal de l'enonce 
d'urbanisme prenait la forme d'une serie de 
treize defis : vision d'un ecosysteme naturel, 
preservation du patrimoine, population et 
emploi, transport-orientation de la collectivite, 
transport - utilisation du sol facilitant les 
deplacements, cachet de la collectivite, 
habitation, services commerciaux et 
communautaires, gestion de l'environnement, 
infrastructure de services, conservation des 
terres agricoles et rurales, evolution, equilibre 
et integration de tous ces elements. Ces defis 
refletaient l'eventail des enjeux souleves par 
toute demarche d'envergure d'amenagement 
d'une collectivite qui entend eviler les ecueils 
des pratiques passees en matiere de 
planification et d'amenagement et mettre de 
l'avant des solutions pratiques. Chaque defi 
a ete presents de fagon distincte et devait etre 
coherent en soi. L'enonce de projet soulignait 
cependant que ces defis ne pouvaient etre 
consideres isolement et que l'equipe 
gagnante devait etre en mesure de les trailer 
de fagon integree pour produire un plan 
realisable. that the challenges could not be seen in 

isolation and that the successful team 
would need to reconcile them to produce 
a workable plan. 

Seaton in the northeast GTA. L'integration de valeurs et d'enjeux 
potentiellement divergents poses par les 

The reconciliation of potentially competing values and issues outlined 
in the challenges created three different visions of a new community. The 
competition produced a clear winner, Ontario Form Collaborative, which 
was, the jury felt, most successful at integrating the diverse challenges 
into a coherent, workable vision. The other two teams, second-place 
Seaton Team Dunker and third-place Community Economy Ecology 
Design team, also generated valuable ideas that pushed the boundaries 
of innovation. * 
David Neufeld is the Environmental Coordinator and Gregory Tokarz is the Public 
Relations Coordinator for the Seaton Interim Planning Team, Ontario Ministry of 
Housing. Other team members are Annette Payne, Manager, and Jennifer Evans, 
Urban Planning Coordinator. For more information about the results of the 
planning and design exercise and the Seaton consultation, contact the team at 
(416) 314-0770. 

defis a donne lieu a trois visions differentes 
de la nouvelle collectivite. L'equipe gagnante, Ontario Form Collaborative, 
s'est clairement demarquee; c'est elle qui, selon le jury, a le mieux reussi 
a reconcilier les divers defis et a produire une vision coherente et 
realisable. Les equipes Seaton Team Dunker et Community Ecology 
Design se son! classees respectivement seconde et troisieme et ont 
toutes deux presents des idees interessantes qui ont repousse les 
frontieres de !'innovation. * 
David Neufeld est coordonnateur de l'environnement et Gregory Tokarz, 
coordo1:mateur des relations publiques de l'equipe provisoire chargee de la 
planification de Seaton, au ministere du Logement de !'Ontario. Annette Payne, 
responsable, et Jennifer Evans, coordonnatrice de l'urbanisme, font egalement 
partie de l'equipe. Pour obtenir plus d'informalion sur les resultats de !'exercise 
d'urbanisme et de design et au sujet de la consultation sur Seaton, veuillez 
communiquer avec cette equipe au (416) 314-0770. 
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Hazardous Waste at Centre of 
Debate 

0 ntario's plans to deal with its hazardous wastes suffered a 
setback in late 1994, when a Joint Board denied approval for 
a treatment and disposal facility in the Township of West 

Lincoln, on the Niagara peninsula. Proposed by the Ontario Waste 
Management Corporation, the facility would have comprised a 

by • par 
Steven Rowe, 
MCIP 

physical/chemical treatment plant, an 
incinerator, facilities for the solidification of 
residues and a landfill on a 124-hectare site. 
OWMC, which had spent $80 million on its 
planning process, has appealed to the Ontario 
Cabinet. 

The Board felt that OWMC did not 
sufficiently consider a system involving residue 
disposal in a salt mine as an alternative to the 
proposed clay-based landfill. Some residues 
contain chlorides (salts), which can spread 
quickly through groundwater if buried in the 
ground. A salt mine is a dry environment and 
does not present the same contamination 
concerns. During the hearing, OWMC 

proposed a plan - costing millions of dollars - to extract chlorides 
from the residues prior to landfilling. The Board's view was that the 
environmental implications of landfilling the residues and the cost of 
chloride extraction should have triggered a thorough re-examination of 
the potential for salt mine disposal. 

The OWMC Decision adds another chapter to a history of long 
hearings and uncertain outcomes when undertakings proposed under 
the Environmental Assessment Act are subjected to Board scrutiny. In 
many cases, Board denial of approval for environmental assessments 
is based on flaws in the proponent's planning process. The Act and 
associated guidelines require that undertakings be based on a 
comparison of available alternatives, using a traceable, systematic 
planning process. Proponents claim, however, that Board expectations 
are unattainable because circumstances and policies change during 
the time it takes to complete an assessment. OWMC's appeal 
document implies that the test used by the Board for the treatment of 
alternatives would make it difficult for the Greater Toronto Area's Interim 
Waste Authority to secure approvals for its proposed municipal waste 
landfill sites. 

The Ministry of Environment and Energy has responded to the 
concerns of proponent municipalities of landfills by providing detailed 
guidance and by denying requests for hearings in several cases. With 
respect to the IWA landfills, legislation has been passed limiting the 
evaluation's scope. The Environmental Assessment and Ontario 
Municipal Boards are attempting to streamline hearing proceedings. 

The continuing debate pits the proponent's need for limits on timing 
and costs and for predictability of results against the extent that this 
can be achieved without sacrificing the requirement for an open, 
comprehensive planning process and an entitlement to full hearings 
where appropriate. Ontario's decision on the OWMC appeal and the 
progress of the IWA landfill proposals will be monitored. * 
Steven Rowe, a Senior Associate with Walker, Nott, Dragicevic Associates 
Limited, was a witness for intervenors at the OWMC hearing. The views are 
those of Rowe and the firm. Rowe can be reached at (416) 968-3511. 
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Dechets dangereux au coeur de 
, la controverse 

a la fin de 1994, !'Ontario a temporairement d0 renoncer a son projet 
de traitement des dechets dangereux, une commission mixte ayant 
refuse d'approuver l'amenagement d'installations de traitement et 

d'elimination des dechets dans le Canton de West Lincoln sur la peninsula 
du Niagara. Proposees par la Societe ontarienne de gestion des dechets, 
ces installations auraient compris une usine de traitement physique et 
chimique, un incinerateur, des installations permettant la solidification des 
residus et un site d'enfouissement, le tout sur un terrain de 124 hectares. La 
SOGD, qui a consacre 80 millions de dollars au processus de planification, 
a depose un appel devant le Cabinet de !'Ontario. 

La Commission etait d'avis que la SOGD n'avait pas suffisamment 
examine la possibilite d'eliminer les residus dans une mine de sel, une 
solution de rechange au site d'enfouissement propose sur un sol d'argile. 
Certains residus contiennent des chlorures (des sels) qui, une fois enfouis, 
peuvent se repandre rapidement dans l'eau souterraine. La mine de sel 
offre un milieu sec qui ne pose pas les memes dangers de contamination. 
Pendant !'audience, la SOGD a mis de l'avant un projet d'extraction des 
chlorures avant l'enfouissement des dechets, projet de plusieurs millions 
de dollars. La Commission a cependant juge que l'impact environnemental 
de l'enfouissement des residus et le co0t de !'extraction des chlorures 
auraient d0 declencher un nouvel examen detaille des possibilites 
d'elimination des dechets offertes par la mine de sel. 

La decision rendue contra la SOGD ajoute un nouveau chapitre a 
une histoire d'audiences prolongees et de resultats incertains dans le 
cas d'operations assujetties a la Loi sur /es evaluations 
environnementales el soumises a un examen de la Commission. Dans 
de nombreux cas, la Commission refuse d'approuver des evaluations 
environnementales a cause des vices de forme qui marquent le 
processus de planification mene par les promoteurs. La Loi et les 
directives conn exes exigent que les operations soient fondees sur une 
comparaison des options possibles, encadree par un processus de 
planification systematique et identifiable. Les promoteurs pretendent 
cependant qu'ils ne peuvent repondre aux attentes de la Commission 
dans la mesure ou les conditions et les politiques changent tout au long 
de la periode necessaire pour mener une evaluation a terme. Le 
document d'appel de la SOGD laisse entendre que le test utilise par 
la Commission pour evaluer les solutions de rechange ferait en sorte 
que le service interimaire de dechets de la Region du grand Toronto 
pourrait difficilement obtenir !'approbation d'amenager les sites 
municipaux d'enfouissement des dechets qu'il propose. 

Le ministere de !'Environnement et de l'Energie a repondu aux 
inquietudes des municipalites qui voulaient amenager des sites 
d'enfouissement en leur foumissant des directives detaillees et en rejetant 
des demandes d'audience dans plusieurs cas. Pour ce qui est des sites 
d'enfouissement du service interimaire de dechets, une loi qui limite la 
portee de !'evaluation a ete adoptee. La Commission des evaluations 
environnementales et la Commission des affaires municipales de !'Ontario 
tentent de rationaliser les procedures d'audience. 

Le debat continu met en opposition, d'une part, les besoins des 
promoteurs qui veulent limiter la duree et le co0t du processus et s'assurer 
du caractere previsible des decisions et, d'autre part, la possibilite d'etablir 
une procedure qui respecte les exigences d'un processus de planification 
global et le droit a un examen complet en audience lorsqu'il s'avere 
necessaire. La decision de !'Ontario relativement a l'appel de la SOGD et 
les progres des propositions de sites d'enfouissement du service 
interimaire de dechets seront suivis de pres. * 
Steven Rowe, associe principal de la firme Walker, Nott, Dragicevic Associates 
Limited, a temoigne pour lntervenors au cours de !'audience de la SOGD. Les 
opinions exprimees sent les siennas et celles de la firme. On peut rejoindre 
M. Rowe au (416) 968-3511. 



Alberta 

by • par 
Barry Clark, MCIP 

More Changes 
Afoot ... 

deficit fighting and a new 
relationship between the provincial 
government and municipalities are 

changing Alberta's municipal structure. In 
the future, the government's role will be to 
facilitate good local government, not to 
provide direct services and funding. An 
early sign of this change is the number of 
improvement districts (IDs) that have been 
incorporated as municipalities. 

Once a function of the Department of Municipal Affairs, IDs were 
designed to provide local government and services in remote areas 
where the property tax base was weak. The Minister of Municipal Affairs 
served as the legislative authority, usually acting on recommendations 
from locally elected advisory councils. The department provided 
administrative services, while other departments, such as transportation, 
provided many local services. 

Most IDs have experienced rapid economic growth in the last 20 
years, and since 1993 their local administrations have assumed direct 
responsibility for most municipal services. Twelve IDs have, in fact, been 
incorporated as municipal districts, and in some cases, the ID's territory 
has been annexed to adjacent municipalities - an example being the 
amalgamation of Fort McMurray with the northern and central parts of 
ID 18. This new specialized Municipality of Wood Buffalo an area 
larger than Nova Scotia - will serve a major urban community and a 
number of rural settlements. Within its boundaries will be oil sands plants, 
remote native settlements and large-scale forestry operations. 

In 1994, Alberta reduced its total financial assistance to municipalities 
by 6%, and by 1996, this support will fall 30% from the 1993 level. As 
well, some direct services, such as property assessment and land use 
planning, provided by the department to a number of municipalities have 
been eliminated. Other services are moving to full cost-recovery, a move 
that will clearly affect the smaller, financially weak municipalities. Last 
fall, the Minister of Municipal Affairs wrote to all municipalities suggesting 
they consider their options for more efficient local government. 

Internal restructuring to reduce expenditures, intermunicipal service 
delivery, municipal dissolutions and amalgamations are all options being 
pursued by various municipalities. The initiative for restructuring remains 
at the municipal level. While the province will do what it can to assist with 
the processes of change, it has no plrms to require the regionalization 
of municipal government in Alberta. -<> 

Barry Clark is the Director of Municipal Projects, Local Government 
Development Branch, Alberta Municipal Affairs. He can be reached at (403) 
427-2523. 

Registered Status for OPPI 

The Ontario Professional Planners Institute Act, which grants full and 
retired members of OPPI the right to use the designations "Registered 
Professional Planner" and "RPP," came into effect in December 1994. 
These designations may be used by professional planners who have 
fulfilled the academic, experience and examination requirements set 
out in OPPl's by-laws and who have been elected full members of the 
Institute. Those who are not full or retired members of OPPI but use 
the designations can be fined up to $5,000. * 

D'autres changements a 
l'horizon ... 

la lutte au deficit et les nouvelles relations entre le gouvernement 
provincial et les municipa!ites sont en train de transformer la structure 
municipale de !'Alberta. A l'avenir, le role du gouvernement sera de 

faciliter une saine administration locale plutot que de fournir des services 
directs et d'allouer des fonds. Le nombre de districts en voie d'amelioration 
(OVA) constitues en municipalites donne un avant-gout de ces 
changements. Relevant a l'origine du ministere des Affaires municipales, 
les OVA visaient a offrir une administration et des services locaux aux 
regions eloignees dont l'assiette fiscale demeurait precaire. Le ministre des 
Affaires municipales agissait a titre d'autorite legislative et s'appuyait 
generalement sur les recommandations de conseils consultatifs elus 
localement. Le Ministere fournissait les services administratifs alors que 
d'autres ministeres, comme celui du transport, offraient divers services 
locaux. 

La plupart des OVA ont connu une croissance rapide au cours des vingt 
dernieres annees et, depuis 1993, leurs administrations locales ont assume 
la responsabilite de la plupart des services municipaux. En fait, douze OVA 
ont ete constitues en districts municipaux, et dans certains cas, le territoire 
du OVA a ete annexe aux municipalites voisines, comme l'illustre l'annexion 
des secteurs nord et centre du OVA 18 a Fort McMurray. Cette nouvelle 
municipalite specialisee de Wood Buffalo - un territoire plus grand que la 
Nouvelle-Ecosse desservira une collectivite urbaine importante et 
plusieurs etablissements ruraux. Elle comptera sur son territoire des usines 
de traitement de sables petroliferes, des etablissements autochtones 
eloignes et des operations forestieres de grande envergure. 

En 1994, !'Alberta a reduit de 6 p. 100 l'aide financiere totale allouee aux 
municipalites; d'ici 1996, cette aide diminuera de 30 p. 100 par rapport a 
son niveau de 1993. On a en outre aboli certains services directs comme 
!'evaluation fonciere et l'amenagement du territoire qu'assumait le Ministere 
dans un certain nombre de municipalites. D'autres services doivent 
atteindre l'objectif de pleine recuperation des coots, un exercice qui, de toute 
evidence, touchera les petites municipalites precaires sur le plan financier. 
L'automne dernier, le ministre des Affaires municipales a ecrit a toutes les 
municipalites pour les inviter a examiner les possibilites d'une administration 
locale plus efficace. 

Restructurations intern es dans le but de reduire les depenses, prestation 
intermunicipale de services, dissolution et annexion de municipalites; voila 
autant d'options envisagees par les municipalites. L'initiative d'une 
restructuration releve des administrations municipales. Et bien que la 
province fera toutce qu'elle peut pour soutenir le processus de changement, 
elle n'a aucune intention d'exiger la regionalisation des administrations 
municipales de !'Alberta. -<> 

Barry Clark est directeur des projets municipaux, Service du developpement de 
!'administration locale, ministere des Affaires municipales de !'Alberta. On peut le 
rejoindre au (403) 427-2523. 

Statut d'urbaniste enregistre aupres de l'IPPO 

La Loi sur l'lnstitut des planificateurs professionnels de !'Ontario, qui 
donne aux membres a part entiere et aux membres retraites de l'IPPO 
le droit d 'utiliser Jes titres «Planiflcateur professionnel enregistre» et 
«PPE», est entree en vigueur en decembre 1994. Les planiflcateurs 
professionnels qui satisfont aux exigences enoncees dans Jes 
reglements de l'IPPO en matiere de formation, d'experience et 
d'examen et qui ont ete nommes membres a part entiere de l'lnstitut 
peuvent utiliser ces titres. Les personnes qui utilisent ces titres sans 
etre membres a part entiere ou membres retraites de l'IPPO sont 
passibles d'une amende pouvant atteindre 5 000 $. * 
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All practical social disciplines - the law, city planning, 
social work, etc. -have the same ultimate ends in view: 
to perfect the workings of human society and to promote 
the happiness of its individual members. (p. 41) 

Review by Michael Noonan, MCIP 

G uttenberg's writings on the use of language and the power of 
words are concepts to which planners rarely give much 
thought. "The state of its language reveals much about a 

profession and its preoccupations, about the social, economic, 
political and scientific forces that bear down upon it and also about 
its readiness to confront those forces effectively." It is a living 
creature, profoundly affected by the dynamics of society. The author 
rightly contends that "the ability to make oneself clear, to understand 
and be understood even by the average person (a rather elitist 
proposition), is the indispensable basis of trust between planners and 
their clients, the public" - a basic idea that is often overlooked by 
the profession, its practitioners and educators. 

by Albert Z. Guttenberg 
Urbana-Champagne, University of Illinois Press, 1993 

288 pp., $16.95 US (paper), $42.50 US {hard) 

Review by George Nicholson, MCIP 

G uttenberg's book dealing with the use of language in 
planning is divided into two parts. The essays in Part 1: 
Linguistic Sources and Factors in Planning examine the 

use and misuse of planning language. To give a flavour of the 
content, highlights from some articles are presented. Guttenberg 
uses ''The Social Uses of City Planning" to discuss the meaning 
behind words - in planning terms - and its implications for 
change. The word 'dynamic,' for example, can be viewed from four 
different perspectives, each with its own meaning and with its own 
implications for change. The 'social dynamic' conveys value 
judgements (standard versus sub-standard, for example), the 
'political dynamic' expresses the need for change (such as 
improved conditions in slums), the 'technical dynamic' defines 
standards (perhaps a certain amount of open space) and the 
'professional dynamic' to how planners view their role (to develop 
more equal opportunity, for example). Thus, the meaning of a word 
must be interpreted in the context (and the realm) in which it is 
being used. 

In "Social Versus Physical Planning Revisited," Guttenberg 
suggests that we avoid the divisive distinction between 

social and physical planning and focus instead on 
In 'What is a Region?" Guttenberg illustrates the 

considerable difficulties in the precise and 
populist use of the language. The 
symbolism associated with regions is 

(/)uring his mried career 
bringing about societal change. Like Paul Davidoff, 

Guttenberg seems to believe that all public 

often shaped by human actions that 
regularly defy the logic of science. 
Herein lies the root problem - the use 
of definitions that are merely convenient 
abstractions. The responsibility of the 
profession, says Guttenberg, must be 
directed to resolving ambiguity through 
a careful blending of diverse perspectives 
and realities. 

If planners are to be effective in advancing 

as a professional and an academic, 
filbert Guttenberg, <Professor emeritus at the 
Vnii,nersity of fllinois, has made a significant 

contribution to the body of planning literature in 
Jlforth.sfl.merica. 'Ihis book is a selection of his 
writings, and although largely theoretical in 

nature and so11ie1,vhat removed from tlie 
day-to-day experiences of the practising 
phnner, it does bring certain insights to 

the activities of the profession. 

planning must be considered social 
planning. "Our concern with the nature of 

the physical environment is social. We 
do not seek to alter that environment 
for any reason except to benefit 
society."1 

"Classifying Regions" includes a 
discussion familiar to geography 
students. Are regions real or artificial? 

How does one identify and classify them? 

change - in the physical sense or within the social 

Guttenberg identifies four types of regions: 
referential regions, which represent order in 

human affairs (for example, a physiographic region 
such as the Great Plains); appraisive regions, which involve value 
judgements (polluted areas, for example); prescriptive regions, 
where direct action is involved (such as the protection of national 
forests); and optative regions, which represent human aspirations 

arena - language must not be used to overcome their inabilities to 
command, but employed to enhance their ability to persuade. It is in 
this realm that Guttenberg stresses a greater importance on means 
than ends. The tactics of planning, as embodied in the tools of the 
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profession, include our command of the written word, however 
fragile. The way planners communicate is critical to the achievement 
of goals and objectives of a general plan. The planner's strategy must 
be to ensure that goals and objectives are not left behind by the 
innumerable decisions of private individuals. "The essential method 
of tactics is not to divert the individual from self-interest, but to 
change the field in which (the individual) acts so that private actions 
are more likely to follow paths which contribute to the realization of 
public objectives." 

The final paper in the collection, "A Note on the Relation of the 
Concepts of Science, Democracy and Community in the Progressive 
Era," considers the relationship between planners and the public. 
Models of citizen/planner participation, drawn from the 1920s and 
'30s, are advanced as the means for the achievement of the common 
good. Here, however, Guttenberg appears caught up in his thoughts 
about the cyclical nature of planning, and his analysis is not tempered 
by a recognition of the pluralism of society and the diversity of views 
that affect the definition of the common good. 

The Language of Planning will have a limited appeal to most 
practitioners. Guttenberg's essays largely relate to an historical and 
conceptual context of the profession, which is detached from the 
daily existence of Canadian planners. Through a selective reading 
of this collection, however, the planner can extract ideas (the 
importance of language and tactics) that should be an integral part 
of the way the profession conducts itself in the formulation and 
presentation of plans, policy, studies and reports. A more careful and 
thoughtful use of the language of planning is something from which 
all planners could benefit. * 
J. Michael Noonan is a vice-president with Minto Developments, a 
developer/builder located in Ottawa-Carleton. 

(such as the world as a global village). Which concept applies 
depends on the circumstances and purpose of the region. 

In Part 2: Planning as Social Invention, Guttenberg argues that 
planners do three types of social work: they describe and analyse; 
they evaluate; and they control. Of these, the latter two imply 
change. This is addressed in a discussion of the people who have 
made a difference and ideas that have relevence to American 
planning practice. 

For example, "The Land Utilization Movement of the 1920s" 
examines the ideas behind the question of limiting agricultural 
production. "How to Crowd but Still be Kind" examines the 
Woonerf, a Dutch form of primarily residential neighbourhood. "A 
Note on the Relation of the Concepts of Science, Democracy, and 
Community in the Progressive Era" includes an overview of the 
important U.S. social reformers of the early 1900s. 

This is a challenging book. Its content is broad, and some of 
the wording will likely send most planners scurrying for a dictionary. 
Clearly it is a book more suited to the planning philosopher or 
theoretician, but practitioners should pay attention to its focus on 
social action as a guiding framework for day-to-day 
decision-making. Guttenberg's book could be a useful part of a 
graduate planning theory course. Certainly, it would provide ample 
opportunity for discussion. -<> 

George Nicholson is a senior planner with the Regional Municipality of Niagara 
in Thorold, Ontario. 

• 
1Davidoff, Paul. ''The Role of the City Planner in Social Planning," Proceedings 
of the 1964 Annual Conference. Cambridge: Conference of the American Institute 
of Planners, 1964. 

A ctive Living - Go For Green! in cooperation with the provinces and territories 
announces the launch of a community-based award that will recognize outstand

ing community achievement in active living and environmental citizenship. 

''Elaine's wish for us to give a 'Gift of Green' is a wonderful testament to her spirit" 

The award is named in honour of the late Elaine Burke who spearheaded the Active 
Living - Go For Green! initiative. The Go For Green! message has reached thousands 
of communities across Canada, thanks to Elaine's leadership. Elaine believed that to 

nurture and foster a sense of caring and stewardship for the Earth, each of us needs an 
opportunity to get out-of-doors and touch it every day in our own special way. To 
Elaine, Active Living was that opportunity. Through this award, we honour Elaine's 
spirit, and our community volunteers and professionals - a powerful collective. Elaine 
died June 25, 1993. 

Eligible projects must be organized and implemented at the local level. The recipient 
communities will receive a Living Gift to help create or enhance active living sites -
a priceless legacy. Tree Plan Canada is contributing a Living Gijt of 240,000 seedlings. 
Active Living - Go For Green! extends an invitation to organizations, businesses and 
individuals to support these outstanding community achievements. 

For more information about the Elaine Burke Award please contact: 
Pour obtenir plus d'information sur le prix Elaine Burke, communiquez avec : 
Active Living - Go For Green! Vie Active - Bouge1; c'est dans ma nature! 
Suite 601, 1600 James Naismith Drive, Gloucester ON KlB 5N4 
Tel (613) 748-5787 Fax (613) 748-5734 
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After 50 years of post-war suburban development, 
today's middle-aged generation could well be the first 
to sincerely believe that the dispersed land use pattern 
resulting from contemporary suburban 

.n ~.rn.c.R Pl.AC! TO UY!: 
~!~.U.n Pl NG T.U! .n mw I ( .n N ~ u~ u~~ 

Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 
1994, 270 pp., $42 hardcover 

anecdotal style, Langdon is especially adept at relating these ills to 
the physical relationships evident in modern suburbia; the dominant 
double-car garage that presents an antisocial face to the public realm 
of the street is one example. 

Admittedly, the insights are not new, and the book's 

planning is the only way to build new 
communities. 

by Philip 

Langdon 

concluding chapters on implementation could be 
considered trifling to a planner motivated to action by 
Langdon's compelling problem statement. The significance 
of this work, however, is not so much the rigour of its 
investigation but the fact that it reviews and translates the 
sometimes patronizing or didactic approaches of Duany 
and Plater-Zyberk, Calthorpe, Katz or the Prince of Wales 
into a form more palatable to a general audience. After all, 

recent proliferation of planning literature on the 

• 

Reviewed by 
Kent Munro, 

MCIP 
state of modern suburbia suggests that the 
profession is recognizing the ills of suburban 

planning. Although consensus is building on ways to 
approach suburban design, professional action is often 
constrained by a public with deeply held ideals predicated on the 
status quo. After 50 years of post-war development, those values are 
not surprising. Today's middle-aged generation could well be the 
first to sincerely believe that the dispersed land use pattern resulting 
from contemporary suburban planning is the only way to build new 
communities. 

Thankfully, authors like Philip Langdon continue to work in the 
trenches of popular sentiment. A Better Place to Live presents his 
understanding of contemporary suburban planning and examines the 
concrete means that have been suggested to change it. Langdon 
combines a persuasive review of the mainstream professional 
literature with lucid accounts of his own experiences in both new 
and established communities. What we apparently know about 
suburbia can be distinct from what we experience in it. 

The book begins with a chapter aptly entitled "America's Failing 
Suburbs." The body of the text identifies many of the shortcomings 
associated with the planned environments in which most North 
Americans now live. Concerns such as affordability, social isolation 
and environmental degradation are discussed articulately. With his 

Picture a Better World Video 
Many children find cities to be intimidating and 
frightening places. How can we improve the 
atmosphere of cities so children and families will feel 
more welcome? The Picture a Better World video, 
produced by the Department of Communications 
Media at the University of Calgary, shows the steps 
taken by the City of Calgary to create a more 
child-friendly environment. The video also offers 
suggestions from children on what changes they 
would like to see made to enhance their 
surroundings. * 
Contact: Department of Communications Media, University of Calgary, 2500 
University Dr. NW, Calgary, Alta T2N 1N4; (403) 220-3709. 
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it is the public who live in suburbia, and it is at the grassroots 
level that an effort to change community design ideals 
ought to be directed. 

Philip Langdon is not a professional planner, and this is the book's 
greatest virtue. As an informed "lay person," Langdon presents a 
convincing perspective in the kind of spirited style- largely devoid 
of tedious jargon - that is of popular appeal. A Better Place to Live 
would be provocative reading for elected officials, community 
activists or anyone with an interest in the reshaping of suburbia. * 
Kent Munro is a senior associate with EKISTICS Town Planning Inc. In Vancouver. 
The multidisciplinary consulting firm specializes in suburban planning and 
community design. 

For Further Reading 
• Calthorpe, Peter. The Next American Metropolis: Ecology, Community, and the 

American Dream. New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 1993. 
• Charles, Prince of Wales. A Vision of Britain. London: A.G. Carrick Ltd., 1989. 
• Katz, Peter. The New Urbanism: Towards an Architecture of Community. New York: 

McGraw-Hill, Inc., 1994. 
• Krieger, Alex, ed., with William Lennertz. Andres Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk: 

Towns and Town-Making Principles. Cambridge: Harvard University Graduate 
School of Design, 1991. 

• Rowe, Peter G. Making a Middle Landscape. Cambridge: MIT Press, 1991. 

Video Picture a Better World 
Pour de nombreux enfants, les villes sont des lieux 
intimidants qui font peur. Comment pouvons-nous ameliorer 
!'atmosphere des villes pour que families et enfants s'y 
sentent plus a l'aise? Le video Picture a Better World, 
produit par le Departement des medias de communication 
de l'Universite de Calgary, decrit les mesures prises par la 
Ville de Calgary pour creer un milieu mieux adapte aux 
enfants. Le video presents aussi des suggestions d'enfants 
sur les changements qu'ils souhaitent et qui amelioreraient 
leur milieu de vie. * 

Communiquez avec le Departement des medias de communication de 
l'Universite de Calgary, 2500, rue University N.-O. (Alb.) T2N 1N4; (403) 
220-3709. 
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KEITH DRIVER AND ASSOCIATES LTD. 
92.51 Stralhum Drive, Edmontoo, Albau T6C4El (403)465--5&-13 

• urban and regional land use analysis and planning, 
• downtown revitilization, 
• urban design studies, 
• subdivision design, detailed design briefs, 
• General Municipal Plans, 
• instructional programs for specific planning audiences, 
• consultation and advisory planning services. 

URBAN AND REGIONAL PLANNING CONSULTANJ'S 

HARDY 
STEVENSON 
AND ASSOCIATES 

364 Davenport Road 
Toronto, Ontario 
MSR 1K6 
Tel: (416) 944-8444 
Fax : ( 416) 944-0900 

• Social Impact Assessment 
• Public Consultation & Facilitation 
• Environmental, Strategic Planning 

ADS AT 12 ¢ A READER! 

Try out the "new" Plan Canada. 
Chock-full of current planning 
issues and new trends, Plan 

Canada is a worthwhile advertising 
vehicle. 

By advertising in Canada's only national 
planning magazine, you are assured of 
reaching a cross-country audience of 
planning professionals, many of them the 
"movers and shakers" of planning. 

Advertising to a potential readership of 
over 6000 costs only 12 cents a reader for 
a full-page ad. And the cost is even less 
for smaller-size ads! 

Contact: The HLR Publishing Group, 51 
Ottawa Street, Arnprior, Ontario 
K7S 1W9; (613) 623-6975; fax: (613) 
623-5179. 
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profession.al consulting 

•Planning• Transportation/Systems• Design 

additioMI servict.r inclutk: 
• Land Use Planning• Market Research and Real Estate Economics 

• Traffic and Transit Planning• Urban Design 

• Lan~~"ape Architecture• Municipal Engineering 
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Macaulay &hiomi Howson Ltd. 

Urban, Rural and Development 
Planning Services 

293 EGLINTON A\IENUE EAST 
TORONTO, ONTARIO M4P 1L3 TEL: (416) 487·4101 

PUB a 0, 12 $ par lecteur ! 

Essayez le «nouveau» Plan 
Canada. Rempli a capacite de 
questions d'urbanisme d'actualite 

et de nouvelles tendances, Plan Canada 
est un media publicitaire efficace. 

En faisant paraitre votre annonces dans Ia 
~ revue nationale d'urbanisme, vous 
etes assure de rejoindre Jes professionnels 
de l'amenagement de tout le pays, la 
creme des urbanistes et des amenagistes. 

La pub rejoint un bassin de plus de 6 
000 lecteurs pour la modique somme de 
12 sous par lecteur pour une annonce 
pleine page. Et c'est encore mains cher 
pour Jes annonces plus petites. 

Communiquez avec : The HLR 
Publishing Group, 51, rue Ottawa, 
Arnprior, Ontario, K7S 1W9; (613) 
623-6975, telec. (613) 623-5179. 
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• Urban Design 

• Tourism & Resort Planning 

• Morket Analysis 

• Economic Research 

• Environmental Planning 

• Development Planning 
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• Geographic Information 
Systems 
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management consultants 

• Strategic Planning 
•Tourism 
• Project & Program Feasibifity 
• Organization Design 
• Surveys & Interviews 

• Economic Development 
• Area Revitalization 
• Economic Impact Assessment 
• Operations Review 
• Town Hall Meetings & Workshops 

Principals: • Sandy el Baroudl, PhD 
• Gerald Plsarzowski, MCIP, APP 

84 Elmbrook Crescent 
Toronto, Canada, M9C 5E2 

Tel: (416) 620-5736 
Fax: (416) 626·2288 

J. Ross Raymond P,Eng,, MCIP 
Margaret Walton, M,PL, MCIP 

Richard Hunter MCIP 
Community & Land Use Planning 

GRAVENHURSf 
180 John Street Nrnth 
Gravenhurst, Ontario 
PIP 1H2 

BRACEBRIDGE 
58 1k}.1urray Street 

Bracebridge, Ontario 
PIL 1A2 

(705) 687--3183 FAX (705) 687-2000 (705) 645-1556 

tt Dragicevic Walk<;r, No Limited 
Asso~,agt~insultants Plannm ~. ?;§ir 
172 St George ~tr:~R 

2
M

7 Toronto, ~~~~~~3511 Tel: 41 

SERVICES INCLUDE: 
• Urban & Regional Planning 
• Commercial, Industrial, 

Residential Studies 
• Site Development & 

Redevelopment Analysis 
• Ontario Municipal 

Board Hearings 
• Land Compensation / 

Expropriation 
• Environmental Assessments 
• Subdivision & Site Design 
• Lease Arbitration 
• Urban Design 
, CADD and GIS Applications 

CIP members or companies employing members of the 
Institute are invited to advertise in Plan Canada, For 
information on rates and deadline for materials: The 
HLR Publishing Group, 51 Oitawa St, Arnprior, Ont 
K7S 1W9; (613) 623--0975; fax: (613) 623-5179, • 
Nous invitons !es membres de l'ICU ou Jes firmes qui 
emploient des membres de l'Insitut a publier leurs 
services dans Plan Canada, Pour plus d'informations, 
notamment sur les tarifs et Jes echeances, s' adresser a : 
The HLR Publishing Group, 51, rue Ottawa, Arnprior 
(Ont) K7S IW9; (613) 623--0975; Telecopieur: (613) 
623-5179, 
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"Lakeshore Management -
Working Together" 

Canadian Water Resources 
Association workshop, April 
3-4, Saskatoon, Sask. Contact: 
Conference Coordinator, 
PFRA, P.O. Box 908, 
Saskatoon, Sask. S7K 3M4. 

"Come to Toronto ... Discover 
the World" 

Joint APA/CIP/OPPI 
conference, April 8-12, 
Toronto. Contact: Christine 
Helm, GIP, 541 Sussex Dr., 
2nd Fl., Ottawa K1N 626; 
1-800-207-2138; 
(613) 562-4646; fax: 
(613) 562-4648. 

<<Venez a Toronto ... decouvrir le 
monde» 

Congres conjoint 
APA/ICU/OPPI, 8-12 avril, 
Toronto. Renseignements : 
Christine Helm, ICU, 541, prom. 
Sussex, 2e etage, Ottawa K 1 N 
6Z6; 1-800-207-2138; (613) 
562-4646; telec. : (613) 

562-4648. 

User Pay Transportation 
Symposium on user pay 
issues affecting 
transportation, April 20-21, 
Crowne Plaza Toronto 
Centre, Toronto. Contact: 
Gilbert Marier, Director 
Member Services, 
Transportation Association 

of Canada, 2323 St. 
Laurent Blvd., Ottawa K1 G 
4K6; (613) 736-1350; fax: 
(613)736-1395. 

MAY 
MAI 

"The Housing Connection" 
27th annual CHRA congress, 
May 17-19, Chateau Launer 
Hotel, Ottawa. Contact: CHRA, 
251 Laurier Ave. W., Ste. 401, 
Ottawa K1 P 5J6; (613) 
594-3007; fax: (613) 594-9596. 

«Le Logement : Un Maillon 
Essentiel» 

Le 2?9 congres annuel de 
l'ACHRU, 17-19 mai, hotel 
Chateau Laurier, Ottawa. 
Renseignements: ACHRU, 
251 ave. Laurier o., bureau 
401, Ottawa; (613) 594-3007; 
telec. : (613) 594-9596. 

JUNE 
JUIN 

Urban Research Conference 
Conference on Urban 
Research at the Learneds, 
June 7-9, Universite du 

Quebec a Montreal, 
Montreal. Contact: 1995 
Learned Societies 
Conference Secretariat, 
Universite du Quebec a 
Montreal, P.O. Box 8888, 
Stn. A, Montreal H3C 3P8; 
(514) 987-0303. 

Conference sur la recherche 
urbaine 

Conference sur la recherche 
urbaine, 7-9 juin, Universite 
du Quebec a Montreal, 

Montreal. Renseignements : 
Secretariat du congres des 

CIP & Affiliate Events • Activites de l'ICU et des societes affiliees 
• March/ mars-AP/ Council Meeting 
• April / avril-APCPS Lakeshore Management Workshop, April 2-4, Saskatoon, 

Sask.; OPP/Council Meeting, April 7, Toronto; GIP Council Meeting, April 7-9 & 12 
• May /mai-AAC/PConference, May 10-12, Red Deer, Alta.; Pf BC Conference, May 

10-13, Campbell River, B.C. 
• June/ juin-AAC/P Strategic Planning Session, June 2-4, Goldeye, Alla.; Congres 

de l'OUQ, 15-17 juin, Quebec (Quebec); OPP/Council Meeting, June 23; GIP Council 
Meeting, June 23-25, Winnipeg, Man. 

• September/ septembre-OPP/ Council Meeting, Sept. 15 
• October/ octobre-C/PCouncil Meeting, Oct. 27-29, Halifax, N.S. 

m March • mars 1995 

Societes savantes 1995, 
Universite du Quebec a 
Montreal, B.P. 8888, 
Succursale A, Montreal H3C 
3P8; (514) 987-0303. 

«Dynamique et visions du 
paysage quebecois» 

Les Etats generaux du 
paysage quebecois, 15-18 
juin, Quebec Hilton, Quebec. 
Renseignements : 
Secretariat des Etats 
generaux du paysage 
quebecois, a/s Forum 
Quebec, 30, rue 
Grande-Allee ouest, Quebec 
G1R 2G6; (418) 524-8093; 
telec.: (418) 529-1172; 
(514) 486-5729, 

SEPTEMBER 
SEPTEMBRE 

"Making Cities Livable" 
17th International 
Conference, Sept. 5-9, 
Freiburg-im-Breisgau, 
Germany. Contact: Suzanne 
Crowhurst, IMCL Conference, 
P.O. Box 7586, Carmel, CA 
93921; (408) 626-9080; fax: 
(408) 624-5126, 

"Accommodating Differences" 
IFHP International Congress 
1995, Sept. 10-14, Belfast, 
Northern Ireland. Contact: 
IFHP Belfast 1995 Congress, 
Belfast Congress 
Co-ordinator, Project 
Planning, Montalto Estate, 
Spa Road, Ballynaninch, 
BT24 8PT, Northern Ireland. 

«Vivre et assimiler les 
differences» 

Congres international 1995 
FIHUAT, 10-14sept., Belfast, 
lrlande du Nord. 
Renseignements : Congres 
de Belfast 1995 de la FIHUAT, 
Coordonnateur du Congres 
de Belfast, Planification de 
projets, Demaine Montalto, 
Chemin Spa, Ballynaninch, 
BT24 8PT, lrlande du Nord. 

"Smart '95" 
World Teleport Association 
11th general assembly, Sept. 

11-15, Harbour Castle 
Hotel, Toronto. Contact: 
Smart '95 Secretariat, c/o 
CN Tower, 301 Front St. W., 
Toronto M5V 2T6; (416) 
863-2023; fax: (416) 
863-4830, 

"Where Rivers Run Through 
- Waterways and 
Communities" 

Congress '95/Trade Show, 
Canadian Society of 
Landscape Architects, Sept. 
13-16, Days Inn 
Marlborough, Winnipeg. 

Contact: Manitoba 
Association of Landscape 
Architects, 635 Barda! Bay, 
Winnipeg, Man. R2G 0J1; 
(204) 663-4863, 

"Sustainable Downtown" 
41 st annual conference, 
International Downtown 
Association, Sept. 16-19, The 
Westin Winnipeg, Winnipeg. 
Contact: 1814-330 Portage 
Ave., Winnipeg, Man. R3C 
0C4; (204) 943-5706; fax: 
(204) 944-8360, 

"The Power of Participation" 
International Association of 
Public Participation 
Practitioners' annual 
conference, Sept. 23-27, 
Whistler, B.C. Contact: IAP3, 
P.O. Box 82317, Portland, 
Oregon, 97282, U.S.; 
1-800-644-4273; fax: (503) 
233-0772, 

OCTOBER 
OCTOBRE 

"Transportation - Total 
Customer Satisfaction" 

Transportation Association of 
Canada conference, Oct. 
22-25, Empress Hotel & 
Victoria Conference Centre, 
Victoria. Contact: Gilbert 
Marier, Director Member 
Services I Ariff Kachra, 
Member Services Manager, 
TAC, 2323 St. Laurent Blvd., 
Ottawa K1G 4K6; (613) 
736-1350; fax: (613) 
736-1395. ~ 



APRIL• AVRIL 8-12, 1995 

Toronto • Canada 
Annual Planning Conj ere nee of the Canadian Institute of Planners • Ontario 
Professional Planners Institute • American Planning Association 

In a month's time, over 3500 planners from Canada and the United States and abroad will converge on Toronto for the 
APA/CIP/OPPI 1995 planning conference. 

Secure your spot at this premiere event! 

Prepare to experience over 110 concurrent sessions with top 
panelists from the U.S. and Canada; 80 mobile workshops 

throughout southern Ontario; fabulous social events and lots of fun! 

Environment and Development (The Rio Summit) and former 
Under Secretary-General of the United Nations Conference on the 
Human Environment, and first Executive Director of the United 
Nations Environment Program 

• Honoura,y Chair, Conference Committee 
The Honourable David Crombie, Commissioner of the Toronto 
Waterfront Regeneration Trust Agency 

• Keynote Addresses 
Maurice Strong, Chairman of Ontario Hydro (former 
Secretary-General of the 1992 United Nations Conference on 

Michael Goldberg, Dean of the Faculty of Commerce and 
Business Administration at the University of British Columbia and 
Herbert R. Fullerton Professor of Urban Land Policy (former 
Executive Director, IFC Vancouver, wholly or partly authored nine 
books) 

Congres annuel conjoint de l'Institut canadien des urbanistes • l'Institut des 
planificateurs professionels de l'Ontario • American Planning Association 

Dans un mois, Toronto accueillera plus de 3 500 urbanistes venus du Canada, des Etats-Unis et de 
I' etranger pour le congres 1995 de I' APA/ICU/IPPO. 

Reserver votre place pour assister a cette premiere! 

Pr,eparez-vous! Plus de 110 ateliers paralleles diriges par des panelistes hors pair des 
Etats-Unis et du Canada, 80 ateliers mobiles a travers le sud de !'Ontario, des activites 

sociales extraordinaires et beaucoup de plaisir en perspective! 

• Presidence d'honnew; Comite du Congres 
L'Honorable David Crombie, Commissaire de la Fiducie de 
regeneration du secteur riverain de Toronto 

• Discours-programmes 
Maurice Strong, President d'Hydro-Ontario (ancien secretaire 
general de la Conference 1992 des Nations Unies sur 
l'environnement et le developpement (Sommet de Rio), 
ancien secretaire general adjoint de la Conference des 
Nations Unies sur l'environnement et premier directeur 
executif du Programme des Nations Unies pour 
I'environnement) • 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• • • 
• • • • • • • 

• 
Michael Goldberg, Doyen de la Faculte de commerce 
et d'administration des affaires de l'Universite de 
Colombie-Britannique et Herbert R. Fullerton, 
professeur de politique urbaine (ancien directeur 
executif d'IFC Vancouver, auteur de neuf livres ecrits 
seul ou en collaboration) 

Come to Toronto ... Discover the World 
Venez a Toronto ... decouvrir le monde 
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Regina's downtown transformation, sparked by 
construction of one million square feet of office 
space since 1992, includes renewal of its 
pedestrian mall and innovative ground-level 
interior walkways in older buildings to improve 
pedestrian comfort while maintaining intact 
heritage streetscapes. 

MAIL TO: 

La transformation du centre-ville de Regina, 
stimulee par la construction d'un million de 
pieds carres d'espace a bureau depuis 1992, 
inclut la renovation de sa rue pietonne et des 
promenades interieures novatrices au 
rez-de-chaussee d'immeubles anciens; ces 
amenagements permettent d'ameliorer le 
contort des pietons tout en preservant les 
paysages urbains patrimoniaux. 

POSTMASTER: Send address changes and remit WHOLE 
MAGAZINES to: Canadian Institute of Planners, 541 Sussex Drive, 
2nd Floor, Ottawa Canada KlN 6Z6. 

MAITRE DE POSTE : Veuiller retourner les changements 
d'adresse et remettre les revues AU COMPLET a : Institut canadien 
des urbanistes, 541 promenade Sussex, 2' etage, Ottawa (Ontario) 
Canada KIN 6Z6. 
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